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Figures 
Talk! 

Q, 

Model ,.. .. 103 

Stages of I.F. 2 

Selectivity better than (kcls) 7 

Stages of A.V.C. 3 

No. of Valves 10 

No. of Wave Bands 3 

ADDING UP TO ONLY 19 Gns. 

No other radio chassis offers all that the Armstrong RF. 103 so 
efficiently provides at such a low cost. 

OTHER ARMSTRONG CHASSIS 
Model EXP. 83:3. An eight -stage all -wave radiogram chassis Is 
designed to provide quality radio and record reproduction for the 
" not-so-rich." 215.8.8. Plus P. Tax. 
Model 125/2. The Armstrong " triumph -a 14 -valve all -wave 
radiogram chassis with short wave bands down to 10.9 metres. 
The chassis for the man who wants the best. 533.12.0. Plus P. Tax. 
ARMSTRONG TELEVISION -MODEL TV.20. A wide -range 
21 -valve instrument incorporating a 12ín, C.R. Tube. £52.10.0. 
Plus P. Tax. 

Wr'te now for full information. 

THE CHASSIS PEOPLE 
Armstrong Wireless L& Television Co.. Ltd., Wariters Road, 

Holloway, London, N.7. Tel.: NORM 3213. 
Sole Birmingham Agent : Hayes Company, 1, Alcester mono. 

Birmingham, 13. 

SOUTHERN RADIO'S WIRELESS BARGAINS 
R.3515 TELEVISION UNITS. 21 valves with 6 -stage 14 m.c. 
I.F. strip, recommended for ideal T.V. conversion by all experts. 
Brand new in original wooden cases. £31101 -. 
R.I355 RECEIVERS. Brand new and unused, as specified for 
Inexpensive Television. £3151 -. 
T.R.1196 6 -Valve superhet receivers. Perfect and guaranteed. 
2216, plus 114. 
THROAT MICROPHONES. With Lead and Plug- Magnetic 
416. 
CONTROL CABLES, 14ft. with adaptors or B.C.4531415. 

916 each. 
R.A.F. BOMBSIGHT COMPUTERS. Complete, brand new, 
with motors, gyro gears, blowers, etc., etc. Ideal for model 
makers, etc. The best component value ever offered. 551- each, 
plus SI -. 
LUFBRA HOLE CUTTERS. Adjustable from 1" to 31" 'or use 
on wood, metal, plastics, etc. 516. 

CONTACTOR TIME SWITCHES. By Smith or Venner. 
10 -hour movement with thermostatic control. 2 impulses per 
second. Complete in sound -proof case. I01 -, plus 114. 

HAND GENERATORS. 6 volts at 5 amps. Complete with 
crank, 211 -. 
RECEIVERS TYPE CCT -461 O4. Frequency 1.5 mcs to 3 mcs 
for 28 volts. Complete with 28 volt Dynamotor, 6 valves. Brand 
New. Black Crackle Finish, 901 -. 
SPEAKERS. Celestion 21in. P.M. 3 to 5 ohms. Moving Coil, 1716. 

PLASTIC TRANSPARENT MAP CASES. 14 inches by 103 

inches. Ideal for Maps, Charts, Photographs, etc. 513. 

CONDENSERS. 100 Assorted Mica and Tubular up to 2 Mf, all 

useful sizes, 151 -. 
RESISTANCES. 160 Assorted all useful sixes up to 3 watts, 1216. 

RADIO COMPASS INDICATORS, with internal Selsyn motor, 
3' dial, 1316 ; 5" dial, 1516. 

WALKIE- TALKIE (TRANS RECEIVER) Type 38, Mark II. 

Complete with 5 valves : Throat Microphones : Headphones and 

Aerial. Guaranteed working. 131101 -, carriage paid. 

Radio Publication List 2)d. 

SOUTHERN RADIO SUPPLY LIMITED 
11, Little Newport Street, London, W.C.2 Gerrard 6653 

DESIGNEFD the 

CONSTRUCTOR 
UNIVERSAL 8 WATT OUTPUT 

TRANSFORMERS- T98 -T99 
No constructors' work bench is complete without ons of these 
truly amazing output Transformers. Their Universal character- 
istics enable them to be used in a wide range of circuits. Covers 
any ratio from 11 : 1 to 105 : 1 -the ideal component for all experi- 
mental work. TYPE T98 for single ended valves, 
TYPE T93 for push -pull. The superior design and 
high quality of Gardners Transformers ensure 
better home construction. 

Fulls descriptive literature on Somerfo rd and 
.112ureed Componente sill be sent upon request. 

RETAIL PRICE 

211- 
CARRIAGE 

PAID 

ARDNERS ?ADÇ ti 
EOMERFORD, CHRISTCHURCH, HANTS 

Phone : CHRISTCHURCH 1025 

HOME STUDY 
backs radio experience with 
sound technical knowledge 
MANY men who wished to link their 
radio experience with a sound technological 
background have received successful in- 
struction by means of an I.C.S. Course. 
Its value has been proved not only to 
amateurs but to men who already have a 
professional interest in . radio and tele- 
vision engineering, including those taking 
qualifying examinations. It is invaluable, 
also, to students who wish to prepare 
themselves for a fob in this field. Courses 
of Instruction 'covering ,radio and, if 
necessary, television including the following: 

Complete Radio Engineering, Radio Service Engineers 
Radio Service and Sales, Advanced Short -Wave Radio 
Elementary Electronics, Radar, _ Radio,. and 

Television Technology. 
And the following Radio Examinations : 

British Institution of Radio Engineers'. 
P.M.G. Certificates for Wireless Operators. 

City and Guilds Telecommunications 

Write today for our FREE " Radio " booklet, 
which fully describes the above ICS Courses. 

IZCtefytllrilt!CG 
CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS 

Dept. PWI6, International B1dge., Kingsway, London, W.C.2 
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Build a professional - 
looking Radio at less 
than half today's price 

193 

The Kits are housed in attractive Bakelite Cases, size 
12in. x 5in. x 6in. Each Kit is complete in every detail, 
nothing has to be made or improvised. Easy to follow, 
point -to -point diagrams are supplied, making construction 
very simple. They are for use on 200 -250 volt mains, and 
both A.C. and Universal Models can be supplied. The 
Dials are illuminated, and the receivers present an attractive 
appe ̂ rance. We regret the necessity for the increase of 
prices due to continually rising costs. 

PREMIER RADIO C° 
MORRIS & CO. (RADIO) LTD, 

ALL POST ORDERS TO OUR NEW FACTORY ÁT- 
740, HIGH ROAD, TOTTENHAM, N.17. Tottenham 5371 -2 -3. 
CALLERS TO : l52'3, Fleet Street, E.C.4. Central 2833. 
207, Edgware Road, W.2. Ambassador 4033. This branch is 
open until 6 p.m. on Saturdays. 

TRF 
Valve line up : EF22 H.F. Pentode ; VR116 
Detector ; CVI510 Beam Power Output in 
the A.C. Model. The A.C. /D.C. Output 
Valve is 12A6. Both use Meta! Rectifiers. Wave- 
band coverage is for the Medium and Long 
bands. Price £5/19/6 (carriage and .packin_ 
2/6). With Walnut or Ivory Cabinet. 

SUPERHET 
Valve line up : 6K8, 617, 6Q7, and CV1510 
Beam Power Output in the A.C. Model. The 
A.C. /D.C. Output Valve is 12A6. Both 
use Metal Rectifiers. Waveband coverage is 
16 -50, 190 -540 and 1,000 -2,000 m. Price £7 /19/5 
(carriage and packing 2/6). With Walnut or 
Ivory Cabinet. 
Circuit diagrams only can be supplied at 1/6 
each. Cabinets only available at 17/6. R .poZIcf COWER" 

_.. _ 

dea4ea,a 
with 6LíG c' 

OSMOR 
"Q" COILPACK 

Your coil and 
switching prob- 
lems are solved in 
a matter of min- 
utes with the pre - 
aligned OSMOR 
" Q " Coilpack. No 
complicated wir- 
ing circuits -dust 
five simple connec- 

Send 5d. (stamps) for allnseta for better 
complete receiver " whistle - free " 
circuit, also lists of listening. All types 

As specified for conver- availableformatns 
atop of the Type 25 unit Coils, Coilpacks and and battery sets. 
of the TR.1.196 also Type complete with full 
18 and wartime utility all Radio Compo- instructions and 
receivers etc. rents. circuit diagrams. 

OSMOR RADIO PRODUCTS LTD. 
(Dept. P.12), BRIDGE VIEW WORKS, BOROUGH HILL, 

CROYDON, SURREY. 
Telephone: Croydon 1220 

Three heads are 
better than one ! 

For Standard and Microgroove recordings 

Microgroove recordings Green Spot. 
Modern standard recordings Red Spot. 
Older standard recordings Yellow Spot. 

These pickup heads are fitted with an easily 
replaceable armature system complete with a semi- 
permanent sapphire. Downward pressure to -ta 
grams for standard recordings, and 5 -7 grams for 
microgroove recordings. 

Prices : With one Head E4.0.0, plus £1.14.8 Purchase 
Tax. Extra Heads each /2.10.0, plus E1.1.8 Purchase 
Tax. Spare Armature System with sapphire I4s. ed. 
including Tax. 

r` Connoisseur. úet 
Telephone : HALIFAX 69169 

A. R. SUGDEN & CO. (ENGINEERS) LTD. 

Well Green Lane, Brighouse, Yorkshire. 
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THERE IS ,Q 

r B 

L.,OAJDSPEAKER 

The W.B. range includes speakers from 
21" to 18 ", among them the famous 
Concentric Duplex 10" and 12" models. 

Illustrated here is the Concentric 
Duplex Twin Corner Reflex 
Console with I0' Speaker. 

* Details on request 
WHITELEY ELECTRICAL RADIO CO. LTD. 
MANSFIELD NOTTS. 

48-6 

May, 1951 

, 

:ing,ro` . J t d(i{Li`%F '- 
.c 

. 

f.. . ;:::i,+'+¡(r` l: 

TELE L ISION SOl iTI.) . i .l l) 11S10,11" 
0.117 O-VE ('Il 1SSIS size loin. x 4!.in. x lin. 
Made possible by the use of miniature valves 

SAFETY FIRST. Vu -ei test prods. Fury -i.7 tt plied 
r e with rctrael able point. _l'!nd act is eoIV (hail,' 11 hß n deirel Iv pressing top. Each proel cootaii,. 1e uiiri f!de , 

type H ,I sprirr. 
A K1'S I'll ICE 4,11 P Elt 1':-t I 0. (1)ne 

blast.) I'u,L tül. extra, 
VIBRATOR PACKS. Brand new, in original carton.. ManWlaclutoi iu i-.S.A. l'or ti or 13 volt input. Output 
309 volts, 60 -S0 ni a. Supplied complete with 1 -pin non- 
synchronous Vibrator and either O%1 or 6X3 rectifier. 
Size of unit: -Till. x 3111. x :1)111. 

LAS1VY'S PRICE, 27,6. Postage alai packing, 2,6 extra. 
ANTENNA RELAY UNITS TYPE CBY29125. AMERICAN 
AIR CORPS. l'ntaiu. 0 -5 m;a. Western moving Boil meter. 
Also relay, insulator.. ITS amp, heating element with "wit_eh. 
A 30pí. vacuum condenser, 3 kv. wuking. lnblack cra.:kic 
metal ease. size : --Ih n. s .lin. x 31in. 

LASKY 'S l'li1C'li. NEW BOXED, 12.6. 
Postage 1'6 ext ra. 

SOILED, 7;6. Postage 1,6 extra. 

['ley <e still ̂  l,e.:. , r IlfroriL(ykurn (r'qa.eru'll. (Lo)1:'Old 
uirNlel cru( L. ..., ,.d to Hut ne,! 31o5v jrelueuc+J) 

These units are not es- l7overumeut, but are brand new manufacturer's surplus. They may be used with any type time base and c.f. tube, are fully assembled and wired, supplied with all Naives. Voltages required:- L.T.6.3 colts 
3 amps H.T. 270 volts &) nia. 
Valve line -up: -5 r3AMe's R.F. amplifiers sound and vision, 
one eouimort to both. 2 6AL3's sound and vision detectors. (ANN flip° amplifier, 6A31,6 .vue. sep., PAW sound output. 
Send 6d. for a copy of the full data, circuits and photographs 
dealing with this anit. 
Price complete as illustrated - £6 .19 . 6 

Carriage and packing 316 extra. 

L A S K Y' S. -R A D -I 0 370, HARROW ROAD, PADDINGTON, 
7 LONDON, W.9. (opposite . Paddington Hospital.) 

I'4enc : Cunningham 1973 and 7214. Yours Mon. to Sat. 3.30 a.m. to 6 p.m. Thurs. half -day, 
send a 22,d, stamp with your name and address for a copy of our current Bulletin. We have large stocks of new. surplus 

radio cmrrpouetits, vah-ls, -tr nsforniers; etc., details of which are given in our Bulletin. 
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Prada, 
EVERY MONTH. 

VOL.XXVII. No.535. MAY, 1951 

COMMENTS OF THE MONTH 

'Mrg 
est,.tvt f.J.C4MM 

19th YEAR 
OF ISSUE 

BY THE EDITOR 

18th National Radio Show 
THE 18th National Radio and Television 

Exhibition will be held this year at 
Earls Court from August 29th to 

September 8th. Thus is broken the long 
association which tied the name of the Radio 
Show with Olympia. In future we shall refer 
to this high spot of the Radio and Television 
Year as the National Radio Show. In many 
respects Olympia had proved itself to be unequal 
to the expanding demand of our twin industries. 
The last Exhibition to be held there was 
cramped ; a much larger number of firms had 
to be accommodated, with the foreseen result 
that the gangways were reduced and on the 
busy days, notably early closing days and 
Saturdays, it was impossible for visitors to 
examine the exhibits in comfort. 

The more spacious floor space at Earls 
Court will eliminate this main difficulty, and 
now that television is developing rapidly a 
fair proportion of this space will be devoted to 
special television booths, so that the public 
can see television programmes on the receivers 
exhibited. 

The first day of the show, namely, August 
28th, is to be " Invitation Day " for overseas 
and other special visitors, and it is expected 
that Earl Mountbatten will open the Exhibition 
to the public on August 29th. 

The scope of this year's exhibition has been 
considerably broadened, for every branch of 
the radio and electronic industry will be 
represented, and in addition there will be 
exhibits of gramophones, records and accessories, 
electro- medical equipment, electronic scientific 
instruments and test gear, including related 
.products and services, trade exhibits and dealer 
aids. 

Services and Government Departments will 
be represented by exhibits from the Army, 
the Royal Air Force, the Board of Trade, the 
Ministry of Civil Aviation. the Department of 
Scientific and Industrial Research, and British 
Railways. 

The B.B.C. has promised full co- operation, 
and visitors will have a much better view this 
year of the television studio and of the artistes 
and technical personnel in action. 

There will be improved facilities för com- 
paring the various television receivers on 
exhibits in a 250ft. -long gallery. The control 
of the distribution of sound and vision will 
form an exhibit which will be of interest to 
every technician. There will be glass -walled 
continuity suites for both radio and television, 
with the announcers in public view. 

We learn that the emphasis in the exhibition[ 
will be on export, because invitations to the 
show have already been distributed widely 
overseas, and a 28 -page booklet entitled 
" British Radio for the World " has been 
prepared for overseas circulation only. 

The exhibition comes within the Festival of 
Britain period and visitors who come to Britain 
in the late smnmer will also be able to visit the 
Marine and . Engineering Exhibition, and the 
Flying Display and Exhibition of the Society of 
British Aircraft Constructors as well as the 
Motor Show. 

The British Institution of Radio Engineers is 
holding one of the sessions of its 1951 Con- 
vention at the National Radio Show. 

For the demonstration of radio receivers 
soundproof enclosures will be provided, a 
special radio signal being piped to exhibitors 
requiring it. It will be generated in the control 
room and will be within the medium -wave 
coverage of normal broadcast receivers. Only 
one signal will be transmitted over this network 
and it will be modulated with good quality 
speech and music obtained from recordings 
on magnetic tape, and it will simulate as nearly 
as possible a typical medium -wave broadcasting 
station for the demonstration of complete radio 
receivers. 

The technical committee are hoping to 
provide for the benefit of exhibitors of high- 
graft .low-frequency apparatus, a high -quality 
audio -signal superimposed on the cable of 
network carrying the radio programme referred 
to above. A simple filter will be installed in 
each demonstration room using the service sò 
that either or both signals can be provided 
using the sane cable run. It is proposed to send 
out a standard B.B.C. programme taken direct 
from the B.B.C. over the music lines which 
will be available in the control room. -F. J. C. 
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ROUND the 
LD of WIRELESS 

May, 1951 

Broadcast Receiving Licences 
'IIE following statement shows the approximate 

number or licences issued during 
ended 31st January, 1951. 

Region, 

the year 

Numb, r 
London Postal .. .. 2,331..01e) 
Homo Counties .. 1,641. 00 
1lidla.nd .. .. 1,730,000 
North Eastern .. 1,896.000 
North Western .. .. 1,604,000 
South Western 1,060,000 
Welsh and Border Comities 728,01)0 

Total England and Wales .. 10,996,000 
Scotland . .. .. 1,118,000 
Northern Ireland.. 208,000 

Grand Total . 13,322,1)00' 
The above total includes 637,950 licences for 

television. 
-. 

New Transmitter for Third Programme 
ANEW high -power transmitter and mast radiator 

1 are shortly to be put into service at Daventry 
for the Third Programme. The installation has- 
two of the latest Marconi 100 kW. air -cooled 
transmitters, with paralleling equipment, to give 
an output of 200 kW. but, to conform with the 
Copenhagen Plan, the actual power used will be 
limited to 150 kW. 

This newest design of broadcasting equipment is 
housed in the oldest surviving B.B.C. transmitting 
station and now occupies the space where, 25 years 
ago, the B.B.C. installed their 
iirst,high -power transmitter for 
long -wave broadcasting - the 
làunous " old - gentleman " - of 
radio, 5NX. This venerable 
transmitter, which_ was in service 
until 1948, was also Marconi 
engineered, and replaced the 
historic 5XX which had been 
used for experimental brz-,ad- 
casting by the Marconi Company 
from their own works at 
Chelmsford. 
.. The new installation consists 
of two complete transmitters of 
100 kW. output. They are ar- 
ranged in line with a special 
paralleling unit between them, 
in which the outputs are combined. 

Death of Mr. P. C. Bullock 

THE B.B.C. announces with 
regret the death of Mr. 

P. C. Bullock, A.M.I.Mech.E., 
A.M.I.l- .E. Mr. Bullock joined The two loo kW. Marconi transmitters at Daventry. The transmitter; 
the Station Design and Installa- 

tion Department (now Planning and Installation 
Department) of the 13.8.('. in 1931, having 
previously been. Ivith the English Electric Company, 
and shortly afterwards became head of the power 
séction of this department. In 1944 ill health 
compelled him to resign this post, but he has 
since been responsible for the technical negotiation 
of all agreements foi electricity supply for the 
B.13.C's stations. 

E.M.I. and the Festival of Britain 
THE Land Travel Exhibition, which forms part 

of the Festival activities, will feature a display 
of Amateur Radio Equipment. 

An E.M.I. Absorption Wavemeter has been 
selected for exhibition in the Amateur Radio 
Section. This wavemeter employs a germanium 
crystal rectifier. It operates over the range of 
1.6 to 30.0 Mc; s. 

Special Magnetic Recorder 
ÀSPECIAL E.M.I. portable magnetic tape recorder 

is being supplied to the Festival authorities for: 
use in the Dome of Discovery. 

. The number of enquiries, in many 'languages. 
that are expected will necessitate the services of 
expert translators and technicians. 

To enable 4 query to bo " stored " when it i, 
impracticable to give an "on- the -spot " answer, 
this latest type of professional magnetic -recording 
apparatus is being used. The -enquirer-will deliver 
his questions into the microphone and the recording 
can then be played back at a suitable time and an 
answer given. 

are worked in parallel to give zoo kW. 
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The machine will record up to 60 minutes on 
each 1,200 ft. reel of recording tape and once the 
queries have been dealt with the recordings can be 
erased and the tape used again and again. 

The machine and the Emitape recording medium 
is being provided by E.M.I. Factories, Ltd., Hayes, 
Middlesex, England. 

Ultrasonics 
UNDERWATER sound can be 

picked up by an entirely 
new method recently reported to 
the Acoustical Society of America. 
When ultrasonic waves strike a 
wire covered with a porous coating 
and immersed in water, an alter- 
nating potential of the same 
frequency as the waves is set up 
within the wire. The kind of metal 
used in the wire makes no differ- 
ence, but the effect seems to 
depend on the kind of porous 
coating anti on the solution with 
which the wire is covered. The 
voltage produced is very small. 
but it can be amplified to useful 
magnitudes. This discovery, says 
Radio Electronics, may be useful 
for submarine detection and it will 
be used for laboratory study of 
various kinds of underwater 
effects. 

197 

The Ham Spirit 
FOR five years 24 -year -old Len Chastey, of 

Bridestowe, nr. Okehampton, has lain in his 
hut at the Cornish Riviera Sanatorium, Rosehill, 
Penzance. As a result of the efforts of the Cornwall 
Amateur Radio Club he has now obtained a trans- 

Len Chastey 

Brain Diagnosis 

ULTRASONICS 
are also being used in research 

into brain disorders. Radiations are passed 
through the brain and are attenuated through 
tissues. cte., but remain undisturbed when passed 
through fluids. As a result a " map " of the brain 
may he " drawn " to show the presence of fluids, 
and it is claimed that this is superior to X -ray 
examinations. 

with his finely equipped " shack." See story above. 

mating licence and his " hut " has been well 
equipped. Now, instead of being eut off from the 
rest of the world, he is in constant touch with 
amateurs in all parts. His call is G3GZK and his 
equipment is rated at 25 watts. 

Oliver Heaviside Ia lecture recently to the Junior Section of the 
` 
1 

Cambridge branch of the Institution of Post 
Officer Engineers, Dr. G. F. C. Searle, F.R.S., 

described " the man as he was." 
Dr. Searle is probably now the 
only surviving scientific man 
who met Heaviside during his 
work. 

Compare this view of the original 5XX transmitter at Daventry. 

Town Relays 

STOKE -ON -TRENT Corpora- 
tion recently considered the 

question of town relays of radio 
and televisión and it was recom- 
mended that offers made by two 
companies be examined in further 
detail, and that systems already 
in operation in two other districts 
he inspected. 

At Dover, the Town Council 
decided to postpone for a month 
a proposal to enter into an 
agreement. In the meantime 
local traders will have an oppor- 
tunity of putting forward alter - 
native systems. A similar scheme 
proposed by traders had been 
turned down some time ago. 
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A Simple, Inexpensive Superhet Especially Suitable for the Newcomer 
By " ELECTRON" 

THERE has apparently grown a legend that to 
build a superhet one must have a wide 
experience in receiver construction, and in 

any case, superhet teething troubles are no task 
for the beginner to tackle. Whilst a superhet is 
admittedly a more complex unit than a straight of 
the 0 -v variety, and there may occur more 
involved faults and difficulties, the constructional 
snags are, in the main, greatly exaggerated. True, 
the theory of the superhet is more invólved (and 
one is advised to glean at least a working knowledge 
of this before such a receiver is built), and the 
initial adjustments moro complicated than with a 
straight receiver ; but the problems facing the 
prospective builder of a superhet are no more than 
the average constructor can deal with. 

All thoughts of point -to -point wiring diagrams 
must be instantly dismissed. The theoretical 
circuit diagram and a rough idea of the main 
component dispositions are all that is necessary, 
plus common sense and thoughtfulness in the con- 
structional work. 

Thus a superhet, even of the simplest type, 
although not for the real beginner, is well within 
the capabilities of constructors who have had a 
priming in various T.R.F. receivers. The receiver 
about to bo described is ideal for enthusiasts who 
feel they want to progress from the T.R.F. receivers 
which have been their outlet for constructional 
work in the past. . 

The receiver has nothing formidable in its design 

LIST OF 

or construction and can be built very quickly and 
cheaply. Moreover, it is surprisingly efficient for 
its size, and will illustrate to hitherto anti -superhet 
readers that the difficulties often associated with 
such receivers are largely mythical. 

Requirements 
When the receiver was designed, the_ essentials 

required were that it should be simple, easy to 
construct, and of reasonably good quality in 
reproduction. Additionally, coverage on medium 
and short wavebands was envisaged, and operation 
on a short indoor aerial was required. 

The theoretical circuit will show that medium 
and short wavebands are included, but many 
readers, especially those living in the Midlands area, 
would, no doubt, desire the inclusion of a long 
waveband for reception of the Droitwich station. 
This is a simple enough matter, and it only requires 
the addition of a further set of coils ; the wave - 
change switch mentioned will accommodate the 
extra ones. For details, see coil data table. Again, 
if only medium -wave coverage is required, the short- 
wave range can be completely ignored. 

The Circuit 
As will be seen from the diagram, five valves 

are used in the receiver. The first valve operates 
as frequency changer and local oscillator -it is a 
6K8, a triode hexode. Incoming signals (as applied 
to the hexode grid and selected by the tuning circuit 

COMPONENTS 
Resistors 
Rl 47,0009 
R2 47!a 
R3 47,0000 
R4 47,000!2 
R5 47,0000 
R6 10,0000 
R7 3500 
R8 470,0000 
R9 47,0000 
R10 470,0002 
Rll 1 M2 
R12 47,000o 
R13 240,0000 
R14 2,0000 
R15 1 Mo 
R16 500,0002potent:o 

meter 
R17 47,0000 
R1S 2400 
R19 4,7000 
R20 22,0000 
R21 47,0000 

Capacitors 
Cl /C2 
C3 0.1 pF 
C4 100 pF silver mica 
C50.1pF 
C6 0.1 pF 
C7 0.1 pF 
C8 100 pF silver mfca 
C9 0.1 pF 
C10 0.05 pF 
CI l 150 pF silver mica 
C12 0.1 pF 
C13 50 pF silver mica 
CI4 4.0 pF 
C15 100 pF 
C16 0.05 pF 
C17 25 pF 25v. wkg. 
C18 0.005 pF 
C19 25 pF, 25v. wkg. 
C20 16 pF 
C21 16 pF 
C22 0.05 pF 
C23 0.01 pF, 750v. Iv kg. 

Inductors 
Ll -3 Aerial coils (see table). 
IA-6 Oscillator coils (see table). 
L7 Smoothing choke, 60 mA. 10 Henries. (Or 

field coil of loudspeaker if mains energised 
type is used.) 

Switches 
SI, 2, 3, 4, Wavechange switch. 4 -pole, 3 -way. 
S5 Pickup -radio switch. Single pole 2 -way. 
S6 Tone control selector. Single pole 4 -way. 
S7 On -off switch, incorporated with R16. 
Valves 
VI Frequency changer, 6K8 (or X65, ECH35, etc.). 
V2 I.F. Amplifier, 6K7 (or KTW63, EF39, etc.). 
V3 Second Detector, 607 (or DH63, EBC33, etc.). 
V4 Output, 6V6 (or KT63, EL32, etc.). 
V5 Full -wave rectifier, 5Y3 (or U50, etc.). 
Transformers 
TI Loudspeaker transformer. 
T2 Primary to suit mains. Secondaries : 300-0 - 
300v. at 100 mA, 5v. at 3a. and 6.3v. at 2a. 
l.F.T.I, I.F.T.2: I.F. Transformers for 465 kc;'s. 

I 

1 
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L1 /C1) are mixed with oscillations created in the 
triode circuit of the 6K8. These two carriers (the 
signal received and the local oscillations) will 
produce a beat note, the frequency of which will be 
out of the audible range, i.e., supersonic, hence the 
name of the circuit as supersonic- heterodyne, to give 
i t the full name. It will be seen therefore that, since 
the I.F. transformers must tune to this beat 
frequency (or intermediate frequency as it is called) 
in order to provide sufficient amplification, it is 
essential that the oscillator coils used must be those 
designed for the intermediate frequency trans- 
formers used. Since the receiver being described 
uses I.F. transformers of 465 kc /s, then oscillator 
coils for a 465 kc /s I.F. must be used. Also of some 
importance is the matter of the oscillator padders ; 

details of these and of oscillator and aerial coil 
trimmers are given in the coil data tables. 

The frequency changer is coupled to the I.F. 
amplifier, a 6K7, in the orthodox manner, with the 
earthy end of the I.F. transformer secondary taken 
to the A.V.C. line. Full A.V.C. is applied to the 
signal grid and the actual A.V.C. components are 
of such a value as to be very suitable for the typo 
of fading normally met with in medium -wave 
reception. Should the receiver be built with the 
object of using it mainly on the short waveband, 
then the values of R11 and C9 could be reduced in 
order to counteract the moro rapid fading typical 
of short -wave reception. 

Ifany of the troubles encountered in superhets 
are due to badly designed or constructed oscillator 
stages. In the receiver described, parallel -feed is 
used, and it is important to install the coils in the 
correct phase. If the secondary winding is the 
wrong way round, as likely as not no signals will 
be received. So, if you cannot get the correct 
connections for the coils you use, be prepared to 
change over the secondaries if the necessity arises ! 

The I.F. amplifier (or first detector as it is some- 
times called) is a perfectly straightforward circuit, 
following normal pattern. The following valve, a 
tiQ7 double- diode- triode, conforms to standard 

practice and acts as second detector /A.V.C. /lst 
audio amplifier. The audio side of the 6Q7, i.e., the 
triode section, is generously decoupled in the anode 
circuit. 

Provision for a pick -up is made, and the switch 
S5 feeds either the pick -up output or the IF output 
to the grid of the 6Q7. On pick -up position the 
coupling capacitor C10 is out out and automatically 
mutes the radio side. 

The output of V3 is coupled to the output valve, 
a 6V6, through a 0.05 µF capacitor, and the grid 
leak of that stage acts as the volume control (R16). 
A 47,000 -ohm resistor is included as a grid stopper. 

In place of the moro usual fixed -capacitor/ 
variable- resistor, tone -control arrangement, a simple 
switched circuit is included. This uses the normal 
fixed capacitor, but the switch (S6) selects various 
fixed resistors to give three pre -arranged tonal 
values. Individual constructors may wish to 
experiment to find values to suit their personal 
tastes, but the three values given here will cater 
for most likes. The fourth position, with no resistor 
in circuit, is specially useful when a lot of bass is 
required. 

Nothing much need be said about the power 
supply, since this follows normal practice, consisting 
simply of a 5Y3 full -wave rectifier with standard 
capacitor -input filter circuit. 

Construction 
The accompanying layout sketches show the 

disposition of major components. There is nothing 
fanciful about the construction, but an attempt was 
made to place the above chassis components in some 
semblance of balance. Neatness, providing electrical 
efficiency is not impaired, always adds to the final 
pleasura of building radio gear. 

Starting from the right -hand bottom corner 
(front) is the 6K8, followed by the first I.F. 
transformer and the 6K7. Next to this, along the 
back, is the second I.F.T., the 6Q7 and the output 
6V6. The power supply components have been 
mounted as far away from the receiver section as 

Fig. i.= Theoretical circuit of the receiver. 
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practical. No screening was found to be necessary 
since, with the gain turned fully on, there is no more 
than the usual very faint hum -hardly audible. 

So much for above chassis layout. The below - 

chassis wiring contains no real snags, and Fig. 3 
will show all that one needs to know of the position- 
ing of components. Those not marked should be 
taken to the nearest appropriate terminal and, in 
the case of earth return, leads to the nearest 
position, on the earth bus -bars. As far as possible 
make all earth returns from each stage to a common. 
point. Thus, in the V2 stage, Ci, C7, R7 and,C12 
are all taken to the same point. These common 
return points are then interconnected by the bus - 
bars. This procedure is well worth while in the 
interests of stability, and it prevents receiver earth 
points being at different potentials throughout the 
stages. 

One hears much about needing an abundance of 
screened leads in superhet receivers but this is not 
always strictly necessary. In fact, screening can be 
overdone because the more screening there is the 
greater will be the by -pass to 
earth. Hence the ideal set has 
just the minimum of screening - 
and no more. In practice, a 
certain amount of trial and error 
is suggested; starting off with 
only the very obvious leads 
screened, others being screened 
if any form of instability or other 
symptoms appear which suggests 
insufficient isolation. 

Four leads only have been 
made with screened wire in the 
original model. They are : (1) 
From the aerial terminal to the 
wiper of SI ; (2) From the top 
cap (grid of hexode) of VI 
through the chassis; (3) From 
the rotor of C2 through the 
chassis to S3; and (4) From the 
top cap of V3 (grid) through 
chassis to S5. 

No other leads have been 
screened, since there is no trace 
of instability, or other annoying 
symptoms. The valves can be 
fitted with . valve cans (that 
is, V1, V2 and V3) in order to shield them; in 
actual fact this was done on the original receiver 
but they were later removed as an experiment, and 
since no signs of misbehaviour occurred -they were 
left off. 

No leads, apart from the four already mentioned, 
have been screened, and providing that short and 
direct wiring is made, that the soldered joints are 
sound, and that the earth returns are made as 
previously suggested, there should be no difficulties 
in getting good initial results from the receiver. 

Rigidity is another important point. Com- 
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ponents such as resistors, capacitors and so forth,. 
should be taken to " natural" anchor points -- 
wherever possible, as in the case of valve -holder, 
tags, I.F.T. terminals and switch connections. 
Where necessary, insulated anchor tag strips (those 
with one earthed and two insulated tags are very'l 
convenient) should be fitted to provide additional" 
securing points. Only three were found to be 
necessary and these are shown in their approximate 
positions in the under- chassis sketch. Even the' 
rawest beginner should have little trouble -in wiring - 

up this receiver, and components will be found to . 

fall into position " quite easily. 
A word on the coils used. These are Wearite " P -" 

type coils as they fitted into the scheme of things., 
quite nicely. Other similar coils could, of course, be 
used where desired. The R.F. coils are banked 
horizontally along the rear of the chassis, next to 
the - wave -chango switch ; the oscillator coils are 
banked vertically. It was found quite unnecessary 
to use coil shields. since in the.arrangement -used the 
two coils -in use for any one given position_ are far 

H-344' 3%; 

AS/,2,3,4 fr 
C/ 

To Output 
Transf inr. 

On Speaker 
Twin Gang 
Tuning Condsr 

/FT2 

Fig. 2.-Above-chassis marking out and wiring details. 

enough apart to prevent any troubles arising. For 
instance, when on short waves, the two coils in 
circuit (L1 and L4) are well spaced and are, 
additionally, in different planes. Similarly, of 
course, with the other ranges. 

Wiring 
The procedure for wiring is largely one of common 

sense. The layout diagram and the theoretical 
circuit should be studied closely and the various 
wiring sequences worked out mentally, with any 
snags ironed out, before any practical work begins. 

COIL TABLES 
AERIAL COILS 

Ref. No. Type No. Trimmer Ref. No. 
OSCILLATOR COILS 

Type No. Trimmer Padder 
Short Wave .. .. Ll PA3 60pF L4 P03 60pF 5,000pF (P1) 
Medium Ware .. L2 PA2 60 pF L5 P02 75pF 450pF(P2) 
Long Wave . . .. L3 PA1 70pF L6 POI 100 pF 150 pF (P3) 
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Time spent in working out these details will be 
Well worth while -in fact it is more or loss vital. 
There is, however, one point e -The wiring around 
the V1 valve -holder should be completed as far as 
possible before the coils L1, L2 and L3 are fitted 
into position, otherwise it may be difficult to insert 
the soldering iron without damaging the coils. 

There is nothing outside of normal constructional 
practico involved, but there are a few points which 
should be mentioned. In the first place, C23, shown 
in the under -chassis sketch, was fitted in order to 
cure some modulation hum which appeared -i.e., 
a hum which appears only when stations are tuned in 
-the louder the signal, the greater the hum. 
Modulation hum is very unpredictable as it usually 
vanishes when the receiver is plugged into the 
trains of another house. It can be due to various 
reasons and likewise there are various cures for 
the trouble. However, the simplest, and usually 
most effective, is by the insertion of a capacitor 
in the position shown. If such a capacitor is in- 
stalled, the working voltage must be at least 750. 

Secondly, the component marked 020/021. This 
contains two 16 al' sections -the casing being the 
negative common. An economy can be effected by 
using ono of the 16+16 -H234- combined capacitors, 

Aer E. & PU !l P-G. Switch 
Socket Panel 

The newcomer to superhets will be pleasantly 
surprised at the " punch " on the short wave- 
bands. The background level is very low -mains 
hum for all practical purposes being non -existent and 
superhet " hiss " being similarly inconspicuous. 

In lining up the completed receiver it is, of course, 
ideal to use a signal generator. However many 
constructors, especially newcomers, will not have 
this facility and so a more crude method must be 
used. It must be remembered that a completed 
superhet may after the initial switch -on appear to 
be completely " dead." This is because the trim- 
mers and padders and the I.F.Ts are so far out of 
alignment . The medium waveband should be tackled 
first, and the twin gang rotated slowly for any 
signs of a station. When one has been located it is 
more than likely very faint, but adjustment of the 
I.F.T. trimmers will bring the transformers into 
tune and the station will peak up. Always start 
at the V3 end and work backwards to the Cl 
anode winding. When the I.F.Ts have been 
roughly aligned. the trimmers and padder remain 
to be dealt with ; if a timing dial is used, the padder 
(in this case P2) is adjusted-until the station received 
corresponds to its marked position on the dial. 
Mutual adjustment of trimmers and padder will be 

necessary for correct " tracking." 
The trimmer on the aerial coil 

t (L2) is the final adjustment 
required. 

The above is a necessarily 
brief idea of how- to bring the 
circuits into alignment. If the 
constructor requires to be speci- 
ally exact then refèrence to 
available textbooks is suggested. 
Incidentally, one way of getting 
the receiver roughly in tune is 
that used by the writer. 

Anxious to check the perform 
ance in the absence of a test 
oscillator -for no signals of any- 
description could be heard- 
the domestic vacuum cleaner 
was switched on ! The I.F.Ts 
were then trimmed until the 
noise in the speaker became at 
its loudest, and a flip of the 

details. twin -gang soon produced sta- 
tions. Often similar interference 

noises are already laici on, but they can be self 
produced with any appropriate apparatus- vacuutit 
cleaner, electric razor and so on. In an emergency 
this is quite a useful dodge ! 

Before attempting to align the receiver, the 
normal tests should be made to ensure that no 
dead shorts are present and that the correct voltages 
-are applied to the various valves. 

The short -wave fan could fit bandspreading, 
and this, in conjunction with a good outdoor aerial. 
will result in a splendid short -wave performance. 

To AC Mains -. 

L/ L2 L3 
RF Coi /s 

N S7,1716 

U On-Off 
& Volume 

rIS6 
U Tone Control 

Fig. 3.- Under -chassis layout and wiring 

with the latter section being used for the output 
bias smoothing (C19). 

in the matter of the twin -tuning gang, the 
one ou hand when the receiver was built had only 
a .single -speed spindle, so a small epicyclic drive 
was attached to give slow- motion control -so 
essential if any measure of success is to be attained 
on the short waveband. 

Results 
As to results, these have been entirely satis- 

factory. On medium waves the various European 
stations provide good, strong signals, and the 
sensitivity as a whole is good. Quality is also up to 
standard and will satisfy even the fastidious. The 
short waveband is well worth while and brings in 
scores of stations at good. strong entertainment 
strength, and considering that only a short throw - 
out aerial of about 4ft. of wire has been used the 
results are extremely good. 

Practical Television 
Edited by F. J. Camm 

-No. I I . Now on Sale Price 1/- 

Get Your Copy Now ! 
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S gort -wave To DiC S 
Interesting Information for the Expert and the Beginner 

By A. W. MANN 

Moving -coil Headphones 
MOVING -COIL headphones are very popular 

nowdays, due in part to the low price of 
ex- Service types. 

Those used until recently by the writer are of 
the ex- R.A.F., large earpiece type. During the 
past week, however, I have been testing a pair 
which are of American manufacture. 

At the time of writing there is available in the 
surplus market a headset adaptor known as t3pe 
MC385C, high -to -low impedance. This% however, 
does not accurately match the R.A.F. type head- 
phones to my receiver outputs. 

It is designed for use with the American type 
HS33 and HS38 moving -coil headset. 

A pair of HS33 type were purchased at a very 
reasonable figure from a well -known Liverpool 
firm, new and unused, the workmanship being of 
a very high order. Using the 385C matching trans- 
former unit with the R1116A and an unmodified 
R1155A receiver, the response is exceptionally good. 
From comments heard on the amateur bands, a 
well -known G station operator uses the same type 
headset in conjunction with National H.R.O. 
The high sensitivity of these 'phones makes them 
most suitable for DX reception. 

QRP Activity 
- Amateur radio in this country is represented to 

a considerable- extent by comparatively high -power 
stations on most bands. This rather reduces the 
chances of QRP transmissions being heard. There 
are, however, periods of low activity, when the low. 
power stations can be heard. Under the circum- 
stances QRP operators who fail to raise the station 
called, or find their repeated CQ calls remain 
unanswered, would be well advised to put out a 
general call to short -wave listeners, together with 
QTH. The results would provide much useful 
data as to coverage, together with some surprises. 

They might be surprised to know just how far 
away their signals have been heard. The writer 
would like to compile a comprehensive list of 
G QRP 'phone stations and full details will be 
appreciated from those who care to let me have 
them. 

Transmitter Receivers 
This brings to mind the fact that there must be 

a considerable number of battery type ex- Service 
transmitter- receivers in the hands of experimenters. 
Some have been purchased with the object of modi- 
fying or adapting the receiver section, the 
transmitter being dismantled for spare parts. 

On the other hand, the complete outfit may be 
stored away until such times as the owner is qualified 
to obtain an amateur licence. Amongst such 
apparatus there are, no doubt, quite a number of 
the ex- R.A.F. TR9 type. 

I cannot, however, call to mind hearing any 
QRP 'phone stations which during a contact men- 

tioned that one of these transmitter- receivers was 
in use. - 

There are various models of this transmitter - 
receiver including the TR9F. This consists of a 
T1138 transmitter, and a R1139 receiver. The 
frequency range being 6.6 Me /s to 4.3 Me /s. This 
transmitter was designed for use with the well - 
known inter -comm. amplifier A1134. 

The TROD included a T1119 transmitter unit 
and a R1120 receiver. While electromagnetic 
microphones were used with TR9F and TROD 
there were certain modifications in the latter 
instance, and a A1134 was not used. One form of 
TR9F, however, was designed for use with carbon 
granual microphone. 

At present the models available are of the TROH 
type. The units being a T1396 transmitter and a 
R1139 receiver. The receiver is a six -valve TRF 
and incorporates H.F. regeneration. I will further 
discuss this receiver in the future. 

The Amateur Bands 
Pirates are to be heard on various bands. It 

would appear that the abolition of the artificial 
aerial licence was a retrograde step. In addition 
to its many other advantages its reintroduction 
might assist in curbing such misdirected enthusiasm. 

Some may disagree with the personal opinion 
expressed, and in any case consider that the scope 
for experimental work which this form of licence 
allowed no longer exists. The increasing interest' 
which is being shown in QRP transmitters is at' 
least sufficient proof. ' 

Simple Receivers 
Much can be accomplished with simple receivers. 

Chassis constructional methods are an assurance to 
some extent against instability. Constructors, 
however, who have reverted from plywood to metal 
panels, should not overlook the fact that the L.T. 
on -off switch should be insulated from the panel 
or chassis according to where it is mounted. 

Surplus Radio Apparatus 
One sometimes sees for sale receivers which have 

suffered from attempts at modification by those' 
lacking sufficient experience to carry out the 
work. Such receivers usually find their way into 
the junk shop. 

Before attempting conversions and modifications, 
it is policy to obtain as much official data, together, 
with theoretical diagrams, etc., as possible 

If possible get the receiver working in its original 
form. Meanwhile, study the necessary modification. 
data, or work out your own, so that you not only 
have a clear understanding as to what you ans 
going to do but. in addition, how to do it. 

It is a sound idea to redraw the basic circuit: 
and include the modifications. This takes time, bet' 
often saves hours of wasted effort. 
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Modern Superhet 
Tuning Unit -2 

A Receiver Unit for Use with the Amplifier Described in our July, 1949, Issue 

By R. HINDLE 

HE connections to the ganged condenser are 
so made intentionally because it fits in 
better with the construction, and it is quite 

Harmless so long as the leads are screened (as they 
Nvou1d be in any case). , Short pieces of coaxial 
cable are used, earthed by screws fitted in the 
condenser main frame, taking care not to distort 
the plates of the component. Note that the I.F. 
transformer between the frequency changer and the 
1.F. amplifier is the one with the pigtail, which lead 
should be cut as short as possible, allowing for 
connection to the grid cap. 

Screened leads (again, coaxial cable) are used for 
leads carrying the audio signal between panels to 
avoid hum pick -up. This part of the circuit is 
vulnerable, and even a short, unscreened lead may 
introduce hum. Coupling condensers on the chassis, 
C36 and C37, are metal -cased, with the casing 
earthed, and open leads are limited to a fraction of 
an inch. 

A thin, twin plastic flex is run from the heater 
pins of V5 to the two dial lampholders provided, 
and a five -core cable through the larger hole in the 
back of the chassis brings in the heater and H.T. 
voltages and mains control leads. A coaxial socket 
is provided for the pick -up connection, and another 
provides the aerial and earth connection. Coaxial 
cable is quite suitable for the latter purpose and is 
much neater than separate cables. 

Two drive cords, fitted in the conventional 
manner, are used for the Ostrow dial. One drives 
the condenser from the tuning spindle and provides 
the 'reduction ratio of the drive. The other drives 
the dial front the condenser spindle, using the two 
drums of equal site provided by the makers of 
the dial. 

Alignment 
In view of the recent shifting downwards of the 

13.13.C. wavelengths, it is important to keep all 
stray capacities low whilst wiring so that the 
necessary sweep is obtained. There is no difficulty 
in ensuring this with the layout given. A glass dial 
marked with the revised station positions is avail - 

able and is now supplied with the assembly. 
After carefully checking the constructional work, 

connect the chassis to the amplifier chassis by means 
of the five -core cable and the coaxial cable, and 
switch on. It is necessary, for best results, to ensure 
first that the I.F. circuits are correctly tuned to 
465 lccis, and if at all possible this should be done 
with a signal generator. If this cannot be done, 
however, these circuits should be left until later. 

Check that the dial pointer sweeps exactly over 
the 180 degrees of the dial and short out the 'ANA:. 
condenser until the aligning is completed (C44). 
Switch to medium waves and, with the aerial 
connected, it should be possible to tune -in a signal 
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without any adjustment of the trimmers. If nothing 
can be tuned -in, and no faults can be found, it may 
be that the I.F. circuits are too far out of tune (if .a 
signal generator has not been used), and these ' 

should be given a preliminary adjustment, listening 
for the rustling noise that indicates approach 
to tune. 

When signals have been received, proceed as 
follows. Screw all trimmers (not coil cores) full in. 
and then slacken half a turn. Remove the top cap 
connections normally on V1 and V2, and connect 
the lead normally on VI and `2 instead : the other 
is left disconnected. This eliminates the E.F. stage, 
and only the pack underneath the chassis will need 
adjusting. Set the dial to a station in the middle of 
the range that is normally well received and 
identifiable with certainty, and truie it in with the 
'tedium -wave oscillator coil core to maximum. This 
coil is the one between the trimmer banks. Now 
finally trim the I.F. transformers if these have not 
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Fig. 5.-At the top (a) is the chassis layout and 
cutting plan, and at the bottom (b). the remainder 

of the box. 
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previously been set up with a signal generator ; 

if they have, let well alone ! Then set the dial to the 
position of the medium -wave Light programme as 
marked on the dial, and tune the signal to maximum 
with the oscillator trimmer, leaving the core alone. 
The third step is to set the dial to the North 
Regional position and then to adjust the oscillator 
core for maximum for this station. Now alternate 
on Light and North Regional transmissions, adjust- 
ing only the trimmer on the former and only the 
core on the latter, until satisfied that no further 
adjustment is required on either. Then, on the -same 
two tuning points, using the same method with the 
aerial core and trimmer, bring this circuit into line. 
Finally, check the adjustments, using weak trans- 
missions near to the two previously used. 

Where the location of the constructor provides a 
very strong signal from any of the transmissions 
required for the adjustmentsthey should be 
reduced in strength by working only with a short 
aerial. Later, when the main aerial is connected, 
the aerial circuit can be finally adjusted on weak 
transmissions at about the same frequency. 

On long waves set the dial at 1,500 metres and 
tune in the Light programme on the oscillator core. 
Then, using any signals at the upper and lower part 
of the range whose frequency can be recognised, 
adjust the core and trimmer alternately, as before. 

It is not so easy to find identifiable signals on the 
short waves and it will be better not to adjust 
the cores at all unless quite certain what is required. 
They will not be very far out and the aerial trimmer 
can be adjusted to resonance at the lower end of 
the range. If, however, a signal generator is avail- 
able, a procedure similar to that described for 
medium waves will ensure best results. 

The various trimmers and coils can he identified' 
from the literature supplied with the coil units. 
If a calibrated signal generator is used for the 
adjustments the procedure is as described above, 
except that the following frequencies are substituted 
for the stations previously specified : 

Long Waves 1,800 metres 166.7 kc /s Core 
do. 1,000 do. 300 kc /s Trimmer 

Medium Waves 450 do. 666.7 kejs Core 
do. 250 do. 1,200 kc/s Trimmer 

Short Waves 45 do. 6.67 Me /s Core 
do. 20 do. 15 Mc /s Trimmer 

When the above adjustments aro completed 
restore the grid top caps to their normal positions 
and, on the same transmissions or generator signals 
as before, adjust cores and trimmers respectively of 
aerial and R.F. stages, but leaving the oscillator 
section alone. Finally, check these two stages on 
weak signals at about the same position on the dial, 
or, with signal generator, by reducing the signal to 
the minimum readable intensity. 

Tone Control Unit 
The separate tone control unit is built up on an 

aluminium chassis cut and drilled as in Fig. 5a and 
bent (markings inwards) to form four sides-ef a box. 
The two narrow flanges are bent up first. These 
are bolted to the hase with countersunk bolts. The 
tin. flanges are not bent ; they are intended for 
screwing the chassis to the cabinet. 

The other piece of aluminium Fig. 5b is bent to 
form the other two sides of the box with all the 
flanges bent at right -angles with the markings 

inwards. This should then fit snugly to the first 
part with the flanges inside the chassis walls. It 
will be necessary to round off corners with a tile 
to ensure a good tit. Eventually, when wiring and 
testing is complete, the two parts should be screwed 
together with small, self- threading screws. 

Looking into the chassis part as it stands on the 
bench, the hole on the left side wall is fitted with a 
grommet to take a piece of coaxial snugly. The 
1 rnegohm potentiometer R28 is mounted in the 
adjacent hole in the front ; the 100 K. potentiometer 
R26 goes to the right. A coaxial socket'for the input 
is fitted in the right -hand side wall. A two-way 
fixing tag is screwed to the hole in the base at 14ín: 
from the left -hand side, the screw being counter- 
sunk. 

Fix C40, R29 from the earthy ends of the control- 
to the earth tag. Join the two potentiometer 
moving arms together and to the unearthed solder- 
ing tag and then wire in rigidly C41 and C42. - 

From the input coaxial socket wire 039, R27 to 
the upper ends of their respective controls. Finally, 
feed a length of coaxial, cable through the hole 
and solder to the two tags of the tag board. 

New Valve Voltmeter 
ANEW valve voltmeter for use on D.C. and on 

A.C. over a frequency rango of 50 c /s. to 
150 Mc /s. is announced by the General Electric 
Co., Ltd. The instrument is mains operated 
(230 or 115 volts, 50 c /s.); has ranges of 1.5, 5, 15, 
50 and 150 volts R.M.S. and D.C. ; and costs 
£61 12s. Od. 

Principle of Operation 
In the case of A.C. measurements, the voltage 

to be measured is applied to a diode valve rectifier 
which has a high load resistance so that the input 
capacitor is charged to a negative voltage almost 
equal to the peak of the applied voltage. This 
voltage is passed through a D.C. amplifier which 
has a degenerative action, and so eliminates errors 
clue to changes in valve characteristics. The 
amplifier is connected in a bridge circuit and the 
out -of- balance current indicates the voltage under 
test. 

The detecting diode valve is contained in the 
portable probe and is connected to the set by a 
flexible cable. This enables the diode valve to be 
taken direct to the point at which the voltage is 
to be measured, which reduces errors normally 
caused by long leads. Special arrangements are 
taken to maintain input impedance as high as 
possible at high frequencies. 

For D.C. measurements the unknown voltage is 
connected directly to the D.C. amplifier and, as the 
bridge circuit is highly degenerative, a very high 
input resistance is obtained when making these 
measurements. 

A particularly interesting feature of the circuit 
of the instrument is that when the zero is set on 
the lowest range it will hold good for all the other 
ranges. 

REFRESHER COURSE IN MATHEMATICS 
8/6, by post 9/- 4th Edition By F. J. CAMM 

Front : GEORGE NEWNES LTD. 
Tower -lioose,- Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2 
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Isle of Wight and Television 
THE inclusion of the Isle of Wight in the map 

issued in connection with the Beveridge 
Report, showing the locations of present and pro- 
posed television stations, has brought me a number 
of letters asking whether this presages the erection 
of a transmitting station on that delectable spot. 

One newspaper, more noted for its sensational 
style than for its accuracy, boldly asserted a week 
or two ago that this was to be the case. I have the 
highest authority for stating that an I.W. tele- 
vision station is not contemplated at the present 
time. It is possible that the island will be served 
by one of the stations on the mainland. 

Discless Gramophones 

I WROTE in last month's issue a note concerning 
the discless gramophone marketed some years 

ago, but which enjoyed a very short commercial 
life, and made use of a photo -electric cell and 
a celluloid sound track, by means of which one 
could have a record which played continuously, 
the duration of play being limited only by the 
length of the celluloid strip which somewhat 
resembled the sound track of a talking film 

Mr. P. W. Feesey, of Raynes Park, writes to say 
that the company which marketed it was the British 
Ozaphane Co., which had the enterprise to market a 
domestic instrument in this country. It was housed 
in a conventional radiogram cabinet round about the 
year 1936, and they had as their slogan "Music on a 
beam of light," and Sir Malcolm Sargent recorded 
several orchestral works on films for them, and half - 
hour reels of dance music were also produced. 

Such a development is inevitable, but I think it 
will be many years before the standard system 
changes. 

L.P.R. 
'THIS reader tells me that after brief experience in 

long -playing records he finds them remarkably 
satisfactory ; although there are some reasons, he 
says, for criticism of it, there are many others to 
j ustify, as I have already pointed out, the continued 
use of the present standard 78 r.p.m. records. 
He considers the introduction of a third speed 
such as 45 r.p.m. would be a folly ; 33¡ (why not 
an integral number i) and 78 records between them 
cater adequately for all disc recording. 

He comments that we do not, in our feature 
entitled " Impressions on the Wax," review Decca 
records. The answer is a simple one ; they do not 
send them in ! 

Of course, the question of gramophone needle 
and record wear depends very much upon the user 
and the type of pick-up, as well as the quality of 
the needle. I have some records at home which are 
over thirty years old and do not exhibit very many 
signs of wear or deterioration of musical quality 
aft- ° all those years of fairly frequent playing. 
I agree with my correspondent when he says that 

the two most important features in avoiding record 
wear are lateral freedom of movement of the stylus 
and lightness of the pick -up head. One such head 
is the Acds G.P. 20. A sapphire stylus operates 
satisfactorily with this pick -up. 

Summing up the argument, therefore, we are all 
agreed that a device requiring no needle would be 
ideal, that sound -on -film fidelity is not equal to 
present -clay disc recording, and that we shall have 
to be satisfied with present discs for many years to 
come, not because of technical difficulties, but 
purely because of economic conditions. 

Growth of Clubs 

IN the early 'twenties wireless clubs sprang up in 
almost every street, and they performed a very 

useful function in mutual aid when technical diffi- 
culties arose, as they often did. They began to 
fade away in the middle 'thirties until in 1939 there 
were only a couple of dozen spread throughout the 
country. The advent of television has given a 
fresh impetus to the club movement, for not only 
are television clubs being formed, but also combined 
radio and television clubs. 

This journal and its companion journal Practical 
Television have already appealed to the B.B.C. to 
issue special experimental programmes for tele- 
vision experimenters. They did this many years 
ago in connection with radio, and I see no reason 
why it should not be done with the new science. 
In fact, there are even more reasons why it should 
be done. 

There are many uncharted problems in connec- 
tion with TV which cannot be solved by the 
engineers of Alexandra Palace alone, not because 
they lack the necessary technical skill, but because 
they cannot he all over the country at the same time. 

Such an experimental programme would mean 
that every time it was radiated some of the best 
brains in the country would be checking up and 
reporting to the B.B.C. 

I have no doubt that the R.S.G.B., and some 
of the moro important of the television clubs will 
support this plea. 

Club Lectures 

IOFTEN receive requests to lecture to clubs. 
Too often I am compelled to decline the 

invitation because insufficient time is given to me. 
I am always delighted to give a lecture, but in 
view of my other commitments I must have at 
least three months' notice. As the_lecture season 
has now practically ended and will not commence 
until October, I suggest that club secretaries plan 
their next season's programme now and make 
arrangements for speakers accordingly. 

Although I was unable to be present in person 
at one club meeting, I was able to record a lecture 
on wire so that the members could hear my voice. 
The recorder I am operating at present is the Wirek, 
made by Boosey and Hawkes. The spools contain 
enough wire for over one hour's recording. 
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Tyne 
How to Convert this 

R25 Conversion 
ex- Service Unit into an Efficient Communications Receiver 

By T. S. WHITE 

THE Receiver Type 25, part of the ex- R.A.F. 
Transmitter- Receiver TR1106 is still readily 
available on the surplus market at an 

exceptionally modest price. Details of its conversion 
to a broadcast receiver have already appeared in 
these pages. The R25 unit however, contains much 
of the circuitry of rb very efficient receiver of the 
Communications type, and this article describes a 
method of conversion with a minimum amount of 
::iteration to the existing wiring, and utilising as 
many of the existing components as possible. The 
additional components required are the ganged 
tuning condenser, coils, one I.F. . transformer and 
a few smaller items usually found in the experi- 
menter's " spares box." One valve only (an output 
pentode) is required in addition to the six valves 
contained in the receiver unit. 

Circuit Description 
One of the EF36 (VR50) valves is utilised in the 

R.F. stage. No A.V.C. is applied, but the gain is 
controlled by a variable resistance in the cathode 
circuit. The existing EK32 (VR57) valve ifi retained 
in the mixer stage, followed by two stages of T.F. 
amplification, both using EF 39 (VR53) valves. 
A double diode -triode EBC33 (VR55) is used as 
detector and first audio valve and also provides 
AVC which is applied to the two LF_ amp,lifiers. 
Any small pentode such as the 6V6 or EL32 may 
be used in the output stage. The Beat frequency 
oscillator uses the remaining EF36 (VR56). The 
complete circuit is shown in Fig. 1. 

Chasis Layout 
After removing the existing tuned circuits from 

the chassis, it will be seen that there is very little 
space in which to place the necessary ganged tuning 
condenser, coils and wavechange switch. The top 
cover to the unit is therefore pressed into service 
and is bolted to the chassis as shown in Fig. 2. The 

5X60 

Po 
/9 073 0 /OS nu0 p/O6 

. q /O/ / T 030 9106 ß7B 

Fig. i.- Theoretical circuit. Coil connections for Band 4 only shown. Resistors Rz -R3z, Condensers C2 -C.38 
I.F. transformers T2 and T3, and coil LI are as used in R25 unit. 

ADDITIONAL PARTS REQUIRED 
I.F. transformer T101 -460 kc's. 
Aerial, H.F. and oscillator coils. 

CONDENSERS 
C101, 102, 103- 300- 350pF. (ganged) 

variable. 
C104, C110 -100 pF. 
C105 -8 pF. 
C106, C107 -25 i/F. 25 v. 
C108 -200 pF. 
C109 -2 pF. 
C111 -25 pF. variable. 
C112 -.001 pF. 
C113, C114 -.05 pF. 

12 50pF pre -set condensers. W/C switch (S3) 
2 S.P.S.T. toggle switches. 

RESISTORS 
R101 -5,0000 Pot. 
R102, R107, R108- 50,0000 watt. 
R103 -.5 MQ Pot. 
R104 -40,0009 1 watt. 
R105 -4700 1 watt. 
R106 -2,5000 1 watt. 
R109 -1,000D. 
R110 -10,0000. 
R111 -10,0009 Pot. 
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hinged lid on the chassis cover is removed and a 
piece of mica substituted to hold the oscillator 
padder condensers. 

On the receiver unit chassis the Jones type plug 
is removed, L.T.+ and H.T.- frdm the I.F. 
section being transferred to pin 7 of VI, and the 

side of R2 (100,000 O) respectively. A 
diagram showing the position of these components 
will be found pasted to the bottom plate of the 
unit. Condensers C35, C36 and C37, transformers 
T4 and T5, potentiometers R18 and R23 and coil 
L1 are also removed. 

Transformer T5 may be used as the output trans -. 
former if headphone recep- - 

tion only is required. The 
additional I.F. transformer 
is mounted as shown in Fig. 2. 
The lead from the first I.F. 
transformer to the top grid - 
cap of V4 should be removed 
and the second I.F. trans- 
former modified by removing 
the yellow lead from pin 5 
of the EBC33 valveholder 
and taking this lead to the 
top grid -cap of V4. The 
additional wiring required to 
conform with the circuit 
diagram Fig. 1 can now be 
carried out. 

The Tuned Circuits 
The author wound coils on 

lin. paxolin formers to cover 
the frequency range of 30 
Alois to 600 Ke /s (10 -500 
metres). Several manufac- 
turers are able to supply 
coils to cover this frequency 
range with a ganged .0003 or 
.00035 1/F. condenser at 
reasonable prices, and there- 
fore no details of the coils aro 
given. 'Winding all the 
necessary coils is a long and 
tedious task and is not to be 
recommended. The values 
of the oscillation padder 
condensers have not been 
given as coil manufacturers 
will specify optimum values. 
The wave -change switch is a 
four- position Yaxley type 
consisting of three two -pole 
wafers 'mounted inside the 
chassis cover as shown in 
Fig. 2. Complete screening 
of the coils is unnecessary if 
the layout shown is adopted. 

The Beat Frequency Oscillator 
The coil Ll taken from the 

receiver unit is utilised in 
this circuit and the cathode 
tap is obtained by unwinding 
approximately one -third of 
the coil, fixing- the tap, and 
rewinding. Note that the 
tapping point is nearest the 
earthy end of the coil. The 

o 
o 
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leads to the top grid -cap of the valve, 'to the 
diode signal anode and to the B.F.O. pitch control 
should be screened, and a screen placed round all 
the B.F.O. components to prevent injection of beat 
frequency voltage into the early stages of the I.F. 
amplifier. 

Power Supply 
The requirements of the power supply are 200 -250 

volts at 70 -80 mA for H.T. and 6.3 volts at 1.5 A. 
for L.T. An octal valveholder on the rear of the 
chassis cover is used to connect the supply to 
the receiver. 

s. 
T3 

Ae. Coils 

C12 C/4 Ció 

Fig. 2 (a). -Top of chassis layout. 
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Fig. 2 (b).- Under chassis layout. 
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General r- 
A slow- motion drive giving 

a reduction of at least 50 -1 
is recommended for use as 
the main tuning control. Fig. 3 
gives the position of the 
controls. It will be seen that 
the space left by the removal 
of the Jones type plug must 
be covered to enable the R.F. 
gain control to be fitted. We 
must point out that we are 
unable to answer queries or 
give instructions for using 
alternative models of the R.25 
or for making other modifica- - 8E2 Pitch 
tions. We are, of course, 
always pleased to deal with 
problems arising directly from - 
the details given, in constructional articles such 
as this, but must remind readers that a stamped- 

S,Wa S.W.3 

K avechange 
Switch 

(S3) 

o 
Tore Control 

May, 1951 

Fig. 3. -Panel 

,1Phones 

RF Gain LE Gain 

layout. 

addressed envelope must be enclosed if a postal 
reply is required. 

Improved Crystal Receivers 
Using the Germanium Crystals, and an Interesting 

By W. J. DELANEY 

V several occasions recently young readers 
have asked whether it is possible to obtain 

- - - .improved signals in a crystal receiver by 
connecting two crystals in parallel. It is quite 
Understandable that a beginner should reason that 
an increased output should be obtained if each 
detector gives a certain signal and these are combined 
before passing to the headphones, but unfortunately 
all that does happen is that the incoming signal is 
split between the two crystals, and thus each only 
handles half of the signal so that the combination, 
after detection, is only approximately the same as 
that given by one. There is quite a lot in this 
problem, however, and it will be shown later in 
this article that two crystals can be used to give an 
increased signal, .and, in fact, a small crystal set 
can be built to operate a. small loudspeaker provided 
that you are near enough to a powerful station. 
Before dealing with this, however, it should be 
pointed out that the crystal set should not be 
despised. Apart from the fact that the young 
newcomer to radio should start off ors a crystal set 
in order better to understand some of the principles 
involved, there is a real field for this type of receiver : 

For bedside listening tor the younger generation, 
at, school, camp or other places where a battery or 
mains receiver would he inconvenient, and even 
for the old folk who want a little private listening 
to avoid interference with others. 

Germanium Rectifier 
The days of the catswhisker are, of course, over. 

There is no need to fiddle with delicate adjustments 
which are upset by the slightest vibration. Even 
the so- called pre -set detector is now superseded by 
the germanium type of permanent detector per- 
fected during the war and now 'available in various 
types as a war -surplus item. Naturally new types 

Experimental Push -pull Circuit 

(G2FMY) 

are of improved design and may he preferred 
by those who can ssfford.them. For experimental 
use, however, the surplus -items will he- found very 
useful and in most cases give a much bettor signal 
than the ordinary crystal detector. The signal is, 
of course, very weak with the . simple . crystal 
receiver, ..owing to the fact that.there is no asñplifica- 
tíon, and therefore every care must be taken to 
avoid losses and to develop the maximum signal 
voltage across the tuning circuit. Fig. 1 shows the 
basic crystal receiver the coil being tinned by a 
standard variable condenser of .0003 or .0005 pF 
and the small condenser across the phones being 
of .001 IiF. It will be noted that the aerial is 
coupled to the main coil through a smaller coil, 
and it is here that considerable time may be spent 
in experiment. The main coil is " damped ' by 
the load of the crystal and here also improvements 
may be carried out by reducing the damping effect. 
Fig. 2 shows how this may he carried out by tapping 
the crystal down the coil. The young experimenter 
has, therefore, two interesting fields for work, 
and the following are some suggestions of the lines 

Fig. i (left). -A simple receiver circuit, and Fig. i 
(right). -An improved tuning coil. 
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upon which he may work. Firstly a single coil 
may be wound and arrangements made for connect- 
ing the aeria and the crystal to various points. 

Coil Design 
The simplest way of doing this is to use ordinary 

enamel- covered wire for the coil and to support the 
coil firmly so that a strip of brass may be fixed to 
the same board in such a manner that it can pivot 
on one end and the other end run across the coil. 

Fig. 5 (left). -A push -pull crystal circuit, and Fig. 6 
(right)- Coil - winding details. 

A punch mark in the brass where it touches the 
turns of wire, if run backwards and forwards 
several times over the coil, will scrape off the 
insulation and make contact with the bare wire. 
One such strip may be used for the crystal con- 
nection, and another for the aerial, and these may 
then be adjusted over very wide limits. 
Alternatively, loops may be made in the wire when 
it is wound on, and these may be used as connecting 
points, or they may be connected to multi -point 
selector switches. It will be found that the crystal 
connection will show a definite improvement at a 
certain , position, any movement above or below 
that position reducing the signal strength. On 
the aerial side it is usually a matter of compromising 
between the loudest signal and the most selectivo 
point. If there is only one powerful station near 
you, then you can probably connect the aerial 
direct to the " top " of the coil. In London, 
however, where the Light and Home are both 
received very loudly, such a connection would 
result in both stations being heard together and 
therefore the aerial .tapping point will have to be 
clown near the earth end, thereby obtaining 
selectivity, but at the expense of signal strength 
or sensitivity. The tightness of the aerial coupling 
will also affect the selectivity and experiments may 
be made by interwinding a thin wire in between 
the lower turns of the other coil, or by winding the 
aerial coupling coil over thin strips of wood or other 
insulators stuck across the bottom end of the 
main coil. The size of the former on which the 
coil is wound will also affect results and also the 
number of turns of wire which are needed. The 
best idea is to try out various coil formers from, 
say, lin. up to 3in. in diameter, and if you 'cut off 
about 40ft. of wire -about 24 gauge is most 
suitable -you can wind all of this on any size of 
former and it will cover roughly the Medium 
waveband. If you find in your particular locality 
that your station is received too near the ends of 
the tuning adjustment-, take off or put on turns to 
suit. If the condenser is nearly wide open, then 

you need to take off some turns, - whereas if it is 
practically closed, then you need more wire on. 
Push -pull Circuit 

Those readers who understand the A.C. type of 
receiver will know that the mains transformer 
secondary is wound to give double the required 
voltage, and each end of the winding is taken to one 
side of a half -wave rectifier. In this way, as the 
A.C. voltage changes its direction each half cycle 
there is always a rectifier waiting for it, and each 
half therefore works in turn. The same idea is 
seen in the ordinary push -pull output stage found 
in high =power amplifiers, and it may be applied 
to the crystal receiver as shown in Fig. 5. It will 
be seen here that there are two circuits each feeding 
a rectifier and the centre point is neutral. Two 
separate tuning condensers will have to be used, 
or a two -gang condenser, may be employed if the 
trimmers are working satisfactorily. The coil is 
made up as shown in Fig. 6, the centre of the main 
coil being opened to allow the aerial or primary 
coil to be wound in between the two halves. Only 
about -sin. to tin. need be allowed, and again 
the number of turns for. the aerial coil will have 
to be found by experiment to suit the particular 
locality. This is a very interesting circuit and will 
be found very good for giving improved signal 
strength at places where only a weak signal is 

Figs. 3 and 4.-A tapped 
coil and an alternative 
coil -winding arrangement. 

normally received. A good aerial is needed, as it 
does not seem to react very favourably with very 
weak signals. In the London area, however, both 
the Light and Home programmes may be heard on 
a 2in. P.M. loudspeaker with an outdoor aerial, 
and it will be found a very interesting circuit for 
the experimenter. 

V.H.F. at the Festival 
THE lighthouse on the Shot Tower at the Festival 

will be switched on and off by V.H.F. Radio 
over a distance of approximately 3 miles. 

The transmitter will be installed at Chance 
Brothers' London office with a four element Yagi 
directional serial providing a horizontal polarization, 
mounted on the roof of the building. The trans- 
mitter will be operated from the A.C. mains supply 
requiring 100 watts for operation when transmitting 
with a power output of 5 watts. 

A total of six valves are employed in the trans- 
mitter which' comprises a crystal -controlled oscil- 
lator followed by three multiplication stages, power 
amplifier and modulator stages. 

The receiver is mounted in the lighthouse lantern 
with a four element Yagi aerial mounted on the 
outside balcony of the Shot Tower. The receiver is 
operated from the A.C. mains supply requiring 
120 watts for operation and with crystal controlled 
frequency. 
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Simple Extension Speaker and 
Inter-communication System 
A Domestic Aid and Experimental Set -up 

THE usefulness of the extension loudspeaker is 

1 now generally recognised, and in many 
homes an additional speaker is installed in 

. the " other room." However, comparatively few 
' people appear to take advantage of the excellent 

microphone characteristics of the moving -coil 
extension speaker, by arranging inter- communi- 

. cation between the various rooms in the house. 
Perhaps this is partly due to the somewhat compli- 
cated designs which are sometimes published, and 
the mistaken idea that the system will be difficult 
to install. 

- The circuit shown on the right is extremely 
simple, very efficient and requires few components, 
while the advantages it affords are numerous. 

' Normally, the speakers relay the radio programmes 
in the usual manner, but by turning a switch the 
extension speaker becomes a microphone and the 
user is_ able to carry on a conversation with the 
occupants of other rooms. This is useful for talking 
between the dining -room and kitchen, or the 
workshop and house. The system is also extremely 
effective for relaying amateur concerts and plays to 
other rooms in the same way that radio plays are 
produced, and has the great advantage that the 
actors can read their parts direct from a script. This 
facility is much appreciated by the younger 
members of the family. 

If desired, the extension speaker may be placed 
near baby's cot, and will give audible warning should 
the youngster wake and commence crying. Mother 
can then switch over her speaker and say a few 
comforting words, which will often save a tiresome 
journey upstairs. When this service is required, a 
slight alteration in the positioning of the controlling 

-switch is indicated, and will be dealt with later. 

Circuit 
. The _diagram shows the connections necessary for 
two -way communication between the radio set and 
-one extension speaker. Any number of additional 
speakers may be connected in parallel, provided 
due regard is paid to matching them to the set. 
Normally, one or two extensions will not materially 
affect results. 

The output transformer is that which is incor- 
porated in the radio set. Disconnect the secondary 
from the speaker speech coil, earth one side and 
.connect the other sida to contacts A on switches 
SW.I and SW.2. Switch SW.l is mounted on or near 
the radio set; while SW.2 controls the extension 
loudspeaker. One side of the speech coil of the 
internal speaker is earthed and the other side taken 
to the centre, or moving contacts, of switch SW.1.. 
Earth -one side of the speech coil of the extension . 
speaker and take the other side to the centre 
contacts of switch SW.2. . 

Mic.- trans. is an ordinary output transformer with 
the high- impedance priuruary connected to the pick- 
up terminals of the radio set, and one side of the low. 

By R. V HARDY 
impedance secondary earthed, the other side being 
connected to the contacts B of the single -pole 
double -throw switches SW.1 and SW.2. 

It will be observed that, apart from the earth 
connections, only two leads connect . the loud- 
speakers ; these may consist of twin bell wire. If 
a convenient earth is not available, a third wire will 
have to be used and the earth connections taken 
to this. - 

In many radio sets the pick -up terminals are 
permanently in circuit, but where this is not the 
case, the radio -gram. switch will have to be shorted 
out, when .speech will be heard through the radio 
programmes When conversations are required the 
set should be detuned, or the aerial unplugged. 

Operation is simple. With both switches in the 
A position, normal radio is heard in both speakers. 
By turning either switch to the B position, the 

Mic. Trans. 

Circuit of the arrangement suggested by Mr. Hardy. 
associated speaker can be used as a microphone, the 
switch being returned to position A when do answer 
is required. 

When the extension speaker is installed .near a 
child's cot, it is better to have the controlling switcl. 
placed by the side of the infernal speaker switch 
and the lead L2 run to the speaker. The mothez 
will then he able to switch the speaker Over .at the 

vet. 

BUILDING THE "PRACTICAL 
WIRELESS" TELEVISION RECEIVER 

A large number of readers unable to obtain back numbers 
of the issues containing the series of articles on the con- 
struction of the " Practical Wireless " television receiver, 
have asked us to reprint these articles in book form. This 
has new been done, - and copies may be obtained from or 
through any newsagent, or for 3s. 9d. by post from us. 

Orders should be -addressed to The Publisher, Book 
Dept., .George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House, Southampton 
Street, - Strand, -W.C.2. Printed on good quality paper, 
this 32 =page hook gives complete stage- by-stage instructions 
for the construction of this highly efficient 18-valve- television 
receiver, which received so many favourable comments 
when it was exhibited on our stand at the recent Radio 
Show at. Birmingham. 

In order to secure a copy of this limited edition readers 
should place their orders without delay. 
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NOVELTY MAINS 
BATTERY RADIO 

Novelty radio in coloured plastic cabinet, only 
bins. high, ideal for a Nursery or a Bedroom, 
complete with built -in moving -coil speaker, 
2 -gang tuning condenser, volume control and 
ONIOFF switch, all wired up ready to operate 
as soon as valves are fitted. Works off dry 
batteries or through our 1916 power units. 
Valves required are three of type IT4 and one 
of 3V4 or 3S4. Because of a frustrated export 
order, we are able to offer 
these sets brand new and 
perfect, complete except 
for valves, at the remark- 
able price of 4916 each, 
postage and insurance 216 
extra. Don't delay -send 
your order to -day. 

POWER PACK to work 
the above from A.C. or 
D.C. Mains, 1916. 

4 -VALVE MAINS 
RADIO 

All wired up ready to work, not a kit, A.C. or 
D.C. all mains. Four modern valves, gang 

tuning -high precision dust cored coils, first 

grade condensers, resistors and other parts. 

Metal chassis. Tunes Long and Medium wave 

bands -large, clear dial with station names -gets 
Home and Light, Luxembourg, etc. Ample vol- 

ume, only short indoor aerial required. Chassis 

size approx. 9in. x 
4in. x 5in. Complete 
with valves but less 

speaker, 5716. Suit- 
able speaker with 
matching trans - 
ormer, 1516. Noth- 
ing else needed. 

ELECTRONIC 7, ELECTRON HOUSE 
PRECISION EQUIPMENT RUISLIP MANOR, MIDDX 

SENSATIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
of The New 1355 Conversion 

SOUND, VISION. 
TIME - BASES, 
POWER PACK and 
SPEAKER on One 
1355 Chassis. 
Data for ALL FIVE 
TV CHANNELS, 3/- 
ACCUMULATORS. 
-Brand New, Multi - 

t plate, in unspillable 
celluloid cases (3kin. x ljin. x 4in.), 7 A.H., 2v., 5/11. 
RECEIVER & VIBRATOR PACK 21.- Complete with 
9 valves, BFO, crash limiter and circuit, these cover 
4.2 -7.5 and 18 -31 me /s, but may have slightly damaged 
switch spindles (wafers intact) ; pack delivers approx. 
140v. at 40 mA. from 6v. input. 37/6 complete. 
VIBRATOR PACK 21.- Soiled, for stripping, 9/- P.F. 
TRANSMITTER 21.- Complete with panel, control box, 
key, valves, circuit, etc., the above two units may be 
remounted behind the panel to form a complete station. 
For CW, MCW or speech transmission, these also cover 
4.2 -7.5 and 18 -31 me /s. PA coils (but NOT formers) and 
relays have been removed by Ministry of Supply, but may 
easily be replaced. In first -class condition. 25/ -. 
AMPLIFIER 1135A. -With EF39, EK32, EL32, Twin 
inputs, output transformer._ and suitable for modifica- 
tion into a really fine small PA amplifier. Complete with 
circuit and our " 10 min. Conversion data." 16/6. 
POWER PACK KIT. -Suitable for above, with our 
" revised data " -19/6. 

RADIO EXCHANGE CO. In case of difficulty in obtaining supplies, please write to : 

MULTICORE SOLDERS LTD., 
9, CACLDWELL STREET, BEDFORD. Phone 5568 MELLIER HOUSE, ALBEMARLE STREET. LONDON. W.1 RZGent 1411 

The solder for all 

HOME TELEVISION 
CONSTRUCTOR SETS 

Designers of television constructor 
sets know that the efficiency of 
their equipment depends on the 
solder used by the constructor- 
that's why they recommend Ersin 
Multicore for trouble -free, waste - 
free soldering. Ersin Multicore, the 
only solder containing three cores 
of extra- active, non -corrosive Ersin 
Flux, is obtainable from all leading 
radio shops. Ask for Cat. Ref. 
C.16018, 18 S.W.G. 60'40 High 
Tin Television and Radio Alloy. 
The size 1 Carton contains 41 feet 
of solder, costs 5/ -. 

f 

Ersin Multicore Solder 
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THE XW r I if S O R MODFC ?601. TE E 

%e0-4V6i12 WOBBULATOR 
MODEL 260A 

The first self-contained electronic instrument providing 
visual alignment - facilities for television receivers. 
Simple,.compact and efficient -its use will save many 
hours of valuable time in the service department. 
FEATURES 

CARRIER FREQUENCY. 5 -70 Me /s. 
10 -140 Mc /s (on 2nd harmonic). 

O BANDWIDTH. 0 -5 Mc/s. total. 
0 -10 Mc/s (on 2nd harmonic). 

e SWEEP FREQUENCY. 50 c.p.s. sinusoidal, 
return trace blacked out automatically. 

$ OUTPUT. Adjustable from 0.10 mV. approx. 
Fixed- and variable attenuators are fitted. 
Output impedance 75 ohms. 

EARLY DELIVERY 
Please write for further details and in]ornration 
on other WINDSOR and TAYLOR products. 

TAYLOR ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS LTD. 
419/424 MONTROSE AVENUE, SLOUGH, BUCKS 
Telephone : SLOUGH 21381 (4 lines). 'Grams & Cables : Taylins, Slough 

WINDSOR 
Liar i TAYLOR 

.eest1o7 
T E S T E Q U I P M E N T 

CL VDESDALE 
Ñ 

Bargains in Ex- Services Electronic Equipment 

R.1165 (lower) COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER features a 
7 -valve superhet with 1 R.F. stage and 2 I.F. stages (465 K;cs.), 
B.F.O. , AVCrMVC, C.W. Filter, Cathode Tuning Indicator. An 
ultra -slow motion drive provides back lash free tuning, the dial 
scale being graduated in megacycles and kilocycles. 
Five wavebands cover 18 to 7.5 M /cs. (20 metre band), 7.5 to 3 Mies. 
(40 and 80 metre bands), 1,500 to 600 Kos. (Broadcast band), 500 to' 
75 Klcs. (2 L.W. bands). 
The present output is taken from a Double Diode Triode (MHLD6) 
and-provides a high impedance output via a 1 : 1 transformer for 
use with phones, an end -stage can be added on with great ease to 
provide L.S. operation. 
Complete in a metal case finished in black.- Dim, : 161 X 9 x 9 ins. 
(LYDESDALlì'S I2 -12 0 PRICE ONLY 
This receiver can be supplied together with an A.C. mains power 
pack. with integral amplifier -end stage and Sin. speaker. Com- 
plete and in a metal cabinet finished in grey, with linking cables, 
plugs and circuits. Dim. : 14 x 14 x 7 ins. 
CLYDESDALE'S Ió -IO -t) PRICE ONLY 
2 METRE EQUIPMENT, -This is the R28 /ARC5 10 valves VHF 
Receiver in the same class as the Command Receivers. Frequency 
coverage, 100 to 150 me /s. 4 Spot channels are crystal locked and 
selected by motor tuning. 
Valves include : 4,717A's (mushroom). These valves have a very 
favourable signal noise ratio, with high gain. 
Power requirements. 220 v. D.C. 70 ma. H.T. and 28 v. L.T. 
An excellent basis for a mobile unit. 

PRICE ONLY 
'S 37/6 CARRIAGE 

PAID 
RECEIVER TYPE 8A. -This is a channel checking receiver 
woa}cting on 49/100 metres which includes 5.VR91 (EF50), 1í6K8, 
1LVR55 (EF39) and 1 /VR53 valves. 
Included in the circuit is a terminal switch breaking at 86 Degrees 
F. EnClosed in a metal case. 
CLYDESDALE'S POST 
PRICE ONLY 45/- PAID 
SINGLE ENDED MODULATOR. -The BC -456 is a speech 
modulator which can be modified for use from A.C. Mains supply, 
ample room being available on the chassis for the installation of 
the power pack. Sufficient modulation to swing a 35 -watt carrier 
is available, just right for that single -ended 807 rig. 
The unit employs a 1,625 directly -driven, A 12.55 side -tone monitor, 
a VRI50130. Components include : transformers, chokes and 
relays. 
Chassis dimensions : 101 x 71 x 41 in. 

each POST 
PRICE Ó LYh 

S 
19/6 (less dynamotor) PAID 

INFRA -RED IMAGE CONVERTER CELL.- Sniper -scope. 
Snooper -scope. This cell converts images bathed in infra -red light 
into normal visible objects. 

PRICE ONLY 
CLYDESDALE'S I2/6 POST 

each /'AID 
TELEVISION 

VIEWING UNIT. -Indicator 6 Series. These units are brand new 
in excellent condition and are fitted with a VCR97 Cathode ray 
tube which is ideal for " INEXPENSIVE TELEVISION " circuits. 
Valves include :-- 41EF50, 3/EB34, plus a host of T.V. components 
including EHT condensers and potentiometers. 
Enclosed in a metal box 18 x 81 x 71 ins. . 

E().YLLE'S íE3'19-6 CARRIAGE 
PRICE PAID 
Please include 10 /- for transit case to ensure safe transit of unit. 
Refund of 101- on return of case. 
FOR VIEWING. -Indicator Unit Type 62 contains a VCRe7 
Cathode Ray Tube with a mu -metal shield plus a host of other 
components suitable for the TV constructor and the following 
valves make suitable spares for the R1355 : 

16/SP61's, 2 /EB34's, and 2/EA50's. 
The complete unit Is housed In a metal retainer 18 x 8i x Ill ins. 
CLYDESDALE'S 6 6 POST 
PRICE ONLY 7/ each PAID 
Circuits available at 12 each. 
I.F./VIDEO RECEIVER. -The Ex- R.A.F. R1355 provides an 
excellent I.F. strip for both vision and audio reception and is 

into with a recess nto which the R.F. Unit fits. An integral 250 
A.C. Mains power pack can be fitted into the position on the chassis 
previously occupied by the high freq. power unit located at rear 
of receiver. 
The R1355 is complete with valves -5 stages of I.F. at 7.5 Mc's. 
(SP61's). Detector (EA50), Video Amplifier (SP61) and Cathode 
Follower (SP61) -EHT rectifier (SU2150) and H.T. rectifier (5U4G). 
Complete in metal case 18 x 81 x 78 ins. 

PRICE ONLY 
E'S 67/6 CARRIAGE E)E 

RADAR REPEATER AMPLIFIER. -The AN /APA -1 Repeater 
Amplifier constitutes a self -contained unit housed within a black 
crackle finished cabinet and comprises an 11 -valve line-up - 
716SN7GT, 6H6, 6GS, 2X2'879, and a 6X5. The integral power pack 
is suitable only for 110420 v. 400.,2,030 Cy. 
A separate assembly houses the 3BP1 cathode ray tube. 
CLYDESDALE'S 

7fr4 9 1 -6 CARRIAGE 
PRICE ONLY each PAIL) 

Order direct from : 

CLYDESDALE SUPPLY 
CO. LTD. 

2, Bridge St., Glasgow, C.S. Phone : SOUTH 2706 /96 
Visit our Branches in Scotland, England and N. Ireland. 
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British Radio Components Show 
Preliminary Details of This Year's Exhibition of Spare Parts 

THE eighth annual private exhibition of British 
radio and electronic components, to be held 
by the Radio and Electronic Component 

Manufacturers' Federation at Grosvenor House, 
London, from April 10th to 12th, gives every sign 
of being as successful as the 1950 exhibition, which 
was attended by over 20.00( visitors from 21 
countries. 

Over 100 firms have arranged to take part in the 
exhibition, which has been carefully arranged to 
gite an improved layout of the stands and better 
provision for the comfort of visitors. 

The important contribution made by the industry 
to Britain's defence programme is borne out by 
the display of special components and apparatus 
munde to conform to Service requirements. Valves 
are again included in the exhibition. 

The following components and apparatus are 
being shown for the first time. 

Capacitors 
New moulded casings, giv- 

ing complete protection 
against moisture, have been 
developed by A. H. Hunt 
Ltd. (Stand 20), and by the 
Telegraph Condenser Co. 
(Stand 44). These new 
types of sealing have been applied to ceramic, 
tubular foil, and silvered mica capitators, and a 
complete rango is available. 

The Telegraph Condenser Co. have also improved 
their " Plastapack " plastic film capacitors, which 
are particularly suitable for use in electronic counting 
circuits and computórs. 

Notable this year is an entirely new and com- 
pletely satisfactory method of sealing ceramic. 
stacked foil, and silvered mica condensers. Each 
condenser is mounted in a moulded casing which 
is then filled with a specially developed plastic 
immersion sealing (" Plimoseal "). This method 
enables the 100 per cent. humidity, 100 deg. C. 
requirements of " Category A " Ministry specifica- 
tions to be met. 

compact audio- frequency fader resistor is now 
being made. 

An outstanding new development of the British 
Electrical Resistance Co. (Stand 59) is a hermetically - 
sealed potentiometer particularly intended for 
use in severe atmospheric conditions and in corro- 
sive atmospheres. This is rated at 5 watts with 
resistances up to 50,000 ohms, and conforms to 
Service standards. 

A sealed potentiometer of the midget type (Code 
OS) has also been developed. by the Morganite 
Resistor Co. (Stand 54), who are noted for their 
range of very small diameter variable resistors. 

Erie Resistor Ltd. (Stand '24) have produced 
the first fully -insulated grade I resistor of high - 
stability cracked carbon, suitable for 'operation 
under tropical or other severo conditions. It is 
made in three ratings : , - and watt, and in 
the usual range of values from 10 olmis to 3 

megohms. 

A complete list of Exhibitors and 
Stand Numbers will be found 

on page 214 

Electrolytic Condensers 
The comprehensive range of wet and dry electro- 

lvtics of all -aluminium construction will be ou 
view and is sure to be of interest to manufacturers, 
engineers and traders alike. Also distinctive types 
of single, dual, and triple section " Lectropacks 
in standard or twist prong mounting, together with 
Micropacks and the miniature Picopacks, all with 
the guarantee associated with T.C.C. standards 
of quality ensuring a long and trouble -free life, 

Other Components 
A. F. Bulgin (Stand 21) 

are introducing a new range 
of control knobs suitable 
for high- quality radio cab- 
inets, together with small 
lever and dial knobs for 

special apparatus. 
A new mains voltage signal lamp for panel fitting 

uses a standard 15 -watt sign lamp in an all -in- 
sulated holder behind a moulded glass lens. 

A new vibration -proof combined screw and lock - 
washer is marketed by Guest, Keen and Nettlefold 
(Stand 106), in which the washer cannot become 
detached from the screw, but is nevertheless free 
to operate effectively. 

(Continued on page 215) 

Resistors 
The high -stability carbon resistors introduced last The new T.C.C. components which are being shown 

year by Painton & Co. (Stand 62) have been 
improved in the higher ohmic values to give for the first time. The large items are the new 

greater stability, and are now available up to Plastapack condensers in high values, whilst thA 

1.0 megohrris in half -watt rating. A new type of small items are low values in the same form. 
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LIST OF EXHIBITORS 
Exhibitor 

A.B. Metal Products, Limited 
Acoustic Products, Limited 
Advance Components, Limited 
Antiference, Limited 
Associated Iliffe Press, Limited 
Associated Technical Manufacturers, Limited 
Automatic Coil Winder and Electrical Equipment 

Co., Ltd. 

Stand 
No. 

36 
56 
73 
68 

112 
74 

86 

Belling and Lee, Limited 12 
Bird, Sydney S., and Sons, Limited 8 
Birmingham Sound Reproducers, Limited 66 
Bray, Geo., and Co., Limited 111 
British Electric Resistance Co., Limited 59 
British Insulated Callenders Cables, Limited 57 
British Mechanical Productions, Limited 27 
British Moulded Plastics, Limited 88 
British N.S.F. Co., Limited 61 

British Rola, Limited 48 
Bulgin, A. F., and Co., Limited 21 

Bullers, Limited 75 

Carr Fastener Co., Limited 60 
Clarke, H., and Co. (Manchester), Limited 105 
Colvern, Limited 51 

Cosmocbrd, Limited 71 

Daly (Condensers), Limited 
Dawe Instruments, Limited 
Decca Record Co., Limited 
De La Rue, Thomas, and Co., Limited (Plastics 

Div.) 
Diamond ' H ' Switches, Limited 
Dubilier Condenser Co. (1925), Limited 
Du Bois Co., Limited 
Duratube and Wire, Limited 

81 
49 
94 

96 
3 

29 
2 

40 

Edison Swan Electric Co., Limited 38 
Egen Electric, Limited 26 
Electro Acoustic Industries, Limited 58 
Electrothermal Engineering Co., Limited 102 
English Electric Co., Limited 95 
Enthoven, H. J., and Sons, Limited 47 
Erie Resistor, Limited 24 
Ever Ready Co. (Great Britain), Limited 82 

Ferranti, Limited 9 
Fine Wires, Limited 108 

Garrard Engineering and Manufacturing Co , 

Limited 69 
General Electric Co., Limited 93 

Goodmans Industries, Limited 18 

Guest, Keen and Nettlefold (Midlands), Limited 106 

Hallam, Sleigh and Cheston, Limited 104 
Hellermann Electric, Limited 42 
Hunt, A. H., Limited 20 

Igranic Electric Co., Limited 72 
Imhof, Alfred, Limited 89 

Jackson Bros. (London), Limited 37 

London Electric Wire Co. and Smiths, Limited 76 

London Electrical Manufacturing Co., Limited 39 

AND STAND NUMBERS 
Exhibitor Stand 

No. 
Long and Hambly, Limited 16 

Magnetic and Electrical Alloys, Limited 33 
Marconi Instruments, Limited 97 
McMurdo Instrument Co., Limited 70 
Measuring Instruments, Limited 109 
Micanite and Insulators, Limited 41 
Morgan Bros. (Publishers), Limited 85 

.Morganite Resistors, Limited 54 
Mullard Electronic Products, Limited (Com- 

ponents) 31 
Mullard Electronic Products, Limited (Valves) 101 
Multicore Solders, Limited 17 
Murex, Limited 100 
Mycalex Co., Limited 83 

Oliver Pell Control, Limited 25 

Painton and Co., Limited 62 
Parmeko, Limited 32 
Partridge Transformers, Limited 55 
Permanent Magnet Association 84 
Plessey Co., Limited 64 
Plessey International, Limited 65 
Pye, Limited 107 

Reliance Electrical Wire Co., Limited 22 
Reslosound, Limited 23 

Salford Electrical Instruments, Limited 35 
Sangamo Weston, Limited 87 
Scharf, Erwin, Limited 52 
Scott, Geo. L., and Co., Limited 103 
Simmonds Aerocessories, Limited 30 
Stability Radio Components, Limited - 78 
Standard Telephones and Cables, Limited (Com- 

ponents) 10 
Standard Telephones and Cables, Limited (Valves) 7 
Static Condenser Co., Limited 77 
Steatite and Porcelain Products, Limited 28 
Suflex, Limited 6 
Supply, Ministry of 92 
Symons, H. D., and Co., Limited 110 

Taylor Electrical Instruments, Limited l 
Taylor Tunnicliffe (Refractories), Limited 5 
Telegraph Condenser Co., Limited 44 
Telegraph Construction and Maintenance Co , 

Limited 50 
Telephone Manufacturing Co., Limited 45 
Thermo Plastics, Limited 14 
Truvox Engineering Co.. Limited 19 
Tucker, Geo., Eyelet, Limited 4 

Vitavox, Limited 43 

Walter Instruments, Limited 
Walter, J. and H., Limited 
Wego Condenser Co., Limited 
Welwyn Electrical Laboratories, Limited 
Westinghouse Brake and Signal Co., Limited' 
Weymouth Radio Manufacturing Co., Limited... 
Wingrove and Rogers, Limited 
Wireless Telephone Co., Limited 
Woden Transformers, Limited 
Wright and Weaire, Limited 

80 
79 
34 
11 
13 
46 

;53 
,63 
.67 
15 
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(Continued from page 213) 

Test Instruments 
Taylor Electrical Instruments Ltd. (Stand 1) are 

exhibiting three new models in their range of test 
instruments. Types 72A and 77A are -universal 
test meters in the moulded eases with overload 
protection. The design of the meters was under- 
taken by a firm of industrial designers, and the 
result is a pleasing and efficient appearance. Type 
SSA is a larger type of test meter in a wooden case 
with a single linear scale for all ranges. 

An interesting exhibit is the quartz crystal 
activity test set manufactured by Salford Electrical 
Instruments Ltd. (Stand 35), which in addition 
to measuring the activity of crystals can also 
measure the dynamic resistance of parallel -tuned 
circuits, giving a direct indication. 

Dawe Instruments Ltd. (Stand 49), whose 
range of test equipment is well known, are showing 
a new high -speed level recorder (Type 1406), 
which provides a means of rapidly recording 
response characteristics with an accurate loga- 
rithmic scale. This is particularly suitable for ampli- 
fier testing. Another new instrument is the peak 
strain gauge for determining the maximum strain 
imposed on mechanical structures. 

Other Items of Interest 
A new type of magnetic high -fidelity pick -up 

-the " Minette " -is shown for the first time 
be the Edison Swan Electric Co. (Stand 38). 

Tho Telegraph Construction & Maintenance Co. 

(Stand 50) manufacture a now type of air -spaced 
coaxial cable, having a helical membrane applied 
edge -on to the conductor. This construction is 
robust and results in an effective dielectric constant 
of 1.08. The cable is particularly suitable for wide - 
band transmission. Other new developments 
include " Permendur " -a special alloy with the 
highest known magnetic induction (24,000 lines). 
and a nickel- copper alloy substitute LM.326. 

The production of zirconium on a commercial 
scale has recently been attained by Murex Ltd. 
(Stand 100), and it is now available in rod, sheet or 
wire form. It has a high melting point and excellent 
corrosion resistance, and is particularly suitable 
as an alternative for tantalum or molybdenum in 
certain applications. - 

The main features of the G.E.C. exhibit will 
be Osram valves and other electronic devices. 
In the valve field will be a complete range of 
miniature valves for battery- operated A.C. and 
D.C. /A.C. receivers. Outstanding in this group of 
valves is the X79 triode- hexode frequency changer 
for A.C. use ; the X17 heptode frequency changer, 
which gives excellent short -wave performance with 
a wide range of battery voltages. For D.C. /A..C. 
uses the X109 triode hexode is also very good ou 
the short wavelengths. 

High -slope output pentodes are represented 
by the N78 (for A.C.) and the N108 (for D.C. /A.C.), 
both with a conductance of 10 mA /v. 

A number of special types of valves will be 
shown and there will be a particularly strong 
exhibit of voltage and current stabilizers, including 
some of the " Stabilivolt " type. 

CANBERRA -ATLANTIC CROSSING 
THE: English Electric Canberra which set up the 

fastest time for a transatlantic crossing, on 
February 21st, 1951, was fitted with a radio 

installation designed to meet the very special 
t equirements of this unique aircraft. 

To ensure that the Canberra's fighter -like per- 
formance and manoeuvrability are not impaired 
by the usual protruberances associated with aircraft 
wireless aerials, the suppressed direction -finding loop 
recently designed by Marconi engineers was em- 
ployed, and the radiator for the high -power com- 
munications transmitter was a special type of 
buried antennae, designed by the Royal Aircraft 
Establishment in conjunction with the Marconi 
Company. 

A.D. 106/108 
The radio equipment carried by the Canberra 

on this flight consisted of the A.D.107 high -power 
transmitter, the A.D.10s receiver and the A.D.7092A 
automatic radio compass. All this equipment, which 
was originally designed for the aircraft of the British 
Air Lines Corporations using 'normal types of 
aerials, gave a performance under the exacting 
conditions of high r.ltitude, high -speed flight, which 
enabled the aircraft _to remain in perfect communi- 
cation when 1,500 miles out over the Atlantic. 
The use of the suppressed D.F. loop in no way reduces 
the ranges at which good bearings can be taken, and 
on this flight the navigator of the Canberra was 
obtaining navigational aid from the radio compass 

when the aircraft was 500 miles from the Newfound- 
land coast. 

T1154 and R1155 
The Marconi Company is proud of its association 

with this great flight and especially as this is the 
first occasion on which the Royal Air Force have 
used the successors of the famous TI154/R1155 
equipment which, introduced by Marconi's in 1939, 
became standard equipment for every type of 
British bomber and flying boat used during the 
War. The T1154/R1155 is still the standard equip- 
ment- for the British heavy aircraft used by the 
R.A.F., and it is gratifying that the performance 
of the new equipment installed in the Canberra 
should have followed in the great tradition. 

tilllpla &CQiUed 
RADIO LABORATORY HANDBOOK. 
By M. G. Scróggie, B.8e. M.I.E.E. 430pp., 21fí ilin;trations. 
Published by Iliffe & Sons, Ltd., Dorset Bouse, Stamford 
Street, S.E.1. Price 15s. 

THE RADIO LISTENERS' WEEK -END BOOK. 
By John Pringle. 288 pp., illustrated. Published by Whams 
Press Ltd., Long Acre, London, W.C.2. Price Js. lid. 

TELEVISION RECEIVING EQUIPMENT. 
Third Edition. By W. T. Cocking, M.I.E.E. 374 pp., 
illustrated. Published by Vitte & Sons, Ltd., Dorset House, 
Stamford Street, S.E.1. Price 18s. - 

OXFORD JUNIOR ENCYCLOP.CDIA. 
(Vol. IV- Communications.) 993 pp. Pu-,lished by Oxford 
University Press. Price 30s. 
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3(,_,...,),N,xp,).4.1,4,,,__,.m._,..m,powocNimv,__,.,,__,;_, __,,14).4,,141o,,..10.111 
THE object of this article is to provide the 

constructor with some practical ideas on 
the subject of Public Address, and it is 

therefore proposed to discuss points which arose 
from the construction of apparatus now in regular 
use by the author. 

Cost has been kept to a minimum consistent 
with reliability, and advantage has been. taken, 
where possible, of the ex -W.D. 'surplus readily 
available. 

In view of the fact that the outfit was liable to 
transportation to various halls in the district, the 
probability of encountering either A.C. or D.C. 
mains. supply was real. . Therefore it was obvious 
that the amplifier must be designed on " universal " 
principles if it was to be suitable. 

Probably the main disadvantage is that .in -com- 
mon with most universal designs,- under certain 
supply conditions the chassis may he " live." 
Reasonable care on the part of the operator must 
therefore be taken to ensure correct polarity of 
the mains plug when on A.C. If D.C. supply is 
used, the amplifier will not function- unless polarity 
is correct, automatically rendering chassis safe. 

Design 
With the universal arrangement, the A.C. mains 

transformer is eliminated thus considerably re- 
ducing expenditure. This in turn means that the 
H.T. is limited by the value of the mains supply 
voltage, which if designing a high -power outfit 
would be a considerable disadvantage. However, 
10 or 13 watts of audio is readily available with a 

P.A. for the 
Description of a Complete Universal Unit fl 

By S. A. DEI 

230 volt supply and this is more than sufficient 
-for use in the average hall likely to be encountered.' 
Also, the cost of a- loudspeaker large enough to 
handle powers -in excess of this figure would mean . 

an expenditure not proportional to the results 
obtained. 

It was considered an advantage to construct a 
pre -amplifier as a .separate unit for two reasons. 
One, becotise it is only required when a microphone 
in addition to record reproduction is wanted. 
Two, in the interests of efficiency it is wise to keep 
this high -gain sensitive unit quite separate frein 
the main amplifier, and thorough screening is also 
highly desirable. 

The circuits are quite straightforward and no 
originality is claimed, except perhaps in their 
application, and through the article emphasis is 
on the practical rather than theoretical. 

The Main Amplifier 
The function of VC1 in Fig. 1 is to provide 

control for setting 
the level at which 
it is desired to 
operate the ampli- 
fier. Individual 
VCq roicl- 

- 

---- 
C 

1 

i 

j 
i . 
ppf1.1.11 1.111!,11,.11111,,.....1 1., 

,/ X, 

To Micrgohone 
Pre -Amplifier 
Mixer Unit 

Fig. t. Circuit of the main amplifier section. 

a 

LIST OF COMPONENTS 
A.C. /D.C. AMPLIFIER. 

Resistances. All # watt rating 
unless otherwise stated. 

R1 -.3 A. mains-dropper s ith 8x:ng 
feet and variable tap. 

R2 -1.5 kid. 
R3, R4-100 K.Q. 
R5 -10 KO. 
R6, R7, R8 -250 K52. 
R9 -12552 5 watt. 
RIO, R11 -100D. 
R12, R13 -1009 I watt. 
R14, R15 -1009 3 watt. 

Capacitors. 
C1 -25 pF. 25 v.w. Elec. 
C2-8 pF. 350 v.w. Elec. 
C3, C4-.1 pF. 350 v.w. Tub. 
C5, C6 -16 -16 pF. 500 N.W. Elec. ' 

C7 -.1 pF. 500 v.w. Mica. 
Valves. 
VI, V2- 6J5 /G /GT. 
V3, V4- KT.33.C. 
V5, V6 -U31. 
VCl -.SMD potentiometer. 
VC4-.5MQ potentiometer (on turn- 

table unit). 
F -250 mA. fuse and holder. Jl- Closed circuit jack (and two 

plugs). 
P1-6v. .3A. pilot lamp and holder. 
6 International octal valve holders. Tl- Output transformer 40 : 1 (Pre- 

mier " Match -maker," M0.15). 
SWl- S.P.D.T. toggle. 
SW2- D.P.S.T. toggle. 
SW3 /SW4- D.P.D.T. toggle. 

(see text). XI, X2, X3- Connectors- 
Sheet metal for chassis (20 s.w.g. 

Alelad or similar.) 
Paxolin and solder tags for com- 

ponent board. 
Sleeving, connecting wire, screws, 

nuts, grommets, knob, scale, 
screened wire, etc. 
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Amateur 
all Public Address Requirements 

VEY 

microphone and gramophone gain 
controls are inoorporated in the 
pre -amplifier unit. 

It will be observed that when 
SW1 is down, i.e. grid drive being 
supplied via J1 from a gramophone 
pick -up source, there appears to 
be no method of volume control, 
and likewise no grid leak for - VI. 
The reason for this is that control 
of audio level is desirous from the 
point where the operator's attention 

> 

is most required -at the gramopho se turntable. 
This method of control is shown at the bottom of 
Fig. 1 and VC4 is mounted in the turntable case. 

Two U31's are used in parallel for V5 and V(i for 
the reason that current consumption of the amplifier 
exceeds the rating of one valve. It is wise to include 
the surge limiting resistors R14 and R15 to safe- 
guard these valves in the event of a fault developing. 

If it is intended that the amplifier is to be used 
solely on D.C. 

LIST OF COMPONENTS 
PRE -AMPLIFIER /M1XER 

Resistances. All 1 watt rating unless 
otherwise stated. 

i R16- -250KÁ. 
R17, R20 -50 KU. 
R18, R21, R22 -100 K.Q. 
1119 -2.5 KU. 
R23 -1.5 KO. 
R24, R25 -.5 MU. 

Capacitors. 

É 

C8, C9-.5 pF. 350 v.w. Tub. 
C10, C13-25 pF. 25 v.w. Elec. 
C11-.01 pF. 350 v.w. Tub. 
C12-8 pF. 350 v.w. Elec. 
C14-.05 pF. 350 v.w. Tub. 

Valves. 
V7- 6J7 /GT. 
V8 -6SL7 (see text). 
VC2 -.5 MD potentiometer (small). 
VC3-.5 Mfg potentiometer (small). 
J2, J3- Closed circuit jacks. 
P2 -6.3 v. .3A. pilot lamp and 

holder.' 
T2- Microphone input matching 

transformer. 
2 International octal valve holders. 
1 valve cap. 
SW5- D.P.S.T. toggle. 
X4- Connector (see text). 
Sheet metal for box (20 s.w.g. 

Aiclad or similar). 
Paxolin and solder tags for corn- 

; ponent board. 

and VG need not 
B be incorporated, 

the point marked 
C on Fig. 1 being 

`- connected directly 

Screening 

Sleeving, connecting wire. screws, 
nuts, grommets, 2 scales, 2 knobs, 
screened wire, etc. 

to D. It is important, however, that in the event 
of this being done, the dropping resistor R1 be 
adjusted to compensate for the exclusion of the two 
2G -volt filaments. 

To calculate value of R1, assume SW3 /SW4 in 
position shown (i.e.. filaments of pre -amplifier 
not in circuit). The value of EG in ohms will be 
that which will drop the mains voltage to a value 
equal to the suns total of the filament voltages of 
VI, V2, V3, V4, V5, VG and Pl. 

VI, V2 and Pl are 6.3 v. each = 18.9 v. 
V3 V4 are 25.0 v. = 50.0 v. 
V5 VG are 26.Ov. ,52.0 v. 

Total =120.9 v. say 121v. 
Therefore, the required voltage drop across EG 

Rt6 R/7 R20 

X4 

a 

I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 

3 

nI 

ó 
8 

ó 
8 
e 

T2 

J2 

Mic. Gram 

Fitz. 2.- Circuit of- the pre- amplifier /mixer unit. 

I 

0 

I 

4 
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will he the mains supply voltage minus 121 v. 
Assuming the former to be 230 v., this will be 230- 
121 =109 s The value of FG in ohms will be 

R = i where I is filament current, i.e., .3 A. 

Therefore, R = 1 
39 

ohms = 363.30. Now if the 
pre -amplifier is put into circuit, SW3 /SW4 is 

> 

4 
V4 

24, 

IV' 04 
Ho/es 

1. 

L 
I.ii:l. -iá 1-t- -i4J 1- r' .1. i? 

4.- Cutting and drilling details of the chassis. 

thrown. SW4 opening up the heater line and SW3 
short- circuiting part of R1 to allow more voltage 
to be available. The value of FG in ohms being 
calculated as follows : Additional voltage required= 

V7, VS and P2 =6.3 v. each =18.9 v. total. 

FG =R =lß39 =630. 

It is necessary that some method be used to link 
up the various units of the outfit, and probably 
the constructor has ideas of his own on this subject. 
On reference to Fig. 1, three connectors are shown 
marked Xl, X2, X3. Their function is as follows. 

Xl serves to make the necessary connection 
between the pre -amplifier and the main amplifier. 
Pins 1 and 2 are filament supply, Pin 3 H.T., 
Pin 4 grid input (use screened lead) and the chassis 
line is via the metal screw connector and " breeze " 
connecting cable. X2 connects amplifier to mains 
supply. 

X3 connects audio output to loudspeaker ; also 
H.T. to loudspeaker energising. 

These connectors are clearly shown in the 

C10 
Anode V7 Anode V8 

(3) (2) 

x2 sxzFeT xi r x 

I 

sr/ 
-.();(13,1-6 ,P_ 

Ce 
C7 

Street, 
Vj 
(4) 

R22 

photographs and were obtained from radio surplus 
shops. Xl is a " breeze " connector. X2 and X3 
were taken from a stripped ex A.M. I.F.F. unit. 

It is, of course, not necessary that the con - 
s°tructor should use exactly the same method as that 
described, and provided the method used has the 
same function, all will be well. The main point to 
remember is that the grid lead between Pin 4 and the 
pre- amplifier must be screened, and the screening 
connected to chassis at each end. 

One disadvantage of the mains -energised loud- 
speaker is that a fair quantity of multicore cable is 
needed, so if the constructor wishes to utilise a 
P.M. type, it will be necessary to connect an L.F. 
smoothing choke between points A and B in Fig. 1, 
to replace the energising coil on the speaker. This 
should be in the region of 15 Henrys with as low a 
resistance as possible, and in any case not more than 
5000. 

The author used an R.G.D. loin. energised type. 
mainly because a quantity of suitable cable was 
available. Any good quality P.M. loin. will be 
suitable. 

For the sake of neatness the constructor is strongly 
advised to make up a component board as shown 
in Fig. 3(b). First obtain a strip of paxolin 5 ¡in. x 
2in. and lay the components on the board, then 
with a pencil mark the position where solder tags 
are required. It is simplicity itself to drill the 
4BA clearance size holes, insert the tags and punch 
over. The board can then be wired up on the bench 
with comfort, and fitted in the chassis with ease. 

Chassis 
Little need be said on the metal work. The 

author made up the chassis with the aid of a bench 
vice, mallet, length of angle iron, block of wood 
and a small square. Figs. 4 and 5 provide all the 
necessary data for the construction of a chassis 
similar to the author's. Aluminium was not used 
because in the view of the author it is difficult to 
work with. Its inherent softness causes it to "tear" 
when using cutting tools. 

Pre- am piifier /Mixer Unit 
The intention when building this compact 

little unit, was to be able to use it in conjunction 
with an amplifier having a 6 volt filament supply, 
and the universal amplifier just described. Some 
means was therefore needed whereby the valve 
filaments could be quickly connected in series or 
parallel. 

Paxolin Board 
S x2. 

212 x 2" N.T,t 
Resistor Panel 

Fias. 3 (a) and (b), Details of the component Mounting boards. 

1 
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S.\V.5 in Fig. 2 carried out this operation simply 
and efficiently. It consists of a small bakelita 
toggle switch purchased together with all the 
other switches, from the radio surplus dealer. 

With the switch open as shown, the filaments 
are connected in series for use with the universal 

,, amplifier. . 

With it closed, the filaments are connected in 
parallel for use with a 6 volt supply. 

1 Possibly, a 68N7 would be an ideal valve for VS 
ifrom the point of view of 
I characteristics, particularly 
.'when used with a 6 volt 
,]filament supply. Lnfortun- 
eiately, however, it is unsuitable 
e for series connection, due to 
,r its high heater current (.6 A) 

and therefore a compromise 
has to be made if it is desired 
to utilise the pre -amplifier 
with the two kinds of filament 
supply. 

The 6SL7 has a .3 A file - 
ment and the base connections 
are the same as for the 6SN7 
and can be substituted without 
complication. 

It should be noted that the 
6SL7 is a high p valve, and 
the stage gain is slightly more 
than is necessary, but its per- 
formance proved quite satis- 
factory and it was therefore 
permanently substituted. 

It will be observed that X4 
is a " breeze " connector and 

. is.identieal to X1 used on the main amplifier, shown 
in Fig. 1 and - described in the text earlier. 

As with the main amplifier, it is desirable to 
make up a component tag hoard before assembly, 
as in this instaz ce. particularly there is not a great 
deal of space available for wielding a soldering iron 
inside the box. Reference to Fig. 3 (a) will show 
the component layout. 

Further reference to Fig. 2 shows the microphone 
transformer T2. This should be small physically 
and preferably have a mu -metal cast case. It is 
usual for the microphone manufacturer to supply a 
correct matching transformer for use with his 
product, and it is wise to inquire about this when 
making the purchase. 

Mixing control is provided by VC2 and VC3, 
and the combined signal passed via C.14 to the 
main amplifier for further amplification. 

Figs. 5 and 6 provide all the necessary information 
on the metal work, and the photograph gives a 
general view of the complete unit. 

The Carrying Case 
As can be observed from the photograph on page 

217, the carrying case is built in two halves, these 
are connected together by the hinges, and two 
case catches. The hinges are the, typo which allow 
the two halves of the case to separate. 

It is not proposed to describe the carpentry. 
The author, recognising his liniitatiops in this 
direction, enlisted the help of á cabinet-maker 
friend, and satisfied himself with the covering 
operation and generally finishing off. 

In view of the fact that there is a considerable 

area to cover, it is advisable to use carpenter's 
glue, as this is economical and more convenient to 
use. 

The method of covering% depends to a great 
extent upon the amount, and shape of the artificial 
leather cloth available, but a good plan is to cut 
two big squares first, and cover the front and back, 
glueing over the edges about an inch flange all 
round. Next cover the ends with pieces cut to 
the correct size. 

5.- Chassis construction details. 

The loudspeaker hole should then be cut out, 
leaving sufficient at the edge to cut star fashion 
and glue inside the rim. . A strip of roxine ¡in. 
wide. should then ho -glued right round the inside 
of the rim. 

Purchase, and fit, the corner protectors and the 
rubber feet. 

(To be continued.) 
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For the Transmitter 
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2 -metre P.A. Efficiency 
How to Obtain More Efficiency in your Transmitter at V.H.F. 

By C. 

MAN i amateurs are using the 832 or 832A 
twin tetrode power amplifier tube for the 
P.A. stage in their transmitters on 2 

metres. The 832 is specially designed for V.H.F. 
work up to 250 Mc Js, and is readily obtained from 
government surplus sources at a reasonable price, 
so is consequently very popular. The power input 
generally has to be limited to about 36 watts 
and the corresponding R.F. output is given by the 
manufacturers as 26 .watts, under the correct 
operating conditions. The actual power supplied 
to the aerial system, however, will depend on the 
efficiency of the F.A. tank circuit and of the method 
of coupling to the aerial, and, consequently, in 
many cases nothing like the 26 watts finds its way 
into the aerial system. 

Another source of inefficiency frequently lies 
in the system of modulation. Many experimenters 
have found that the 832 is a difficult valve to modu- 
late by the usual plate -and -screen system. Whether 
this is due to difficulties of matching the valve 
to the modulator load or lack of driving power 
to the P.A. or other causes is not clear. A carrier 
with a low percentage of modulation is of little 
use on 2 metres for long distance communication, 
where the average signal strength at the receiving 
end is very low. One hundred per cent. modulation 
with plenty of sideband power is required under 
these conditions to give a solid reasonable signal. 
Many carriers have been received from time to 
time at S4 to 5, but have been unreadable on 
'phone, due to being only about 70 per cent. 

T2 

ELLIOTT 

modulated. It is the object of this article to show 
how one can obtain the maximum R.F. output 
from the P.A. stage and how the stage can be 
fully modulated without the use of the expensive 
plate -and- screen system. 

The P.A. Tank Circuit 
Of the possible types of circuit which can be 

used, the type frequently employed, consisting of 
the well -known centre -tapped coil and condenser 
combination, is the least efficient. See Fig. 1. 
The tank coil of, say, 2 turns of 12 s.w.g. wire is 
about 1 ¡in. diameter and 1tin. long, split in the 
centre to accommodate the aerial coupling coil. 
When the tuning condenser is adjusted to resonance, 
the capacity employed is about 4pF for each section. 
The plate -to- cathode capacity for each section of 
the 832 is 3.8pF, increasing the total capacity to 
7.8pF, and if we include stray capacities in the 
circuit the total is probably about 10pF on each 
section of the tuned circuit. Now, the tuned circuit 
has its own losses, and the power dissipated in this 
way is subtracted from the total available R.F. 
power, so that the highest output efficiency can 
only 'be obtained by making these losses negligible. 
It can be shown that greater efficiency can be 
obtained by making the ratio L/C high, up to a 
certain value. This limiting valve is set by various 
requirements, such as the need for a " flywheel " 
effect in the tuned circuit, the minimisation of 
harmonics, and the prevention of distortion during 
'prone operation. In the case of an 832 working 

HT* 35Óv. 
145 Mc/ 
Drive R/2 

` RFÇ1 
ERFC ° 

HI* 
375v. 

n 

832 
V- 3 C14 o 

4 1, --1, R,n+ w Ct2 

HT* 
SÒbv. 

J R/ 
® C/Q 

uen 111111 

Earth Ç,T T5 T3 
H. T- 

- 1 

.300 fl 
Line To 
Aerial 

PA. 
Bias Supply 

PA -120v 

Fig. 3.- .1odulator and P.A. stage of grid- and -screen modulated transmitter. Although shown theoretically 
as coils, the coiled lines feed is actually ' linear.' 
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at 500 volts on the anodes and passing 70 mA the 
optimum capacity for each side of the split stator 
condenser works out at about 3.5pF for 2 -metro 
operation. This figure will be the total capacity 
required, including anode -to- cathode capacity and 
stray capacities, but, as we have already noted, 
the anode -to- cathode capacity itself is 3.SpF, 
which together with strays probably gives a total 
of 6pF. 

Thus, on 2 metres it is not possible to attain 
the best L/C ratio, but by practically eliminating 
a tuning capacity in the tank circuit it is possible 
to attain a much higher value than that given by 
a normal tuned circuit. The obvious solution is to 
use -wave lines for the tank circuit, which are 
tuned either by a shorting bar and resonate with the 
anode -cathode capacity exact or by a -very small 
condenser with a swing of 1 or 2pF. Tuning -for 
resonance is rather difficult with a 'shorting bar, 
so it was decided to tune by means of a small 
4 x 4pF split stator condenser, the capacity in 
use at the resonance .point being only about 0.5pF 
per section. In linear tank circuits the coupling 
to the aerial is liable to be less efficient and there 
may be some loss of R.F. by direct radiation from 
the lines. It was decided to make use of a circuit 
which combines the advantages of the tuned 
coil and linear tank circuit, namely, coiled lines. 
Coiled lines take up no more space than a con- 
ventional coil, while the normal lines take up rather 

Fig. i. An 832 P.A. stage with normal tank circuit. 

a lot of room on the chassis (they are generally 
about 14in. long on 2 metres), and, furthermore, there 
is less direct radiation from the coiled lines, due to 
their compact construction, and they should give 
more R.F. to the aerial circuit. 

LIST OF COMPONENTS FOR FIG 1 

C1 -15 x 15 pF. split stator. 
Y. C2 -500 pF. mica (R.F. bypass). 

Cn -Very small neutralising capacity (see Fig. 2). R- 20,000 ohms. 
LI -2 turns léin. diam., 1fin. long, 12 S.W.G. 
L2 -2 turns lin. diam., ¡in. long, 14 S.W.G. 

Construction 
The actual construction of the lines is shown in 

Fig. 2. 14í.n. of 12 s.w.g. wire are taken for their 
construction and the exact centre of the length is 
found. The wire is then folded into a hairpin shape, 
with a straight section in the centre about 0.6in. 
long. The two ends are then wound around a 

Coiled Hairpin Swinging Link 
In 16 S.W.G. Wire /' Diameter 

.4x 
4pF Tuning Condsc 

Mounted on Insulators 

Copper Braid 
Connectors to 
Anode Pins 

Coiled Line In 
/2 S.W.G. Wire 
/4' Diameter 

soon 
Feeder 

to 
Aerial 

Hï+ 
500v. 

Chassis 
Copper Braid 
Earth Connection 

Neutralising Capacity Cn Is Formed By _` 
of Feed Through Insulator About 3/4 

From Side of 832 

Fig. 2.-Coiled-lines tank circuit. 

suitable former to give a coil about 1,' in. in diameter, 
winding away from the centre. It -can be seen 
that each half of the winding is in the opposite 
sense to the other, so that the whole does not form 
a single inductance; but behaves simply as a normal 
4 -wave line. In order to couple the tank circuit to the 
aerial it is not possible to use a coupling coil of 
one or two turns, as each half of the tank circuit 
will . induce opposite voltages in the coil and no 
transference of energy will occur. In the only 
example of the coiled line which the author has seen 
the aerial was directly tapped on to the lines via 
blocking condensers, but this method is not so 
suitable for making the fine adjustments necessary 
for optimum coupling and also is not regarded with 
favour by the Post Office ! The best coupling system, 
as shown in Fig. 3, consists of another coiled line, 
wound in the same manner as the tank coil and 
mounted as a swinging link. It is formed with 
16 s.w.g. wire by winding on a suitable former to 
give a coil diameter of about lin., and each half of 
the winding contains two turns. 

In operation the tank circuit is tuned to reson- 
ance by the condenser in the usual manner, oral 
the increased efficiency is immediately apparent, 
for in the unloaded condition the anode current 
at resonance will dip to about 25 mA. With the 
normal tuned circuit of Fig. 1, the resonance dip 
is about 35 -40 mA. The link can then be swung in to 
give optimum coupling by watching for maximum 
feeder current or maximum reading on a remote 
field -strength meter. The loading at 500 v. can 
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be 70 mA., if one wishes to keep within the manu- 
facturers' specifications, but there is no reason 
why the input should not be increased to 40 watts 
(80 mA.), as with the high efficiency of the tank 
circuit and coupling arrangements this input 
should be well within the anode dissipation of the 
832. Even 50 watts input is just within the capa- 
bilities of the tube, the R.F. output then being 36 
watts, giving 14 watts to be dissipated at the anodes 
(rated at 15 watts). This is for C.W. operation, of 
course. When swinging in the coupling link practi- 
cally no retailing of the tank circuit should be 
required if there are no standing waves on the 
feeders. There is a perceptible resonance dip 
even when the P.A. is correctly loaded when using 
coiled lines, but no such dip is noticeable in a normal 
tank circuit on 145 Mc; s. 

The Modulation System 
It must be admitted that this modulation system, 

to be described, was tried out in the first place as a 
rapid method of getting going on 'phone without 
the time and expense required for providing a 
high -level modulator with an output of 20 -30 watts, 
as needed for plate- and -screen modulation. Evi- 
dence from other amateurs has shown, however, that 
the application of 20 -30 watts of audio to a 40 -watt 
carrier, does not necessarily give 100 per cent. modu- 
lation with an 832, but with this particular 
modified grid -modulation system, 100 per cent. 
modulation with good communication quality can 
easily be obtained. The principles of grid modu- 
lation have been adhered to on the whole, but the 
difference lies in the screen circuit of the 832, where 
the dropping resistor has not been by- passed for 
audio- frequency, thus enabling the screen voltage 
to swing up and down as modulation is applied to 
the gr d. (Refer to Fig. 3.) The system is therefore 
grid- and -screen modulation. 

To commence at the modulator end of the circuit, 
a carbon microphone is used with a 1 : 50 ratio 
transformer to feed a 6AC7 in a high -amplification 
circuit. The whole of the modulator current is 
taken through the carbon microphone in order to 
energise it without the use of a battery. As the 
modulator works Cla's A, there are no current 
fluctuations and so no undesirable effects. Stability 
is ensured by means of the high -capacity 15y -pass 
condenser Cl. R2 is a stopper resistor and C2 and 
C7 are R.F. by -pass condensers, all to ensure that 
no R.F. enters the modulator circuit. Screened 
wiring is indicated in Fig. 3 at points where it is 
important that no R.F. currents should he picked 
up. The 6V6 output valve works at a fairly high 
bias, produced by a 1,000 -ohm cathode resistor. and 
this is mainly to reduce the anode current, as the 
full output is not required. It is also important not 
to saturate the core of the modulation transformer 
T2 by excessive current. The transformer used by 
the author was a small 1 : 3 type, originally designed 
for directly -fed amplifier stages in receivers, and it 
handles 25 mA on the primary quite easily. 

As for normal grid modulation, it is desirable to 
use a very low- impedance valve for the modulator 
(e.g., a triode), for the load on the modulator varies 
over the A.F. cycle as the rectified grid current of 
the modulated amplifier changes. However, 
perfectly satisfactory results are obtained with a 
6V6. by using negative feed -back via R10 to reduce 
the anode impedance and swamping the trans- 

former secondary by a load resistor R11. The grid - 
bias supply should have a very low resistance, to 
prevent variations in the grid current from opposing 
the modulation voltages. The potentiometer R9 
only offers about 3,000 ohms resistance when 
correctly set, and this seems to cause no difficulty. 
The load on the driving stage varies with modu- 
lation and a linear modulation characteristic may 
not be obtained if the R.F. voltage from the driver 
varies with load. It is sometimes recommended that 
the driver should supply several times the required 
driving power, the excess being dissipated by a load 
resistor across the circuit, the load variations thus 
being reduced in proportion to the total load. 
However, on 145 Me /s the dynamic impedance of 
circuits is very low and they are, in effect, already 
loaded, and it was found that no trouble was experi- 
enced. Note that C13, in the screen circuit of the 

LIST OF COMPONENTS FOR FIG. 3 
C1 -50 pF, 12v. R1 -500 kg pot. 
C2 -100 pF, mica. R2 -10 ksa. 

R3 -500 kta 
R4 -50 ksa. 
85-10 kia. 
R6-250 D. 
R7 -250 kn. 
R8 -1,000 n, 1 watt. 
R9 -5,000 Q, 5 watt. 
RIO -500 k02. 
R11 -25 kQa, 1 watt. 
R12 -15 to 20 ksa, 3 : 

watt. 

C3 -25 pF, 12v. 
C4-8 pF, 350v. 
C5-0.5 pF. 
C6 -0.05 , F. 

i C7 -100 pF, mica. 
C8 -50 pF, 50v. 
C9 -2 pF, 200v. 
C10 -500 pF, mica. 
Cll -15 x 15 pF, split 

stator. 
C12-4 x 4 pF, split 

stator. 
C13 -500 pF, mica. 

t Cn-See Fig. 2. 
C14 -500 pF, mica. 
All resistances watt unless otherwise stated. 
M- Cárbon microphone. 

: T1-1 : 50 microphone transformer. 
T2 -1 : 3 modulation transformer. 
VI-6AC7, V2 -6V6, V3 -832. 

832, has a capacity of only 500 pF and is a by -pass 
for R.F. currents only. The supply voltage to the 
screen was chosen to give roughly the correct audio 
load of 15,000- 20,000 ohms without exceeding the 
working voltage of 250 volts. 

Setting Up the Circuit for Operation 
Adjust the potentiometer R9 to give about 90 

volts bias on the 832 and apply drive to the grid 
circuit so as to give about 80 mA when the P.A. is 
fully loaded. Swing the link in to give optimum 
loading, as indicated by feeder current or a remote 
signal strength meter, and make a final adjustment 
to the tuning of the tank circuit for maximum 
output. Now increase the coupling a little so that 
the observed R.F. output drops, and apply modu- 
lation, using R1 as a volume -control. There should 
be about a 10 per cent. increase in the reading of the 
feeder current or signal strength meter, and the P.A. 
anode current should kick upwards to 95 to 100 mA 
on modulation peaks. If downward modulation is 
encountered, then coupling to the antenna should 
be increased. It is possible to modulate successfully 
at lower values of grid -bias by suitably adjusting the 
drive, but 90 volts is about the best figure, and very 
low bias with low drive will again result in down- 
ward modulation. The most important adjustment 

(Continued at foot of page 224.) 
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PRATTS RADIO 
1070 Harrow Road, London, N.W.10 

Tel.: LADbroke 1734. (.Nr. Scrubbs Lane) 
:AMPLIFIERS READY 

TO USE. 
MODEL AC10E (as Dins- 

10 watt. 4 valve 
unit. net. feedback. separ- 
ate mike stage and 
separate mike and gram 
inputs. 2 faders and tone 
control. Input volts, mike 
.002, gram .21 v.. £9 -9 -0. 
MODEL AC18E, 6 valve 
unit with p.pull output 

of 1ól watts, separate mike stage and separate mike and gram nuts, 2 faders and tono control, feedback over 3 stages. Input 
volts, mike .003, gram .3 v., £13 -19 -6. MODEL A('32E, 6 valve 

I unit with p/p output of 32 watts. Spec. as AC18E, £17 -17 -0. '; -MODEL U.10E. D.C. /A.C. mains. P/p output of 10 watts. Spec. 
as AC18E, 211 -15 -0. All above are COMPLETE WI'Ill CASES 
and chrome handles. Outputs match 3, 8 or 15 ohm Speakers. 

- MODEL AC4C, A.C., or U4(', D.C. /A.C., 3 valve. 4 watt amplifier 
`1 chassis, output to 3 ohms, £5 -5 -0. All above carriage paid. As 

supplied to domestic and industrial users since 1945. SPEAKERS. Plessey, 5in., 12'6. W.B., loin.. 17'8: Sin., 19' -. Goodmans, 12ín.. 130// , Rola, 81n., 30 /- ; l0in.. 35.'- : 3ín., 21/ , RECORD PLAYERS. Collaro. A.C. only. Rim drive, complete with pick -up, auto -stop,. Magnetic £6 -9-0 ; Crystal 26 -15 -6. VALVES. 1S4, 1T4, 1R5, 155, all at 7,3. 25A6, 6V6, 5Z4, 656. 6X5, all 8/- 6J7, 6J5, fK7, all 5 /9. Brand new. 
COILS, ETC. Wearite " P " coils, all types, 3/- ea. Weymouth 

H " coils, 3/3. Osmor " Q " coil packs. 40/4, tax paid. Wearite 
M400 I.F's, 10i6 ea. Weymouth P4's, 15.'- pair. Denco T.R.F. with reaction L. & M.W., 6/6 pair. Dual range coil with reaction, 4/6. TRANSFORMERS, CHOKES, ET('. Mains. 2 x 350 v.. 80 ma., 04 -5 v.. 2 a. ; 0 -4-6.3 v., 4 amp., 18:6. Dittc, 2 x 250 v., 1816. Speaker Transformers. 6V6 P/P to 3, 8, 15 ohms, 18 /- ; miniature 1S4i3S4 
O /Transfrs., 4/2. Chokes. 60 m.a., 20 hy., 380 ohms, 6;9 ; 20 hy., 
100 ma., 400 ohms. 14/6 ; 10 hy., 150 m.a., 200 ohms, 14/6 ; 90 m.a., 
10 by., 180 ohms, 1116: 40 hy., 20 m.a., 1250 ohms, 5.9. CONDENSERS (only 1951 stock offered). .0001/213.5, all 7d. ea. 
01, .005, .001, all 9d..05, .1 x 500 v., 101d. B.I. (all 500550 v.) 4 mfd., 

2/9 : 8 mfd., 3/3 : 8 +8, 4/9 : 16 mfd., 41- ; 8 +16, 6 / -. MISCELLANEOUS. Octal bases. Pax., 4d. Amphenol, 6d. Voltage droppers with feet and two sliders, .2 a. 920 ohms or .3 a. 
750 ohms, 5/- ea. Linecord (thick good quality type), .3 amp, 
3 way. 60 ohms ft., 74. ft. Presets, 50 pl. 4d. ; 100 pf., 1 /11 ; 250 pf., 
1'9 ; 500 of.. 21 -. B7G valve bases, Pax., 9d. All goods new and unused. No W.D. or manufacturers' surplus components offered. Post paid over 10 / -. C.W.O. or C.O.D. 

la i6 f i deli t Ì .741CROFHON E S 

FOR PUBLIC ADDRESS, RECORDINGS, 
AMATEUR RADIO TRANSMITTERS 

TYPE MIC 22 

TYPE MIC 16 

Incorporates the Acos "Filtercel" insert giving 
extreme sensitivity and high fidelity. Response 

.substantially flat from 40 -6,000 cps. Vibration - 
and shock -proof. Not affected by low- frequency 
wind noises. Two alternative mountings avail- 
able as illustrated (MIC 22 -2 and MIC 22 -1). 

Price L6 6s. Od. (either model). 

Incorporates the Acos Floating Crystal Sound 
Cell giving a response substantially flat from 
3040,000 cps. - Unaffected -by vibration, shock 
and low- frequency wind noise. Alternative 
mountings as shown (MIC 16 -2 and MIC 16-1). 

Price 112 Its. Od. (either model). 

COSMOCORD LTD., ENFIELD, MIDDLESEX. 

Reception foi 
the connoisseur 

THE RC 
TUNING UNIT 
The RC Tuning Unit is a 

highly sensitive, attrac- 
tive-looking, 3- waveband, 
4 -valve unit employing 
an RF Stage on all bands. 
It brings in Continental 
stations, short - wave 
signals and the BBC Third Programme with remarkable 
fidelity, even in difficult areas. A switch permits superhet 
or high quality TRF- performance from local stations. 
Price E14.18.6 (Inc. P.T.). Guaranteed 2 Years. 
30 -PAGE ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE 
of Amplifiers, Tuning Units, Speaker Chambers, etc. 

* Write for YOUR copy TODAY 1 

PHONE 
WEStern 

3350 

Ze) 1? 
AMPLIFIERS 

IS ALE S) 110 . 

Ill. KENSINGTON HIGH ST., LONDON, W.8 

SUCCESS? - 
Never before has such a vast field of opportunity been open 
to the technically minded. Because we can call on the 
unique experience of the great E.M.I. Group 
( "H.M.V. ", Marconiphone, etc.), our courses are 
based on the needs of modern industry. Let us help 
you to take advantage of the great demand for 
technicians in Radio, Television and all branches of 
Engineering. -Take the first step NOW I r--- FILL IN FOR FREE 'BROCHURE - - -- 
1 Mark the subject(s) which interest you, 

and post (without obligation) :- 1 

1 E.M.I INSTITUTES, Dept. 155, 10, Pembridge Sq., London, W.2 I 

['Radio Aeronautical Eng.' Production Eng.1 

1 Television Draughtsmanship, Matric 
¡]Electrical Eng. Mechanical Eng. LCivil Service 

1 DOther Subjects 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

(BLOCK CAPITALS) I 

E.M.I. INSTITUTES -The only Postal College which is part of a 
great Industry. 
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Simple Resistance Meter 
A New Idea for the Experimenter 

By J. S. KENDALL 

THIS unit, which is the very essence of sim- 
plicity and can be made for a matter of 
coppers, presents a means of measuring 

resistance which is very efficient for a range of a 
few hundred ohms down to about 1/10. The parts 
in the main can be found in the junk box. 

_ The parts required are : 

One fotary switch with up to five positions. 
One double -pole double -throw toggle switch. 
A selection of close tolerance resistors of 

suitable rating. 
One suitable dry battery (a three -cell torch 

battery is quite good). 
The principle of the instrument is that with a 

constant current the voltage drop along á resistor 
is directly proportional to the value of the resistor. 

The circuit is shown on the right. The object of 
the 5 -ohm resistor is to limit the current flow to a 
safe value when checking very low resistances. The 
meter used with the unit can be almost any radio 
meter that has a resistance of at least ten times the 
value of the standard or the resistance being 
measured whichever is the greater. If the meter 
resistance is too low the current drain gives 
inaccurate measurement. Suitable values for the 
resistances are 1 ohm, 3-ohms, 10 ohms, 30 ohms 
and 100 ohms. Quite a number of ex -W.D. units 
have 10 -ohm resistors in the form of anode 
stoppers. If possible gold- tipped resistors should 
be used. 

The 1- and 3 -ohm resistors are not readily obtain- 
able but can be made to a fair degree of accuracy 
by comparing with the 10 -ohm standard. 

Using the Meter 
The method of use is simple. First switch the 

voltmeter across the unknown resistor and adjust 
the range switch so that the voltage reading is as 
near as possible to half the battery voltage, then 
throw the toggle switch so the t the voltmeter is 
across the standard resistance. The actual resistance 
of the unknown is expressed in the formula 

= Rs (X91) 
where R? is the unknown, VI 

the voltage across the unknown, V2 the voltage 
across the standard resistance and Rs the standard 
resistance. It will be seen that as long as the meter 
scale is linear the actual voltage need not he 
expressed as such and can be expressed in 
" degrees." This allows the use of a cheap moving - 
coil meter of low current drain if the user prefers a 
built -in meter. 

An - example of the calculation with the unit 
would then be : 

VI equals 4.70. 
V2 2.80. 
Rs 30. 

Rs (V1) 
Then applying the formula R? = 

R? = 3; 
>z_ 

4 -.7 =5. Remember it is not possible to 

make measurements to a greater accuracy than the 
standards being used. If, then, ordinary untipped 
resistors are used the accuracy cannot be better 
than one part in five, but if gold- tipped resistors 
are used the accuracy will be about one part in 
twenty. The inaccuracies also grow as the readings 
increase in difference, i.e., at the top and bottom 
of the range. 

A few of the uses of the instrument are : . 

To measure contact resistance of a wave- change 
switch. For this measurement the battery voltage 
should not be more than 1.5 or the voltage will 
overcome the bavrrier layer effect of the dirt and 
oxi le on the switch. Shunt resistors for meters can 

Circuit of the arrangement described here. 

be measured with it and the -resistance of earth 
connections on chassis. The latter gives some 
surprising readings and as high- resistance earths 
are one of the greatest causes of instability it is 
worth the trouble in making the meter if only to 
check these. 

2 -metre P.A. Efficiency 
(Continued front page 222.) 

is that of the aerial coupling, which is why a swinging 
link coil is specified. The coupling should not be 
increased any more than that required for good 
upward modulation, as this will result in lower 
R.F. output and increased anode dissipation. 

It can he seen that, using the circuits described, 
the 832 will work at 40 watts input, 100 per cent. 
modulated. No overheating has been observed 
and the circuit has been successfully in use for some 
time. Reports show that the upward surge of the 
P.A. current and R.F. currents do not indicate over - 
modulation with this circuit. The carrier does not 
become broken, but the signal appears to have 
increased punch and penetration over a plate - 
modulated transmitter. It is not certain exactly 
how the circuit- works, but the effects described 
could be explained by an increase in average carrier 
level during modulation, with an accompanying 
increase in power radiated in the sidebands. The 
results would thus have some resemblance to those 
produced by the " super -modulation " systems 
recently described. These systems also make use of 
grid modulation, but employ a separate valve to 
generate the increased carrier level on modulation. 
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Designing Your Own Receiver 
Advice and Guidance for the Beginner 

By STANLEY BRASIER 

l Ohm -meter 
7-THE remaining essential instrument which the 

1 amateur should possess is the ohm -meter, 
" and here again our old friend the 0 -1 
lnilliammeter forms the basis of the instrument. 

The principle on which the ohm -meter functions 
was shown in Fig. S. The values of voltage and 
resistance are arranged so that when the X terminals 

'ire short -circuited, the variable resistor can bo 
-adjusted so that the full scale current of 1 mA is 
registered. Thereafter, if the short -circuit is 
removed and replaced by a resistor having a value 
between certain limits, a current dependent upon 
this value will be registered. From Ohm's Law it is 
then possible to calculate the value of the resistor. 
In general, the range of values which can be 
determined is dependent upon the basic current 
range of the meter, but for general work the 0 -1 mA 
type enables resistors frein approximately 200 to 
200,000Q to be -measured, especially if a long 
scale is available. In order to obviate the necessity 
of calculation every time an unknown resistor is 
measured it is usual to calibrate the scale, and 
'perhaps the easiest and less tedious of all methods 
is by the application of known values. For this 
type of-ohm -meter is not usually so accurate that 
it can discriminate between percentage tolerances 
of resistors normally used in receiver work, and 
since these are the type of resistors checked, there 
is no point in aiming at an accuracy which is any 
higher. But here again, if another ohm -meter can 
be borrowed for checking 
purposes, so much the better, 4RF 

E 
and it is only necessary to 
connect in turn as many 
different values as are re- 
quired to the X terminals 
and mark the points on the 
scale. This subject, however, 000 /pF 
will also be dealt with 
later. 

Other Instruments 
During all our checks on 

receiver performance we re- 
lied on the fluctuating pro- 
gramme signal for the input, 
And upon our aural interpre- 
tation of the output from the 
loudspeaker. Although, as 
we have seen, this system 
is fairly satisfactory it is 
usual to use instruments 
which will give an indication 
pf improvement, or other - 
wise, to a finer degree. 
These con.,ist of what is 

- known as an oscillator, to 
feed a signal into the receiver, 
and an output meter, which 
gives visual indication of the 
-final results obtained. 

7 

The Oscillator 
A test oscillator may consist of an extremely 

complicated piece of apparatus where specific 
H.F. measurements are required, but in the case of 
the amateur -and especially the beginner -all 
that is needed is a small signal of constant intensity 
which can be fed into a receiver under test. This 
may consist of a simple single valve circuit which 
is so adjusted that the valve is in a state of con- 
tinuous oscillation (similar to an oscillating one - 
valve receiver) and this signal, which will be at 
high frequency, is applied to the receiver. Even 
this, however, will not be strictly audible at the 
output of the receiver, but the sound will be similar 
to that which is heard when a local station is 
radiating without a programme. The " programme " 
in the oscillator consists of a signal from another 
valve which, oscillating at low frequency, is super- 
imposed on the H.F. signal, and produces au 
audible note which is heard in the loudspeaker 
of the receiver. The wavelength of the oscillator 
signal must, of course, be identical with that of the 
receiver and under these conditions will provide a 
steady unfluctuating signal, the advantage of 
which will be appreciated when testing. 

As a guide towards the construction of a -simple 
oscillator for testing and trimming purposes, Fig. 9 - 

shows a suggested circuit. It should be made up 
in a metal box and if miniature low -consumption 
triodes are used the whole instrument could be very 
compact. If only the medium and long waveband 

AF Screenmg Box 

Fig. 9.--Suggested circuit for a modulated oscillator. Tx and Tz are midget 
L.F. transformers. H.T. may consist of a fear grid -bias batteries. 
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are required the coil may consist of any good 
quality dual -range type. The tuning condenser 
should have a value of .0005 µF approximately 
and the " reaction " condenser should be of a 
value that just permits of continuous oscillation. 
The pitch of the modulation note will be dependent 
upon the type of transformers used but may, to 
some extent, be varied by a small condenser con- 
nected across T1. Output is controlled by the 
potentiometer and should feed into a screened 
lead via an artificial aerial. This can conveniently 
be made up in a small tin box. 

Output Meter 
Coming now to the output end of the receiver it 

is usual to record the amplified signal from the 
oscillator by means of an output meter. Such an 
instrument gives visual indication and is connected 
in place of the loudspeaker. The eye is more 
sensitive to perception of movement than is the 
ear to differences of sound and thus finer adjust- 
ments to the receiver are usually made possible. 

Test A.C. Voltmeter 
Oscillator O -10v. Range 

Output 
Output 
Trans. 

i 2n 
Load 

Fig. jo.- Showing how the A.C. voltmeter may be 
connected for use as an output meter. 

To record the output signals from a receiver it is 
necessary to use an instrument that will respond 
to an alternating current, therefore the A.C. 
voltmeter previously referred to will be entirely 
suited to the purpose. The meter is connected to the 
secondary of the output transformer but the 
resistance (or rather, impedance) of the loud- 
speaker must be represented by an artificial load 
in the form of a resistor, which is also connected 
across the output meter. The lowest range of the 
meter is used and it should be noted that the 
instrument in no way gives any specific quantitive 
indication -it merely records differences in output 
-and fir this purpose it is most convenient. For 
connection see Fig. 10. 

Thermo- ammeter 
Another instrument which is available at low 

cost in the form of Government surplus is the 
thermo -ammeter, and because it is responsive to 
alternating current, such meters are extremely 
useful. The type reading 0 -350 milliamps is applic- 
able to checking . the current of 0.2 Amps. and 0.3 
A.C. /D.C. valve heaters and many other A.C. 
measurements. It can also be used in place of the 
A.C. voltmeter as an output meter. In this case the 
resistor should be joined in series with the thermo- 
ammeter. It is necessary to warn the amateur that 
this type of instrument is very susceptible to 
breakdown if the full -scale current is exceeded or 
if there is an initial " surge " at the moment of 
switching on. For this reason it is sound practice 
to fit the meter with a shorting switch which may 
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be " opened " when circuit conditions have assumed 
normal proportions. 

There are many more instruments useful to 
experimenters such as the valve voltmeter, beat - 
frequency oscillator, oscilloscope, etc., but these 
may be acquired if, or when, such interests develop. 
The instruments described, however, if used intelli- 
gently, will provide the amateur with much know- 
ledge with regard to the development and testing 
of receivers. 

The Final Effect 
Although the appearance of a completed receiver 

or test instrument makes not the slightest difference 
to the performance it is well to cultivate an artistic 
sense towards construction. For surely it is better 
to have apparatus that looks well in addition to 
working efficiently. This attitude also reflects to 
the unseen parts of the chassis work, as it should, 
and one soon finds that attention is paid to every 
single detail in connections, wiring, etc., and 
altogether a great pride can be taken in one's 
mechanical work. 

The object of this last section in the series is to 
show how the appearance of instruments made at 
home can be constructed to almost professional 
standards, by the use of certain materials and 
methods. 

These are mostly concerned with the panel 
arrangements but, first let us consider for a moment 
the question of suitable cases to house the instru- 
ments. The easiest way, of course, is to use an 
ex- Government case if such is available in convenient 
size. Very often only a " finish " is required to 
make them look like new. For home construction 
10 gauge aluminium is very suitable and the main 
body of the case may be made up by bending to 
size. But a better method, and one which enables 
nice sharp corners to be obtained, is to use L- section 
angle strip, also of aluminium. This is available 
from advertisers and may be cut to form the 
foundation supports. For, in addition to providing 
the case with much greater strength, the method 
obviates the necessity of making short angle bends 
along a length of metal -a procedure which is not 
easy, without special presses, if a good symmetrical 
appearance is to be presented. 

Finishing 
For finishing there are now quite a variety of 

brushing cellulose materials on the market which, 
when applied, are indistinguishable from the 
sprayed method and have sufficient " body " for 
one coat to suffice. This type of cellulose is likely 
to " run," however, and for this reason it is advisable 
to work on one horizontal surface at a time. If 
the case is made up in sections as above, it may 
easily be dissembled for finishing. 

(To be continued) 

NEWNES' RADIO ENGINEER'S 
POCKET BOOK 

By F. J. CAMM 
5/ -, or by post 5/6 

Obtainable from booksellers, or by post from 
George Newnes, Ltd. (Book Dept.), Tower House, 

Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2. 
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TRANSFORMERS & CHOKES 
All " Varley " products are manufactured 

from the highest quality materials. 
Transformers, etc., are individually wound 

and have interleaved windings with ample in- 
sulation, ensuring freedom from breakdown. 

The comprehensive range of Shielded and 
Open Type Transformers available meets 
the requirements of every circuit. 

Write for list, etc. 
Made by 

OLIVER PELL CONTROL LTD 
CAMBRIDGE ROW WOOLWICH S E113 

Tp/éphone: WOOLWICH 1422 

TELEVISION 
TELEVISION RECEIVERS 

SCANNING AND FOCUS COILS 
P.M. FOCUS UNITS 

5/10 kv. R. F., E. H. T. UNITS 
E.H.T. and OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS 

Technical Publications post free. 

i 

" TELEVISION CIRCUITS " 
Second Edition, post free 116 

NAyNES RADIO ltd., Middlesex. 
nfield, 
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C2NK This ttüs 'S G2AK 

RECEIVERS TYPE I8. -Cover 6 -9mcls and are for battery 
operation. Good condition, 1716. Packing and postage II -. 
OSMOR Coil Packs for conversion of above complete with 
frame aerial, 45110. All types of OSMOR packs available 
Ex stock. 
MIDGET SPEAKERS. -Philips 21in., 12111. Goodman and 
W.B. 2(in., 1616. J. and P. 31in., 13111. Elac 6in., 1716. 

WEYMOUTH MIDGET I.F.'s 465 kcls. Type P4J and .P4K, 
151- pair. Kit of 4 Midget 1.4 v. valves 1R5, 1T4, IS5 and IS4, 
251 -. New and Boxed. 
MIDGET OUTPUT TRANS. for Personal Portables, 513 
each. Balanced armature L.R., 'Phones, 616 pair. 
XTAL DIODES, 319 each, or 4 for 141 -. Germanium diodes, 
516 each. 

AEROVOX 2 mfd., 1,000 v. oil filled Conds., 216 each, or 
10 for El. 
POTENTIOMETERS. -5 watt wire -wound .20 k., 25 k., 
21 -. 500 ohm and 2,000 ohm 50 watt wire- wound, 316 each. 
Carbon Type Potentiometers, .50 k., 100 k., I meg., 2 meg., 
116. 

TEST METER. -7 ranges as follows : 1.5 v., 3 v., 150 v., 
6 mA., 60 mA., 5,000 ohms, 25,000 ohms, 21in. dia. scale M.C. 
meter. Rotary selector switch. Black bakelite case, bin. x 
41in. x 4_in., fitted with removable lid, also provision for 
internal batteries. Ranges can be extended very easily. 
Bargain price, 251 -, plus 116 post. 

Please print your name and address. 

CHAS. H. YOUNG, C2AK 
All Callers to 110 Dale End, Birmingham 

CENTRAL 1635 

Mail Orders to 182 Holloway Head, Birmingham 
MIDLAND 3254 

FREE To AMBITIOUS 
ENGINEERS ! 

Have you sent for your copy ? 

'ENGINEERING 
OPPORTUNITIES ' 
is a highly informative 
guide to the best -paid 
Engineering posts. It 
tells you how you can 

i quickly prepare at home 
on " NO PASS -NO 
FEE" terms for a 

;I recognised engineering 
qualification,outlines the 
widest range of modern 
Home -Study Courses in 

r ;1 all br-anches of Engineer- 
ing and explains the 
benefits of our Employ- 
ment Dept. If you're 
earning less than '£12 a 
week you cannot.afford 
to miss reading this 
unique book. Send for 
your copy to-day - 
FREE. 

----FREE COUPON- - - 
Please send me your FREE 176 -page 
ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES " 

IThis 176 -page Book 

kywa3 NSevenp \ 
1'00' -RADIOGRAM CHASSIS 

1 
ST 

Banc Parts cost 
lass than 5 

\ ̀ 
Shat 16.2000. -to 

AR / \ \\ Pish pull whew' 
SePanot a 

POWER 
PACK 

afasy 
fitting. 

Full home 
constuctor 
de Cpt 
in 
FOUR 
EASY 
STAGES frost free 

i' 

;NAME 
ADDRESS 

¡Subject or Exam. 
that interests me 

, British Institute of Engineering Technology 
409B, Shakespeare House, 

17119, Stratford Place,- London, W.I 

WHICH IS 
YOUR PET 
SUBJECT? 
Mechanical Eng. 
Electrical Eng, 

Civil Engineering 
Radio Engineering 
Automobile Eng. 

Aeronautical Eng. 
Production Eng. 

Building, Plastics, 
Draughtsmanship 
Television, etc. 
GET SOME 

LETTERS 
AFTER 'YOUR 

NAME! 
A.M.I.Mech.E, 

A.M.I.C.E. 
A .M.I. P. E. 
A.M.I.M.I. 
L.1.O. B. 

A.F.R.Ae.S. 
B.Sc. 

A.M.Brit.I.R.E. 
CITY & GUILDS 

MATRICULA- 
TION, etc. 
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THE NEW BRADMASTER 
MODEL 5 TAPE DESK for 1951 

Built to professional standards e Two speeds -3 
and 7!. inches per second Fast wind and rewind - 
full reel rewound ih 11 minutes Heavy alloy flywheel. 
Freedom from " wow " and " flutter " Double servo 
brakes on each hub Push Button control Three 
heavy duty motors Three shielded Bradmatic heads 

Size : 131 in. x 151 in. x 61 in. deep. 
PRICE : L37.10.0 

A PLUG BOX can also be fitted to the above equipment 
containing three compartments which provide shielding 
for the head leads and eliminating hum and cross talk. 
Also fitted with three coaxial plugs and sockets, facilitating 
connection of the desk to amplifiers, etc. PRICE 
(fitted underneath desk) £I.5.0 

Hi- fidelity magnetic sound heads : 

Type 5 R.P. (recordlplay head) ... ... £3. 5.0 
Type 5 E (erase head)... 

Super fidelity magnetic sound head, type 6 R.P. 
( recordlplay head) ... ... ... ... 

Screening Cans, best quality (all mumetal) 
composite ... ... ... ... ... 8.0 
(constructed of steel and mumetal) ... 4.6 

Oscillator coils ... ... ... .,. 8.0 
Tape on 7 in. reels, 1,200 ft. 

Emitape, type 65 ... El. 5.0 
G.E.C. Grade " A " ... ... ,,. £1.10.0 
Durex type, MC I -III ,.. .,. EI.15.0 

E3. 5.0 

£3.15.0 

each 

Trade supplied. Send for lists to Sole Manufacturers :- 
BRADMATIC LIMITED 
STATION ROAD, ASTON, BIRMINGHAM, 6 

Telephone East 0574 Telegrams : Bradmatic, Birmingham 
assss 

HENRY'S 
3547 RECEIVERS. Absolutely brand new, in sealed manu- 
facturers' packing cases. Incorporating 15 valves type EF50, 
2 of SP6I, EF36, EBC33, 3 of EB34. Complete 45 Mcls. I.F. 
Strip, motor dial and drive, pots, etc. E6 only, plus 101 - 
packing and carriage. Whilst they last ! 

EX- R.A.F. INDICATOR UNIT TYPE 62. Containing 
VCR97 CRT with mu -metal screen : Crystal Unit and valves 
161VR65 (SP6I), 21VR54 (EB34), 2IVR92 (EA50), etc., etc., 
two deck chassis in metal case, 18 x 18_. x I Ilin. New con- 
dition, 6716 each. Plus 716 packing and carriage. 
No. 38 " WALKIE TALKIE " TRANS -RECEIVERS. 
Complete with Throat Mike. 'Phones, Aerial Rods and Just. 
Box. Freq. Range : 7.4 to 9 Mtls. Brand new and guaranteed, 
E411916. Carr. 216. 
RECEIVER TYPE 21. The receiver portion of the WIS 21 

operating from 4.2 -7.5 Mcls. Double superhet from 18 -30 
Mcls. Incorporating B.F.O. and crash limiter. Valve line -up 
7 -ARPI2 (VP23) and 2 -AR8 (HL23DD). Absolutely brand 
new, complete with circuit. Only 451- complete. Vibrator 
power unit for above, brand new, 1716 only. 
R.3084 RECEIVER. Incorporating 7 EF50, 2 EF54, I EC52, 
I VU394, I HVR2, I EA50, plus 30 Mcls. I.F. Strip. Guaranteed 
absolutely brand new in maker's original packing case. 751 -. 

(Plus 101- carriage and packing.) This receiver is ideal for 
conversion to vision receiver. 
METAL RECTIFIERS. S.T.C., 300 volts 75 ma., SI. ; S.T.C., 
24 volts 2) amps., 1716. G.E.C., 6 volts I amp., 41 -. Westing- 
house, 12 volts 2 amp., 1216. Pencil Type E.H.T., 600v. 1 ma., 
417; I.000v. I ma., 61 -; 2,400v. 3 ma., 151- 350, 500v. 2 ma., 716. 

.SMIA METER RECT. SI -; W.6 and WX6, 116. 

FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS. All Inputs 200150 A.C. 
6.3v. 1.5 amp., 716 ; Igranic, 6.3v. 2 amp., 101- ; 6v. or 12v. 
3 amp., 15I- ; 6.3v. amp., 3716. 
MAINS TRANS. (PARMEKO). 250-0-250, 90 ma. 6.3v. 
3 amp., 5v. 2 amp. Input, 1101250, 151 , Min. Mains Trans., 
31 high by 3 x 21, fully shrouded, 250-0-250, 60 ma., 6.3v. 3 

amp.. 5v. 2 amp., 211 -. 

Send atcmp for current Component List -Probably the most 
Comprehensive in the trade. 

5, HARROW ROAD, LONDON, W.2 
PADdington 100819 and 0401. 

4 VALVE 

MAINS 
RADIO 

with plus 
37/6 

2/6 cary. & ins. 

Miniature Loudspeaker 
200 -250 volt A.C. -D.C. mains. Size approximately 
10k in. x 7in. x 6in. Low running costs, completely 
self contained. Receives medium waves, Home and 
Light, etc. Moving coil l' in. speaker. ALL COM- 
PONENTS, INCLUDING VALVES, CHASSIS, 
etc., INCLUDED. Build this fine set yourself - 
from easy Plans ! 

ELECTRICAL SETS 
The Electrical Experimenters' Kit!'A /L 
Stout compartment box contains 84 7 VV 

parts. This kit contains Coils, Magnets, Plus 

'terminals, wire, etc., and completely 1/6 post 

comprehensive Instruction Book, with instructions 
for making Voltmeters, Ammeters, Electric Motors, 
Bells, Dynamos, Buzzers, Telephones, etc. 

INSTRUMENT CO . STREET, THAME, OXON 

C. & W. ELECTRON ICS 
TEST INSTRUMENTS 

18 Range Multimeter M.M.2. 
A.C. D.C. Volts from .25v. to 2,500v. at 4,50017 v. 
Basic Movement 200 1eA. 
Scale Length, 31ín. 
D.C. current from 101A. to 1 amp. 
Resistance from .1 ohm to 5 megohms. 
Power and D.B.s. 
1st Grade Accuracy on all ranges. 
Complete with Test -prods and instructions. 

£7.2.8. 
Signal Generator 5.2. 

Range 100 kcls, to 70 mc's. 
400 c.p.s. Audio. Int. & Ext. Mod. 
Ladder, and fine Attenuator. 
Direct Reading Frequency Dial. 
Grey Crackle finish. 
Complete with R.F. & A.F. leads. 

£7.10.0. 
12 months' guarantee on all instruments. 

Send S.A.E. for leaflets. 

C. & W. ELECTRONICS 17 CROSS STREET, 
OSWESTRY, SALOP 

"ADCOLA " SOLDERING INSTRUMENTS 
Reo. Track Mark 

Regd. Design No. 800302 
(British. U.S. and Foreign Patents.) 

For Wireless and Television Assembly 
The advanced design of the Adcola Instruments meets the 
modern requirements of Television, Telecommunication and 

Radar Engineers. 
SUPPLIED FOR ALL VOLT RANGES FROM 6I7v. to 2301250v. 

3116ín. dia. Bit. Standard Model ... ... 2216. 
lin. dia. Bit. Standard Model ... ... 251. 

3116 in. dia. Detachable Bit. Model ... 301. 

Sole Manufacturers : 

ADCOLA PRODUCTS LIMITED 
SALES & SERVICE: SO, CLAPHAM HIGH STREET, S.W.4. 

Telephone : MACaufay 4272 
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Programme Pointers 
This Month MAURICE REEVE Deals wish Some More Recent Programmes 

THE relief and thankfulness with which I 
learned that " Music Hall " and " Variety 
Bandbox " were no longer going to inflict 

,upon us their witless wit and their horrible noises 
alias music, were slightly. tempered by the subsequent 
.news that the former programme's title was going 
to be bequeathed to an " entirely new typo of 

etshow," 
whilst the latter, title, show and all, was 

o be restored in the summer. 
M +91a When we see " Music Hall " in our future pro - 
"91,grammes it will he difficult to remember--at first, 

at any rate -that it is not the same collection of 
nitwittery, half -baked oafery and cacophonous 
jargonry which has inflicted itself upon us for 
countless Saturday evenings in the past. I cannot 
think why the whole works, title and all, are not 
east as far away as it is possible to cast anything. 
For years now the radio critics, almost with one 
voice, have written of B.B.C. variety, including 
some of- the regular weekly shows of the " Keep 
Smiling" type, in such terms of sweeping condom - 
nation that something ought to have been done 
about it a very long time ago. There simply 
are not enough Music Hall variety turns of suffi- 
ciently high quality to fill a quarter of the many 
hours which are allotted to variety on the air. 
Further, there is no liaison between programmes to 
avoid the sickening repetition of topical jokes such 
as we had about groundnuts and Sir Stafford 
Cripps, and as' we are now getting about the coal 
shortage. The best of them are not frightfully 
funny, but their plugging is inexcusable. And 
last, but by no means least, is the " dead head " 
studio audience, for which no defence can be found 
in any quarter. 

No : critics must just keep pegging away at these 
points, knowing they - are right and hoping that 
some day something will be done 
about them. 
Saturday Night Theatre 

" Dear Octopus," Dodie Smith's 
colourful comedy of family life, was 
notable for being " Saturday Night 
Theatre's " four hundredth produc- 
tion. Although this large total 
includes some repetitions, it is a 
fine achievement by all concerned. 

TM'e should all be grateful. Gladys 
Young's appearance in the New 

,Year's Honours was not only 
"'thoroughly merited but was, I 

presume, proof that we do all 
appreciate hers and the others 
efforts. 

" Travellers' Joy," that enorm- 
ously successful skit on the topical 
problem of our currency troubles 
when travelling abroad- consider- 
ably eased since the play was 
written -came over well, with the 
ever 'charming Yvonne Arnaud in 
her most attractively loquacious 
mood. The other characters, and 

the play generally, lost a little of the sparkle and 
gaiety it had at the Criterion through not being 
visual. 

The two plays I liked most during the past few 
weeks were " Monsieur Lamberthier," by Louis 
Verneuil, with Marius Goring, Lucie Mannheim and 
John Buchelle ; and '`Such Men Are Dangerous," 
adapted by Ashley Dukes from " The Patriot " of 
Alfred Neumann, with, amongst others, Henry 
Oscar, Phyllis Neilson- Terry, Brian Powley, 
Keneth Kent and Lewis Stringer. 

!` Monsieur Lamberthier " is a typical French 
plot of love, jealousy and intrigue, such as only . 

our Gallic friends seem able to convincingly con- 
trive. Miss Mannheim seemed quite terrific as the 
wife with a secret, and her succession of cajoleries 
and swindles of her poor wretched husband left 
us almost as bewildered and exhausted as the poor 
man himself. 

" Such Men Are Dangerous " is a powerful 
presentation of the plot of the Chancellor and others 
to murder the infamous and lunatic Czar Paul of 
Russia, and to place his son Alexander -the 
Alexander of Tilsit fame and to whom Napoleon 
showed his heels when retreating from Moscow - 
on the throne in his stead. I well remember the 
magnificent silent film, " The Patriot," with the 
late Emil Jennings, Adolphe Menjou and Pola 
Negri. 

Ibsen's masterpiece, " The Doll's House," came to 
us on tha " Third." I only have room to say that 
Marjorie Westbury was very effective as Nora 
Helmer, the " little song -bird " of Torvald Helmer, 
who, after enduring a particularly cruel piece of 
tyranny, not only leaves her gilded cage -her 
" doll's house " -to fight her own way in the 
world, but who thereby set the whole feminine 

PROFESSOR BOFFIN 

' And here, Mr. Solomons, is the answer to the American heavy- 
weight problem." 
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world afire to do the same. One of the great 
women's dramatic röles. 

Verdi 
The Verdi half -centenary celebrations received 

due recognition, and, for the most part, there were 
good performances. Verdi was one of the great 
roasters of music, and in the course of his artistic 
development, covering an exceptionally long life, he 
must have passed through more phases than even 
Wagner. " Falstaff " differs from " Traviata " even 
more then " Parsifal " does from " Rienzi." 

" Afghan Adventure," the record of a year 
spent at the British Legation in Kabul, in 1924, 
by Muriel Miller, wife of a member of the Legation 
staff of that time, was a pleasant enough narrative, 
but far too long. There was neither material nor 
excitement sufficient to occupy a whole hour on a 
Sunday evening. 

Quiz 
Quiz programmes continue to hold their popu- 

larity, though some of the more juvenile ones seem 

cO° 

WIRELESS May, 1951 

a little redundant outside ' of Children's Hour. 
It is fascinating to follow the adult mind searching 
for a piece of information by often (levions and 
tortuous ways, more especially when the listener 
thinks he has come across it down a more direct 
path. 

" The Wonderful Year " sickened me. Is it 
remotely possible that 2051 will be describing 1951 
in similar terms ? I doubt very much whether there 
was anything at all special about 1851 other than 
the exhibition. And does an exhibition, by and of 
itself, make a year " wonderful " ? I'm afraid the 
opening sentences about the blue sky, the sunshine 
and -above all -God's blessing, rather prejudiced 
me against the whole thing. Is God blessing our 
present efforts at assembling specimens of our 
genius and handiwork on the south bank ? Perhaps 
it is a little too early to tell ; perhaps we shan't 
know till 2051. 

The current Sunday evening serial, " The Mayor 
of Casterbridge," seems as good as any that have 
gone before. A great story is doubtless the chief 
contributory factor. 

ws In the 
THE GRAFTON RADIO SOCIETY (G3AFT) 
Hon. See.. W. H. C. Jennings ((:2AIIB), Grafton Sehonl, 

l :burue Road, Holloway, London, N.7 (one minute front the 
Na's Head). 

MEETINGS 
cation(' every Monday, Wednesday and 

Friday at S p.m., and the morse classes (beginners to 
advanced) continue to progress excellently. A. Appleby sial F. I,. 
] toners both successfully passed the G.P.I. examination and 
are now WHIMS mot l:311GX respectively. A lecture and 
demonstration entitled "Radio Control of Model Aircraft." by 
courtesy of Messrs. Ilford Electrical Company, will be held 
on Friday, April 13íh, at S p.m., by F. C. Judd, Esq. (G2BC1), 
and W. Taylor, Esq. Refreshments will be provided free of 
charge and visitors are cordially invited to this special show. 
1,, order to facilltcite catering arr:nm_ements, visitors are requested 
to send the hon. secretary a postcard advising their attendance. 

CRAY VALLEY RADIO TRANSMITTING CLUB 
General Secretary : A. Swindon (G3ANK), 133, Station Road, 

Sidcup, Kent. 

MEETINGS 
of the C.V.P,.T.C. are held on the fourth Tuesday 

of each month at the Station Hotel, Sidcup, at 7.30 p.m. 

CLIFTON AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY (G3GHN) 
Hon. S.C. : W. A. Martin (G31'V(2), 21, Brixton Hill, Bristol), 

S. W.2. 
'THIS society meets every Friday evening at 8 at 223, New 

Cross Road, New Cross. 
The club station is now licensed for 'phone and is active on 

80 and 100 metres. 
Club membership stands at 50, with 19 licences. 

TORBAY AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY 
Hon. Sec.: K. J. Grimes (G3AVF), 3, Clarendon Park, Tor 

Vale, 'Torquay. 

THE Field Day Rules and other F.D. matters were discussed 
at time February meeting. 

At the March meeting (I he 17th) judging took place of the 
entries for the club's contests. Trophies will be awarded at the 
A.G.M. in April. 

Technical films and demonstrations are on the programme 
of future events. 

Visitors to Torquay interested in radio are invited to attend. 
The meetings of the society arc held on the third Saturday of 
each month at the V.M.C'.A., Castle Road, commencing at 
7.30 p.m. 

NEWARK AND DISTRICT AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY 
Secretary : John it. Clayton, 100, Wolset Road, Newark, Notts. 

T11E club has been invited to take part in the Newark 
"Festival of Britain Exhibition " to be held for one week 

during July next. 

lubs 
GILLINGHAM TELECOMMUNICATIONS SOCIETY 
Secretary : .i:. E. I'cilatt (G2FAQ), 101, Boundary Road. 

Chatham, Kest. 

AT the society's second A.G.M. on March City the following 
oilìcerswereelected: Chairman, Mr. A. Walker ; Treasurer, 

Mr. C. W. Booth, M.B.E. (G3GSP) ; Secretary, Mr. C. E. Pellatt 
(r,2FAQ). Meetings are held at the Medway Technical College, 
Gardiner Street, Gillingham, on alternate Tuesdays at 7.30 p.m. 
Newcomers rill be very welcome. The society's transmitter, 
G3GTS, is licensed for 'phone and the full 150 watts. Members 
will be operating the Medway Area "A " station during N.F.U. 
on June 2 -3. All 123011 members will be welcome at the site. 
The call sign will be G2CM,'P. 

BRIGHTON AND DISTRICT RADIO CLUB 
Hon. Sec. : R. T. Parsons, 14, Carlyle Avenue, Brighton, 7. 

AVERY full programme of instructive lectures and demon- 
strations has been arranged ; in fact, time for informal 

"ragchew" evenings seems very limited at present ! 

Several new members have cone along, and those intending 
are asked to contact the Hat. See. Meetings are held every 
'Tuesday evening at the 'Eagle Inn," Gloucester Road, 
Brighton. Programme includes further Mullard film strip 
lectures and a promise of a repeat and more advanced demon. 
stratiou on tape recording by GSZQ. 

COVENTRY AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY 

O\ February- 12th a colour and sound film show upon pasties 
was put on by G211F "I' and proved an absorbing_ subject. 

The manufacture of laminated plastics for radio and electrical 
use was covered, and (.281 7 answered his many questioners 
with the authority his many years in the industry- have given 
him. 

A most interesting event took place on February 20th, when 
the lecture on super modulation by ( :3ltF took the form of a 
two -way contact between G311F using his super -niai. rig at 
home and the society members with the club transmitter C2ASF. 
The conclusions reached by GM' as the result of many weeks 
experimenting provided members with a clear exposition of this 
much -argued system of modulation. 

Members of other local clubs joined a large gathering on 
March 12th to see a demonstration of radio -controlled models 
given Ivy members of the International Amateur Model Con- 
structors Society. The Ingenuity shown in the adoption of 
Single -tube Q121' transmitters and receivers and the degree of 
control obtained over tale moving models Impressed the audience 
greatly. 

NEW CLUB FOR MANCHESTER 
IC has been decided to form a radio club in the Cheetham Hill 

district of Manchester, and any reader interested in becoming 
a number should write as soon as possible to either Mr. H. 8, 
Knowles, 36, (lak Road, Crtuupsdl, Manchester, S, or J. C. 
'Henderson, 47, Maple Street, Cheetham, Manchester, S. 
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"MUST HAVE" BARGAINS 
COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER 
R.1155. Another purchase from the 
Ministry of Supply enables us to once 
again offer-this superlative communi- 
cations receiver at " give away " 
prices. A World Station Getter, this 
10 -valve set covers 5 wave ranges ; 

18.5 -7.5 mcs., 7.5 -3.0 mcs., 1,500 -600 kcs.. 
500 -200 kcs.. 200 -75 kcs., and is easily 
adapted for normal mains use, full 
details being supplied. Prices to suit 
every pocket, as follows : 

Used, good condition, 
and aerial tested ... £7 -19 -6 

Used, good condition, un- 
tested ... ... ... £6 -19 -6 

New in Makers' Cases 
and aerial tested . £9 -15-0 

Carriage in all cases 10.'- extra. 

MAKING AN OSCILLOSCOPE f 
Then you want the INDICATOR UNIT 
TYPE 6. As recommended for the 

, Wireless World General Purpose 
Oscilloscope. Fitted with 6le. C.R. 
Tube type VCR 97. 4 valves, EF 50. and 
3 of EB 34. Another purchase from the 
Ministry of Supply enables us to offer 
these units which are BRAND NEW 
IN MAKERS' CRATES at ONLY 796 
(carriage 733). Constructional data as 
above supplied free with each unit or 
available 941. 
The following component parts are in 
stock : EHT Transformer for VCR 97 
tube. ONLY 30/- (Postage 1!6). 
4v: EHT Rectifier with ceramic base. 
ONLY 8'6 (Post 9d.). 
CHOKES, 20h. 90 ma. ONLY 6,6 (Post 
9d.). 

INDICATOR UNIT TYPE 62. Contains 
VCR 97 Tube, 16 valves VR 65, 2 VR 54, 
2 VR 92. and shoals of condensers, resistors, 
potentiometers, etc., etc. The last few to 
clear at ONLY 59/6 (Carriage. etc.. 126). 
AMERICAN COMMAND SET 11C454. 
Contains 6 valves : 3 of 12SK7 and 1 each 
12K6.. HAS, 19SR7. Covers Trawler Band 
100 -200 metres, 5918. 
BATTERY SUPERSEDER. With restric- 
ribns on the use of zinc those H.P. Batteries 
are likely. to be scarcer. Fit a superseder 
and forget. Operates horn a 2v. accumu 
lator and delivers 67 volts at 4.7 ma., 130 
volts at.13 -25 ma.. also 1.4v. L.T. Originally 
designed for use With Canadian Walkie 
Talkie equipment, this American made 
unit can be easily adapted for use on any 
set, and full illustrated - details are 
supplied. ONLY 601- (Postage I/O), or with 
Two 2. volt accumulators in metal case 
901- (Carriage, etc., 5/ -). 
TELESCOPIC AERIALS extending from 
15in. to 102in. Just pulls out of steel tube. 
Very strong. BRAND NEW. ONLY 12/6 (Postage 10d.). 
HEADPHONE & ;MICROPHONE SET. 
A pair of 4,000 ohms phones fitted with 
rubber noise excluders, and a high grade 
carbon microphone. BRAND NEW. ONLY 
12.'6 (Postage 10d.). 
AMERICAN LORAN RECEIVER APN4. 
Contains 16 valves : 3 6Bi, 2 2X2. 4 6SK7 and 
1 each 5174G, 6116. 6SU7, 6SL7, 6SN7, VR.105. 
Covers approx. 550 -650 metres in 4 switched 
bands. ONLY 69/6 (Carriage, etc.. 5/ -). 
RECEIVER 3547. Contains the " Pye " 
45 mes. I.F.Strip, which is easily removable, 
and 15 valves EF50, 3 F1334, 2 SP61 and 
1 each EA50, EBC33, EF36. BRAND NEW 
IN MAKERS' CASES. ONLY 120/ -. 
MINIATURE DYNAMOTOR UNIT. D.C. 
Input 28 volts at 1.1 amps. D.C. Output 
(50 volts at .06 amps. BRAND NEW. ONLY 
12/6 (Postage 1/ -). 

MODULATOR & MIXER, W6331. 
A very fine ex- Admiralty unit contain- 
ing 8 valves : 1. each 5174G. SP61, EB34, 
2 of 6J5G and 3 of P61. ONLY 226 (Car- 
riage. etc.. 7(8). 

Cash with order please, and print name 
and address clearly. 

U.E.I. CORPORATION 
The Radio Corner 

138 Grays Inn Rd., LONDON, W.C.1 
(Phone : TERminus 7'37.) 

(Open until 1 p.m. Saturdays. We are 
2 rains. from High Holborn (Chancery Lane Stn.) and 5 min by bus from Kings Cross.) 

CHASSIS 
2' 1 

" DEMUI ME ) 
VALVES" 

MANUAL 

HAYES RGII20 RADIOGRAM 
CHASSIS. The demand for this attractive 
and popular chassis increases month by 
month. The total price of 2131716 includes 
an 8ín. loudspeaker, and all packing and 
carriage charges, representing real value - 
for -money in these days of rising prices. 
A 10in. L.S. can be supplied at a slight 
extra cost. Fully guaranteed for one year. 
Full details will gladly be sent you by 
return of post. 
ARMSTRONG CHASSIS. We hold 
the largest stocks of Armstrong chassis in 
the Midlands, and are the sole Birmingham 
agents. The full range can be seen and 
heard in our showroom. Open all day 
Saturdays. 

THE HAYES COMPANY 
I ALCESTER RD., MOSELEY, 

BIRMINGHAM, 13. 

'Phone : SOUTH 0202. 

If you care to call at 

MODERN ELECTRICS 
LTD. 

164, Charing Cross Rd., W.C.2 
TEMple Bar 7587 

we should 
be pleased to 
demonstrate and 

give immediate 
delivery of the 

"SOUND 
MIRROR" 

Tape Recorder 
" NOT the cheapest but certainly 

the best." 

S.A.E., please, for catalogue. 

Export enquiries welcomed. 

giving details of 
Service valves 
and their com- 
mercial equlva- 
lents-219, post 
free. Manual giv- 
ing also British, 
American a n d 
Continental typ- 
es. If yours is a 
valve problem - 
Bulls are the 
people to solve 
it. Send stamp 
for FREE corn- 
prehonsive Valve 

Lists. Please enquire for any new or 
obsolete types. Order C.O.D. 
ARP3 Special -purpose Tube, post free, 
5/ -. 

TELEVISION Receiver Construction, 
a wireless World Reprint. Post free, 2/9. 

TIME "Q -MAX" CHASSIS PUNCII - 
5/8in., lin.. 9/6 ea., lin.. 10'6: Key 9d. ; 

lin., l:in., lain.. Din., 12 /Bea., Ifin., 
15; -, Key 1/- ; 2 -3/32 in 251 -, Key 1/- 
lin. sq., 196, Key L -. 

TAYLOR ON EASY TERMS. -EASY 
TERMS up to 10 months -and very near 
Cash Price on all TAYLOR meters, 
Catalogue FREE. Taylor 240A Pattern 
Gen. ; 30A, Oscilloscope ; 97AS, Valve 
Tester ; 55A. Wobbulator ; 65C, W.R. 
Sig. Gen. ; 70A, Multi -range Meter ; 

705. Multi -range Meter ; 75A, Multi - 
range Meter ; ISAP, Multi -range 
Meter ; 110B, Bridge : 170A, Electronic 
Test Meter, and the complete range. 

AMPLION TEST METER. -1,800 ohm 
per volt on. all D.Q. and A.C. ranges ; 

10v., 100v. and 500v. D.C. and A.C., 
50 mA..and: 500.tnA. D.C. Resistance up 
to 200200 ohm (3,000 ohm centre scale) 
with self- contained battery ; 5,000 
volt range with a separate- '.1LT. test 
prod (96 extra). Supplied with test 
prods. Multi- colour scale easily read- 
able, 24,7 6. 

SPEAKER MATCHING TRANS - 
FORMERS. -Ex -Govt. Surplus, only 
19 each. 
TRIMMER TOOL SET. THE TRIM- 
MER KIT which no Amateur or Pro- 
fessional Radio or Television Engineer, 
or Serviceman, can afford to be without. 
Contains : 1 End Trimmer, 1, Side 
Trimmer. 1 Yaxley Switch' .contact 
adjuster, 1 Low Capacity Trimmer. 1 
screwdriver. 1 set of Feeler Gauges, 
1 set of 6 Box Spanners from 1 to 8 B.A., 
1 Set of 4 Spanners from 0 to 8 B.A. 
Endurable black crackle finish metal 
cape. 25.6. 

TALK on your Own Ra iy 
-SING 

1:r0101BICONE 
HO3IE BROADCAS'T'ER 

Connects to your radio pick- 
up or gram sockets. Talk or 
sing over your own radio 
from room to room ! Easy 
to fix. With 2 microphones 
you can fix a two- station 
house -phone in 
your own home ! 

Order to -day ! 

Kindly marls 
envelope P.W'.5, ilf 

246.HIGH ST.MARtfsDEN flwll 
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DUKE & CO. 
SPACE URGENTLY REQUIRED. 

MUST BE SOLD. 
TYPE 22/49 TRANSMITTER, 2;6 each, 
mostly brand new. Relays, crystal and 
coil wire removed (not the formers). Other- 
wise perfect as far as we can see. Trans- 
mitter includes : 11 resistors, 11 fixed 
condensers, 6 -way Jones socket, 3 Inter- 
national V- holders, 2 tag panels, press - 
button switch, panel of sockets for crystals. 
S'wave choke, 3 bank Yaxley switch, aerial 
panel, intervalve trans., locking clamps, 
lamp -holder. 4 slow motion drives, valve 
caps, metal chassis and cover. No valves. 
Ideal for amplifier. Approx., contents not 
guaranteed. Post 1/6. 
TYPE 25 /1196 SUPERHET. RECEIVER, 
92. For short -wave reception. These 
convert easily to A /C, Universal or Battery 
All -wave receivers. 465. I.F.s, 4 tuning 
cond.: 28 fixed cond. ; 32 resist. ; trans. ; 

switches. V /controls, V /holders, and all 
usual parts, less valves. NOTE. We 
supply FREE mains drawings. Post 1 /6. 
TYPE 53 TRANSMITTER, 34. 2.4 to 
6.5 ; 4.8 to 13 mc's ; some cases and knobs 
are damaged and a little dirty, owing to 
bad storage. Contains : 44 condo. (intl. 
5 tuning) ; 17 rests. ; midget Vicontrol for 
speaker. 3 V /holders (less valves) ; choke ; 

dial working on continuous scroll (slow 
motion) : lamp- holder : toggle type switch 
2 coaxial sockets ; W; change switch : 3 
P.B. worm drives ; chassis sockets (folding 
handle) : 12-way Jones socket : springs ; 

5-coil formers metal chassis In aluminium 
case, 91in, x 81in. x 61in. All sets appear 
to contafd all this, but not guaranteed 
either repairable or serviceable. Post 
1/6. 
T.V. PRE -AMPLIFIER. 7'6 POST FREE. 
Requires 1 valve EF54. 
ELECTRIC MOTOR BLOIVERS, 
1 /3rd h.p. S /phase A/C 110 volt. Can be 
converted to 230 volt complete with forge 
type blower. 3in. dia. outlet. Motor is 
2,850 -3,450 r.p.m. 'in. spindle. Carr. extra. 
HIDE. Ex- L.P.T.B. seat covers. 4'8 each. 
(Post 1/6 half doz.) Money Back guaran- 
tee if not satisfied. Cash with order please. 
Stamps ONLY, for lists. 
219, ILFORD LANE, ILFORD, ESSEX. 

Cabinets 
of 
Distinction 

RADIOGRAM CABINETS 
RECEIVER CABINETS 
RECORD CABINETS 

DRAWER UNITS 

Catalogue available on request. 

Chassis 
A.C., 5 -valve 3 w'b Superhet 
Radiogram chassis. Absolutely 
complete kit of parts, including 
wiring diagram .. £10.10.0 
Or fully wired and 
tested .. .. £12.5.0 

Amplifiers 
Four to fifteen walls output. 
Wired, or in kit forni, 
from.. .. .. £3.19.6 
Full details of above available 

on request. 

LEWIS RADIO CO. 
(Dept. K9), 322, HIGH ROAD, 
WOOD GREEN, LONDON, 

N.22. 
Telephone - - BOWes Park 5997 

May, 1951 

121 ON DON CENTRAL 
RADIO STORE 

PHILC'O 5 -VALE RECEIVER. 
Superhet. long and medium wavebands. 
A.C. or A.C./D.C. 200 -250 volt mains 
energised Speaker in Walnut cabinet 
slightly soiled. 90'- plus 7.6 carriage 
and packing. 

3 WAVEBAND PIIILCO. Long, 
medium or short. A.C. or A.C.'D.C. 
£6.10.0 plus 7;6 carriage and packing. 

THE FAMOUS R1155 10 -VALVE 
COMMUNICATION RECEIVER. 
Equal to new. Frequency range 7.5 
me /s, 75 ke's.: Five waveband. Com- 
plete 10 valves, including Magic Eye. 
Enclosed in metal case. Every Re- 
ceiver aerial -tested. Complete with 
power pack and speaker for A.C. mains, 
7.L0 -250v. £15, carriage and packing, 
10:5. Circuit booklet with every set. 

2 -VOLT VIBRATORS. Type R76C. 
7 -Pin Self -Rectifying, 200 volt at 60 mA., 
made by Electronic Laboratories Inc., 
7'6. 

6-VOLT VIBRATORS. Type 560. 
Mallory 6 -pin self -rectifying, - 76. 
Type 550. 8 -volt 4 -pin, American base, 
7,6. 

12 -VOLT VIBRATOR, Mallory, Type 
G629C. American base, 74. 
ASTRA COMPASSES. Complete in 
transit box ; useful for surveying, 15 6. 

NEW NIFE ACCUMULATORS. 2.5v. 
21 amp., for 8 hours. Size 3in. x 4 /in. x 
lain. Flat, 816. 

VOLT METERS. Centre zero, 0.3 
and 0.30 D.C., 17 :6. 

MAP READING TORCH. Magnify- 
ing lens, 3in. diameter, in bakelite 
case. with dimmer switch. Takes 
two U.2. batteries, 22.'6, less batteries. 

UNISELECTOR SW'ITCIIES. 4 bank, 
full wipe, 376: 6 bank, 1 wipe, 27/6 ; 

3 bank, full wipe. Have various applica- 
tions. Operates 25-50 volts. 

10.000 OHM WIRE WOUND PO- 
TENTIOMETERS, 2'8. 
EVERLASTING NEW INERT 
CELI. ACCUMULATORS. No acid 
or charging required ; great many 
uses for them. 1.5 volts. Size 2in. x 2in. x 
51in., 29 each ; 3 for 7'6. 

BRAND NEW MAINS TRANS- 
FORMERS. 200250 volts, 250 -350. 6.3. 
tapped 4 volts 4 amp. ; 5 volts tapped 
4 volts 2 amps., 17 6 ; carriage and 
packing 16. 
EX - ADMIRALTY PHOSPHOR 
BRONZE AERIAL WIRE. 100ft. on 
drums, 5:6. 
NEW 120 ALP. A.('.'D.('. DOUBLE- 
ENDED SPINDLE MOTORS. Size 
5 :1n. x 31in., 200 -230 volts. 37.6 ; Packing 
and carriage 2 6. 

5 -WAY A'.LIt. FLEX ('ABLE, 82 
12 yds. . 

5-WAY WORKSHOP (''ABLE (canvas 
covered), 5.6 12 yds. 

WE DO NOT ISSUE LISTS. 

Carriage charges relate to British 
Isles only. 

23, LISLE STREET, W.C.2. 
Telephone : GERrard 2969. 

2 VOLT BATTERY SUPER -HET. 6 -9 
mcs. Chassis taken from the No. 18 
Tx /Rx, Tested ready for use. 25/ -. 
New IN34 CRYSTAL DIODES, 5/6. 
METERS. M/c 0 -300v. 2in., 10, / -. 0-40v. 
7/6. 
MULTIMETERS, 21in. Supplied as kit 
with black bakelite cases, 6 x 41 x 1.r.in. 
and resistors for D.C. ranges 0 -3, 0 -30, 
0 -150, 0 -300, 0 -600v. and 60mA. Scale 
also reads OHMS 0 -5,000 with Ili. 
battery, 17/6. 
MOVING COIL MICROPHONES with 
switch, 6,'6. Trans to match, 5' -. 
American MINIATURE LIGHTWEIGHT 
HEADPHONES. 8/6. 
New 12in. ULTRA ELLIPTICAL ENER- 
GISED SPEAKER with transformer. 
400 ohm field. Magnificent tone. 21/6. 
24v. AC /DC MOTORS 5 x 3in. fitted 
with powerful blower fan, 14,' -. 

R.C.A. 100 kc CRYSTALS. First 
Grade, 25/6. 
TRANSFORMERS 230/24v. I A., 13,'6. 

SIGNAL GENERATOR, 200 mcs., easily 
converted to 144 mcs or TV bands. Com- 
plete with 6v. vibrator pack, in black 
metal case, 32/ -. SIG. GEN. only, 11/6. 
ARM] CARBON MICROPHONE with 
switch, 4/6. Trans to match, 3/6. 
ADMIRALTY SLOW -MOTION DIALS. 
100 -1 with vernier. White ivorine dial, 
0 -100. Worm driven. Beautifully made, 
new and boxed, 8,16. 

All Carriage Paid. Money beck Guarantee trom- 

THE RADIO & ELECTRICAL MART 
253b, Portobello Road. London, W.11. 

Phone : Park 6026. 

HIGHSTONE UTILITIES 
Crystal Sets, which are fitted with a perm- 
anent crystal detector. Why not have a set 
in your own room -108, Post 6d. De Luxe 
receiver in polished oak cabinet, 181. 
post 1 / -. Spare Permanent Detectors, 2 - 
each. When ordered separately, 22. With 
clips and screws, 2/10. post 3d. 
Headphones, in good order, 46 and 5'6. 
post 8d. (better quality, 7.6). New 
Headphones, 10'- a pair. Balanced 
armature type (very sensitive), 1.216 a 
pair, all post 8d. New Single Earpieces, 
3/6. Bal. armature type, 4'6: ex- R.A.F. 
earpieces. 2; -. post 4d. All headphones 
listed are suitable for use with our crystal 
sets. Hand Microphones, with switch in 
handle, and lead, 4' -. Similar instrument 
moving coil. 741 post 6d. 
Sparkling Plug Neon Testers. with vest 
pocket clip. 3'3. and with gauge, 3.8, post lei. 
Soldering Irons. Streamlined iron, with 
two interchangeable bits, one each straight 
and curved : 2001250 50 w., 10' -. Standard 
Iron with adjustable bit, 209250v., 60 w., 
11/-. Heavy Duty Iron, 150 w., 14:8, all 
post 6d. Magnets, Small ex. 2in. meters. 
1- each. post 3d. Telephone Iland 
Generator with handle, 7 6, post 1.6. 
Bell, 32. post Od. 
Ex- K.A.F. 2 -Valve (2 -voll) Amplifiers. 
can be used to make up a deaf aid outfit. 
intercommunication system, or With 
crystal set. complete with valves, 20 -. 
post 14. Ditto, less valves, 10' -. Wooden 
box to hold amplifier. 21- extra. 
Meters. 10v., 21in. Rectifier (a.c.). in 
wooden carrying case, 144: 15 v., 21in. 
min., 916 ; 150v.. 2in., mac., 10 - : 3,500v. 
31in., m.'c., 20,- ; 6,000v., 31in.. m'c., 478 
15/600v., 2in., m c. double reading, 8 - 
100 ma., 2in., m'e., 7/6 : 3.5 amp. 2in. 

T.C. 5'- : 4 amp., 211n., T.C. in case wit) 
switch, 78: Meter Movements. 2in. size 
with magnet and case (500 microamp). 2/6 
Units containing two movements. 5' -. Al 
meters post extra. Money refunded if not 
completely satisfied. 

HIGHSTONE UTILITIES, 
58, New W'anstcad, London, ILl1. 
Letters only. New Illustrated List sent on 

request with let. stamp and s.a.e. 
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The Editor does not necessarily agree with the opinions expressed by his correspondents. All letters must 
be accompanied by the name and address of the sender (not necessarily for publication). -. 

Training Service Engineers 

sIR,- Referring to D. F. C. Smyth's letter in 
the January issue of PRACTICAL WIRELESS. 

I was very surprised by the writer's statements re- 
garding service engineers' wages, although he claims 
to have been associated with the radio industry 
since 1933. I should like to point out to Mr. Smyth 
that there are qualified bodies to represent the 
radio and television service _ engineer. During 
December, 1949, an . agreement was arranged 
indicating amongst other things the minimum, 
wages for a " qualified radio and television 
engineer." It should, therefore, interest your 
writer to know that the minimum rate for a 
fully -qualified radio service engineer is £6 13s. 6d., 
and for a television engineer of the same standing, 
£6 17s. 6d. per week. It should he noted that these 
rates are ' ` rock bottom," and in practice enlarged 
upon. It also appears as though your writer is 
rather hazy about the term he uses, "competent 
radio engineer." The term fully gaalifierl 
in reference to the above agreement indicates that 
the engineer holds the " A " certificate of the 
" Radio Service Trade Register."' Before this 
certificate is issued the engineer must have passed 
the " R.T.E.B." radio examination or equivalent, 
which in itself is very comprehensive, and, further, 
before he is able to sit for the examination he must 
be able to satisfy the examination board that he has 
been gainfully employed in the industry for at least 
five years. In order to qualify for the television 
certificate the engineer must pass either the R.T.E.B. 
television examination or a manufacturer's course. 
I can guarantee that Mr. Smyth will bo able to ask 
for much more than £5 10s. when he can satisfy the 
above conditions. I should like to add that it is 
the aim of the G.R.S.E. to." stamp out " for ever 
these self -named " radio engineers " -these in 
the trade are known as " quacks " and are they who 
have given the trade such a bad name in the past. 
-GORDON J. KING (Oxford). 

[This correspondent lias missed the whole point. 
Not all employers recognise minimum rates, nor do 
they belong to Federations signatory to the agreement 
and are not therefore tied by it. Even service engineers 
.sometimes work under rate ! -En. 
SIR, -From the point of view of an enthusiast 

from the earliest days of wireless, when you 
had to understand Morse to enjoy the hobby, and 
when the V24 was the valve of the clay for H.F. 
work, I found this correspondence very interesting. 

When the hobby palled and I sold my equipment 

(I bitterly regret this sale, and will tell you why), 
I acquired a radiogram by a world- famous maker 
which gave excellent service for a long time, but 
when trouble 'eventuated 1 called in the firm i f 
local experts,. complete with letters after their', 
names, etc., and when these " qualified service - 
men " had returned the set with a bill for 35s. 
and a new en;off switch wired in parallel with the'. 
original, I found the condition of the set absolutely' 
unaltered, and sent it back again. With its return 
once more and another bill for 10s. the set was still 
quite useless, but as I was due to move to another 
town I could not do much about it. In Hove the 
qualified dealer charged me for a new frequency 
changer and a few other items, which added up to 
two bills totalling £3 los. Od. 

I moved to my present address, although in the 
meantime I had laid the set up pending finding . 

someone who really was a good serviceman, and _ 

for nearly twelve months was without it. 
Then the largest firm of electrical and radio 

dealers, and, incidentally, the agents for the Makers 
of my set were called in, and they were reluctant 
even to look at anything which was more than three 
years old. I eventually got them to -have the set 
in for inspection and they said it was not too bad, 
and after five deliveries to me and return to the 
" shop " they said that the set was now as good as 
it would ever be. The distortion was terrible, the 
H.F. side grossly mis- aligned, and the needlecup 
had been brutally dug out of the polished wood 
panel with a screwdriver, and was ringed with 
marks radiating in all directions. I called in the 
chief of the service department to inspect this 
damage and to hear the set and comment on its 
poor performance ; he said he would make inquiries, 
but I have heard nothing further, although I have 
received a bill for £4 10s. Od. 

For Mr. Harrison's benefit I would say that this 
set has never been handled by a dabbler, never by 
anyone but the three ' ` experts " in three separate 
towns. An amateur would not have done worse ; 

he would very likely have done a much better 
job and charged me less. The set concerned is 
straightforward and no super- compact article. 

The trouble with this set was that it needed the 
dust blown out, a new volume control, and nothing 
else, and I have had to pay £10 to the " experts." 
The radio service business is a racket. Charges 
of 30s. fop unsoldered connections, or the replace- 
ment of 6d. components are commonplace. The 
string of letters after the " service engineer's " 
name is a mumbo jumbo which involves a cloak 
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for inefficiency, and a desire for a closed shop in 
radio. 

The device described by Mr. Harrison, where 
invóices are endorsed : " Cost increased 'due to 
inexpert attention " is presumably designed to 
discourage the employment of free -lance servicemen 
by set owners. If the radio trade itself were not 
full' to overflowing with people with little or no 
radio knowledge, although possibly with a sufficiency 
of capital to run a shop, there might be an excuse 
for the sneers at the " dabbler." My experiences 
tell me that there is probably a large slice of truth 
in the contentions of Bernard F. Appleton and 
others. -G. H. GUNTER (Eastbourne). 

Resistance and Ohms Law 

SIR, -With reference to my letter on page 138 
in the March issue, I should like to point out 

that the printers have mistaken the symbol p (rho). 
As printed it does not make sense. ' The 
eleventh line from the bottom of the first column 
should, therefore, read : " Even if we calculate 
the value of R, we still have to use p, the value of 
which.... " -SIMPLETON (S. W.1). 

A Small Oscilloscope 

SIR, -I have constructed the small oscilloscope 
recently described in your magazine. 

The result was most satisfactory and, except for 
one or two small details, the construction was 
comparatively easy. 

One of the biggest snags was interference by the 
magnetic field of the mains trans. 

This field affected the spot when at rest, and to 
effect a remedy I had to move the tube forward 
about 2 to 3in. 

To support the tube I had to fit an extension 
tube ; this, however, does not affect the appearance 
of the set. 

The wiring is formed and laced and the grid leads 
are screened and earthed. -ALAN CIt0NIN 
(Belvedere). 

Programme Pointers, etc. 

SIR, -I have just been reading Mr. Maurice Reeve's 
attack on " The Life of Leslie Stuart," a 

programme that I enjoyed very much. This is 
his second attack on the pre -First World War 
composers. (The first occurred some months ago.) 
This time Lionel Monekton, Leslie Stuart, etc., 
are the victims ; who knows, Sir Arthur Sullivan 
may be next ! The music alone of the 

` Arcadians " makes it an evergreen. 
The music by English composers of the period 

1870 -1914 is far away ahead of the music of the past 
35 years. I am referring, of course, to musical 
comedy and light opera. 

Although not a B.B.C. subscriber, I would love 
to hear a series of programmes of the works of 
Sir Arthur Sullivan. G. BYRNE (Eire). 

Heater Supplies 

SIR, -I think, perhaps, that a word of warning 
should be added to " Electron's " article in 

the March issue concerning heater supplies. It is 

an attractive proposition tb use the odd tappings 
when an appropriate secondary winding is not 
available, but the matter is fraught with pitfalls 
for the inexperienced. 

For instance, when using the circuit shown in 
Fig. 1 of the article for a rectifier and the live mains 
lead is connected to the 220v. tapping, the full 
mains voltage, very nearly, appears across the 
heater /cathode insulation with the usual form of i 
circuit because the reservoir condenser between 
cathode and earth has negligible impedance to 
mains frequency. This is not quite what the valve 
makers recommend for most of their valves. Another r 

point to note is that the rectifier heater cannot 
be tied to the rectifier cathode, as is common 
practice in A.C. sets or the H.T. line will be con- 
nected direct to the mains, nor can it be tied to 
earth because, if the live mains lead should then 
be connected to the 220v. tapping, there would bo 
an almost dead short across the mains. The 
heater would necessarily, therefore, be left floating, 
as shown in Fig. I. 

The method of splitting the 200v. tapping loop, 
as shown in Fig. 2, is not without danger either. 
These wires are generally enamelled and lie in 
contact with each other for some inches. Now if 
the mains live lead is connected to the 200v. tap, 
i.e., to one end made by breaking the loop, the 
mains voltage will appear across the two adjacent 
wires insulated only by the enamel. 

Due regard to these points should be paid if 
these circuits are used, and the circuit decided upon 
should be carefully checked to ensure that the D.C. 
voltage between heater and cathode is not higher 
than that quoted as maximum by the makers. 
For instance, if the circuit of Fig. 2 is used for a 
rectifier and the heater is earthed as shown, the 
full H.T. appears across the heater /cathode insu- 
lation ; if, to avoid this, the heater is tied to cathode 
the H.T. voltage appears across the two severed ends 
of the 200v. tapping loop, plus the peak mains 
voltage on one half cycle if the live load of the 
mains is connected to the other wire of the loop. 

A point arises in connection with Fig. 3. It 
will probably be desirable to connect the earth 
direct to the most vulnerable valve heater, i.e., 
the detector of a receiver or the first valve of an 
amplifier if such is fed from the arrangement. 

I would suggest that the auto -transformer 
arrangement shown in Fig. 4 would be far better 
in all cases, and it would not be difficult to extend 
its construction to permit the operation of valves 
of any standard heater arrangement from the 4v. 
or 6.3v. winding usually available. -R. HINDLE 
(Wallasey). 

Two -band Aerial 
sIR, -In the April issue your correspondent. 

Mr. O. J. Russell, credits WOW() with the 
development of this off -centre fed antenna using a 
300 ohm line. 

I have been using it with success since I read a 
reference to the system in QST shortly after tho 
bands were reopened. 

Therein G81G was mentioned, although no claim 
for originality was made for his use of the idea. 
However, he does considerably pre -date WIZ/WO. 
-Cxas. MCCARTHY (E16G) (Cork). 
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FAME ! 
Our famous " HOME CONSTRUCTOR'S 
HANDBOOK," has been acclaimed the 
world over, and, from the vast quanti- 
ties sold, also from letters in our files, 
there is no doubt this book satisfies 
ALL interested in radio. If, by chance. 
you haven't had a copy you really are 
missing to -day's best value ! Send to us 
NOW for the latest issue price 2' -. 
(Worth very many times this purely 
introductory price.) 

30 TUNING UNIT. 3 -wave (iron- 
- cored coils), s'het. coil pack, iron - 

cored I.F.T.'s, J.B. 2 -gang. and latest 
3- colour 8 x 6 dial. ALIGNED AND 
SEALED IN OUR STANDARD 
5 -VALVE RECEIVER. No further 
adjustments necessary ! 69 ;9 inc. 
40 TUNING UNII'. Similar to above 
BUT WITH R.F. STAGE ! 99,6 inc. 
NEW AND IMPROVED CON- 
STRUCTION SHEETS ! These 
famous sheets have been improved 
and are now the last word in sim- 
plicity. You need no radio know- 
ledge to build our elegant superhets 
No test equipment required what- 
soever. 
Our standard range of highest 
quality coil packs, chassis, compo- 
nents. etc.. always available. 
Complete range J.B. dial units to, 
match our coil packs, including 
S.L.8 spin -wheel tuner, 25;- (or 20;9, 
with either Tuning Unit/. 

Remember -SERVICE TO OUR CUSTO- 
MERS ABOVE ALL ! is a maxim we 
constantly bear in mind, and our large 
Mail Order service, with its excellent 
packing department. ensures that all 
goods quickly reach your door in Al 

condition. 
MAIL ORDER ONLY. 

RODING LABORATORIES 
(MAIL ORDER DEPT. W.M.) 

70, LORD AVENUE, ILFORD. 

MIDLAND INSTRUMENT CO. 
For Govt. Surplus Stock, Etc. 

MODULATOR ('NITS 1NPI: 169, con- 
tains CV-67 Klystron valve, 5U40, EF50, 
also 134101 spark valve. 3 neon stabilizers 
complete with batten type holders, small 
motor fitted reduction gearing. Various 
oil -filled and other condensers. trans- 
formers, pots and many other incidentals 
in metal cases size 18ín. x Olin. x 70n., new 
in wood cases, bargain offer 37.6, carriage 
7;6. MAINS TRANSFORMERS, 800-220 - 
240V. 50 cycles 1 phase, tapped output 
giving 3- 4- 5- 6- 8- 9- 10- 12- 15- 18- 20- 24-30v. at 
2 amps., new boxed with all termination 

- data, 20' post 1,3. VOLTMETERS, 0 -100 
v. A.C., fittedinternal instrument rectifier. 
l.asic movement 1 m'A, 2lin. scale, flush 
panel mounting, new boxed 20' -, post W. 
VEEDER .g'oUNTERS - 0 -9999, enclosed 
in plated cases, 5' -, Post 3d. "CRYSTAL 
RECTIFIERS. CV-102,- new in lead cap - 
sules att. post 3d. MOVING COIL HEAD- 
PHONES, with attached moving coil 
microphone, hand type fitted switch, 7.6 
set, most led. FUSEHOLDER.S, bakelite, 
single hole panel mounting, containing a 
3 .or 10 amp. fuse. 1' -. post 3d ; 10'- doz., 
post 7d. PARMEKO -RADIO TRANS- 
FORMERS; drop through- shrouded type 
with long leads. primary 110 -225- 245v., 
secondaries 250- 0 -250v, at 90 m'A, 5v. 2 amp.. 
6.3v. 3 amp., screen, a high grade trans- 
former. new boxed 17,9, post 1ï3. VALVE 
HOLDERS for 658 range, bakelite -8-Pin 
metal shroud with spring lock, new stock. 
11 -. post 3d. ; 10 /- doz., post 6,1. TOGGLE 
SWITCHES, 5D/531, single hole panel 
mounting, 250v. 2 amp., s.p.c.o. or on /off, 
new boxed 9d., post 3d. : 7.6 doz., post 6d. ; 

72!- gross, post 1!6. MOTOR BLOWERS, 
24v. A.C.'D.C., new unused 7 ;6. post 11 -. 

- ROME& VAODUM PUMPS, new unused 
1216, post 14. MOTOR GENERATORS 
TYPE 34, input 24v., output 200 v. 30 m /A, 
and 6.3v. at 2 amp., unused 5; -, post '1 6. 
SLYDLOK 30 amp. FUSES, new unused 
2'6. post 4d. ; 24,'- doz., post L3. R.P. 
METERS, 350 m'A, new boxed 3'6. post &L 
Send s.a.e. for current lists with supplement. 
MOORPOOL CIRCLE, BIRMINGHAM, 17 

HARborne 1308 or 2663. 
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The " Fluxite Quins " at Work 
"Now stop all this acting the fool 

You ail know the one golden rule. 
If you'll get some FLUXITE 
Arid put this set right 

We'll continue with Muffin the Mule." 
See that FLUXITE is abreve by you -in the house- garage- worksliop -- 
where%er speedy soldering is ucederl. 
Used Ibr over 40 yard in Govern- 
ment works and by letuliug engineers 
and uianul:u4 urers. Of ill ironmongers 
-in tins, from 1 - uptvarrls. 
The FLUXITE GUN puts FLUXITE 
where viri want it liv a simple pressure. 
Privy 2 6. 'n' filled 3 6. 

FLUXITE 
SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING 

N rite for Rook on the Art of " SOFT'' 
Soiderirrg and for Leaflets on CASE- 
HARDENING STEEL and TEMPERING 
TOOLS with FLUXITE. Price Id. each. 

FLUXITE Ltd., »rot. W.P. 
Bermondsey Street, London, S.E.1. 

MORSE CODE Training 
COURSES for 
BEGINNERS and 
OPERATORS, also 
a SPECIAL COURSE 
for passing the G.P.O. 
Morse Test for securing an AMATEUR'S 
TRANSMITTING 
LICENCE. 

-Send for the Candis, 
BOOK OF FACTS 
It gives details of cil 

Courses. 
THE CANDLER SYSTEM CO. 

.(Dept..SLO), 121 Kingsway, London, 
W.C.2. 

Candler System Co:, Denver, Colorado, U.S.A. 

'NEW BOXED VALVES -6K8M, ECH35, 
N66, 6V6, 6L6, KT66. KT33C, 10,'- ; 1105, 
1T4, 155. 3S4, 6SA7. 6C6, 6D6. 210VPT. Z21, 
VP2B, TDD2A, PEN220A, KTW61. KTW63, 
EF39, EBC3I1, VP4, MS,PEN, SP4B, VP333, 
HL133DD. 8 6 ; 1L4, 154, 3A4, 3Q4, 6K7M, 
6X5GT, 5Ú4G,. 6C4, 6S.I7GT, 6Y6. ATP4, 
7,6 ; EF36, EL32, 6AC î M. 6K7G, 9002, 
66 ; 6C5GT. 9D2, 5'- : 6J5GT, 954. 955, 
3 6. Many other types of valves available 
at Bargain Prices. Send S.A.E. for full list. 
2 -BANK 11 -WAY YAXLEY SWITCHES, 

1.6 each. 
250 VOLT BO .AI.A. SELENIUM RECTI- 

FIERS,..5 6 each. 
ALADDIN COIL -FORMERS, 2d. each. 
TABLE MIKES BAL. ARM.). with switch 

in Base, 36. 
Large eblection of Tag Strips, Socket 
Strips. Pugs and Sockets, and other 
Sundties. Please acid postage on Orders 

under £1. 

ELECTRAD RADIO 
64, Gt. Victoria Street, 

BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND. 

VALVES 
ABSOLUTELY BRAND NEW - 

ORIGINAL CARTONS 

6V6GT, 5Z4M, 5U4G, 6F6, 154, 1S5, 
IR5, 3S4, 1T4, 41, 78, 6C6, 6D6, UI8, 
EF8, 5Y4, FW4/500. 

ALL AT 7/6 EACH. 

6K7G, EBC33, 6K7GT, VRI37, EF36, 
EK32, 6N7, 6C5, 6SK7, 6B8, I2A6, 7Q7. 

ALL AT 6/- EACH, 

VRI50/30.. 7'9 6H6 .. 
12K8 .. 69 615 .. 
6X5 .. 7/- VUI11 
EF39 .. 6/6 DDL4 ,. 
EL32 .. 7/- 955 ,. 
807 .. 7/- EA50 ., 
IC5 .. 7/- SP6I ., 
6L6.. .. 9/6 SP41 .. 
954 .. 3/0 EF8 
EF50 .. 7/- 6SH7 
6J7 .. 6,/9 37 

.. 8/- VR54 ,. 
9D2 .. 5/- CV6 ., 
956 3/ KT66 .. 

4/6 
4/6 
4/6 
4/6 
3/- 
2/9 
3/6 

7/6 
4/6 
4/6 
4,5 
19 

10,6 

SEND FOR COMPONENT LIST. 

CARRIAGE PAID OVER LI. C.O.D.' 
or C.W.O. POST ORDERS ONLY. 

ALPHA RADIO SUPPLY CO. 
5/6, Vince's Chambers, 
Victoria Square, LEEDS I 

OUTSTANDING OFFERS 
1155 Receivers. Complete kith 
Valves. Brand new in transit cases, 
10 gns., carr. 7.6. 
EX. ARMY R107 Famous Communi- 
cations Receiver. 9 valves, 17.5 to 
1.2 mes. Brand New and unused. 
Complete with Manual 16 gns. 
Carr. Paid. 
Collaro Gram Units AC504. Brand 
New. Latest rim drive. Complete 
with pick -up (not auto -change), 
£6 lis., carr. 1/6. 
View-master Parts. A quantity to 
be cleared at greatly reduced prices. 
State wants. 
Ex R.A.F. 4v. Battery Receivers. 
Wooden Cabinet. 18in. x 18in. x 
8in:'medium wave. Complete with 
valves, 59'6, carriage paid. 
87 Rotary Power Units. Brand New. 
Input 24 volts. Output 250 v. 
65 ma., 614 v. 2.5 a. Length 8lin., 
depth 7in., width41in. Weight 11 lbs. 
Neat black case with detachable 
top. Base incorporates elaborate 
smoothing circuit, 10/-. Postage 1,6. 
Heaty Duty Smoothing Chokes. 
About 300 ma.f101 -, plus 2/6 carriage. 
Weight 19 lbs. 

LIST FREE. 
Prompt delivery and satisfaction 

G uaranteed. 
H.P. RADIO SERVICES LTD. 
Britain's Leading Radio Mail Order 

House. 
SS, COUNTY ROAD, WALTON, 

'LIVERPOOL, 4. Tel.: Aintree 1445. 
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DEFINITELY the 
CHEAPEST Radio 

Shop in Town ! 

D.C.!A.C. VOLTMETERS. bin. scale. 
0 -300 v., 17/8. Rondtester in Bakelite 
or Wood Case, 0 to .1 ohm. 4in, scale. 1216. 
Pressure Gauges, 0 to 350 lbs. per sq. in., 

14in. diameter, 7/6. Vacuum Gauges, 
'0 -30in. of mercury, 8ín, dial, 10 - each. 
Voltmeter Centre Zero, 0.3 volt and 0-30 
volt. with test prod with 6,000 ohm resistor, 
will read 150 volts. 10 / -. A.C. Voltmeter, 
0 -150 v. 2in, scale, 718. A.C. Voltmeter 
Uncalibrated. 0 -150 v.. 7'8. M/A Meter, 
0-100 m/a. 4/8. Electrolytic Condenser, 
32 mfd. 500 volt (large size). with clip, 5/ -. 
8 mfd. 600 v. screw mounting. 4'-. Jonc; 
Plugs and Sockets, 6 or 8 -way. 1/8 each. 
25 mfd. 25 volt condensers, 1 - (metal case). 
.1 mfd. 2.5 kV., 2'6. .02 mfd. 8 kV., 5 / -. 

.500 mfd. 12 volt, 3/ -. 250 mfd. 6 volt, 2' -. 8 mfd 
170 voit. 118. 4 mfd. 600 volt paper conden- 
sers, metal case, 2'6. 6 volt vibrator pack 
(new), 22/6. 
Valves. -ECH3, 101- EL3, 10'- ' EK32, 
8'- 1 V11133, 5/6 : HVR2A, 8;- ; KT2, 8/- 
MSPEN. 7/6 : SG215. 8'6. 
Tanoy Hand Mikes (('areon), 8 6. Moving 
('oil Hand Mikes, 4' -. 230 volt A.C. /D.C. 
Motor with 3 -speed gear box, 196. Fan 
Motor 201 to 250 v. A.C. with Blades, 17/6. 
24 volt double sided spindle motor. 12/6. 
1'20 h.p. A.C. /D.C. motor, 10 plus 1/6 post. 
Shrouded Microphone Transformer, 75 -1 
ratio, 4/8. Mains Suppressors for 4 Circuits, 
15' -. 1 h.p. Motors, Brand New, £6 each. 
A Thousand Other Radio, Electrical and 
Television Bargains, Every Inquiry 
Answered. Call or Write to : 

SOLIDAS, LTD., 
4 Praed Street, London, W.2 

'Phone : AMB 4670 

RADIO G200 ANNOUNCES 
VALVES.-6J5GT. 5/- : 6J5, 5/6 : 6AC7, 
8'6 ; eC4, 9/- : 6H6GT.. 2 -- ; 6.17, 6K7GT, 
6 - ; 6K7, 6/9 : 6L5G, 6:6 ; 6N7. 6N7GT, 
6 - ; 6Q7GT, 8/8 ; 6SG7, 12SC7, 6SH7, 128117. 
6 6 : 12SK7, 8/9 : 6X5GT. 79 ; CV66 (RL37), 
6'6 ; V11.91. EF50, 5/6 and 66 ; EF39. 7/6 
V111'05/30, VR150/30. 5Z4. 8'9 ; 6L7, 5/- ; 

1A5, 1N5 1C5GT, 6/9 ; 2x2, 9003, 3- ; ARP3, 
9D2. 13VPA, 5/6 ; VR78. VR92, 3/3 : 6F6. 
'7 8' ; VT127, Maz PEN46. 8 6 : 6AM6, 10/6 ; 

954, 955, 956, 419 ; 8012, 5'6. 
Large stocks B.V.A. and rare types at 
maker's prices. You may order C.O.D. 
should you prefer. Trade and Overseas 
Enquiries invited. 

ARTHUR HILE 
55, Union Street, Maidstone, Kent 

'Phone; 2812 

H'A" E EQUIPMENT 
Noted for over 15 years for . 

Short -Wave Receivers and Kits of 
quality. 

One Valve Kit, Model " (' " Price 20/- 
Two " E " 43,- 

These kits are complete with all com- 
ponents, accessories, and full instruc- 
tions. 
Before ordering send stamped. 
addressed envelope for descriptive 
catalogue. 
"H.A.C." SHORT -WAVE PRODUCTS 
(Dept. Tll), 

11, Oldl_ 
Bond Street, 

London, 

-THE MODERN BOOK COMPANY - 
The Radio Amateur's Handbook - 

1951 edition, by A. R. R. L. 22s. 6d. 
Postage 1Od. 

Television Reeehing Equipment, 
by W. T. Cocking. 185. Postage 9d. 

Radio Technology, by B. F. Weller. 
305. Postage 9d. 

Practical Wireless Encyclopaedia, 
by F. J. Camm. 21s. Postage 9d. 

Magnetic Tape Recording, by P. A. 
Tarry. Os. act. Postage 3d. 

Sound Reproduction, by G. A. Briggs. 
10s. Od. Postage 9d. 

Modern Fluorescent Lighting, by 
A. D. Atkinson. 15s. Postage 8d. 

Radio Servicing, by A. Marcus. 35e. 
Postage 10d. 

Radio Ilandbbok -12th Edition, by 
Editors & Engineers. 25e. Postage 9d. 

Electrical Engineer's Reference 
Book, 1951. 50e. Postage Is. 

Practical W7rcle55 Circuits, by F. J. 
Camm. Os. Postage 4d. 

Wireless World Diary, 1951. 3s. 8d. 
Postage 2d. 

Simple Transmitting T:quipment, 
by Allen & Mathews. 2s. Postage 2d. 

Amateur Radio Receivers, by S. K. 
Lewer. 3s. 6d. Postage 2d. 

Loudspeakers, by G. A. Briggs. 5s, 
Postage 3d. 

Personal Portables, by E. N.- Bradley. 
2s. Od. Postage 2d. 

We have the finest selection of British 
and American radio books in the 
Country. Complete lists on application. 

19 -23 PRAED STREET 
(Dept. P.5), LONDON, W.2 

l'ADdington 4155, 

LYONS RADIO 
LTD. 

3, GOLDHAWK ROAD, Dept. M.P., 
SHEPHERDS BUSH, LONDON, W.12 

Telephone : SHEpherds Bush 1729 

RE('EP'ERS TTPE R3132.-Easily modi- 
fied for Television sound or vision, or as a 
2 -metre receiver. This unit is almost 
identical to the R3084. Is fitted with 7- 
VR91's, 2- VR136's, 1- VR137, 1 -VR92, 1- VU134, 
1 -VÚ39, I.F. amplifier strip, aerial switching 
motor, etc. In good condition. PRICE 50 / -, 
carriage 5/6. 

TEST SET TYPE 74.-A special -purpose 
oscilloscope that requires but llttle 
alteration to convert it into a first -class 
standard oscilloscope. Fitted with a built - 
in 50 cycle Power Pack for 200 to 250v. A.C. 
Mains operation, a lin. C.R. Tube (VCR139) 
and 11 valves including V15120, 5Z4, VR65, 
645, VR92. etc. Complete in metal case with 
carrying handle, 19 x 12 x 81ín2. In good 
condition and tested before despatch. 
PRICE £6.19.6, carriage 17'- (8.'- returnable 
on crate). . 

ACCUMULATORS.-Assembled In a 
metal case 8i x 81 x bins. with carrying 
handle that folds flat when not in use. 
Rated at 12V. 14 amp -hours. Connections 
from each cell terminate to a threaded 
stem so that it is quite easy to form an 
accumulator, by re- arranging connections, 
to supply, say, 2V. or 6v. with, of course, a 
proportionate increase in amp -hour ca- 
pacity. In unused condition. but outside of 
cases may be a little soiled. PRICE 26.' -. 
carriage 4' -. 
HEADPHONES. -Army pattern low- resis- 
tance with double metal headband. PRICE 
5/9, post 1 / -. 

NOW AVAILABLE 

GERMANIUM 
CRYSTAL DIODES 

LATEST, SMALLEST 

SUPREME CRYSTAL DETECTOR 
Midget Size, 5116in. x 3/16in. 

Wire Ends for Easy Fixing. 
416 each, postage 21d. 

Technica Details and Selected 
Types available. 

SILICON DIODES, 316 each. 
Fixing Brackets, 3d. extra. 

COPPER INSTRUMENT WIRE 
ENAMELLED, T NNED, LITZ. 

COTTON AND SILK COVERED. 
Most gauges available. 

B.A. SCREWS, NUTS, WASHERS, 
soldering tags, eyelets and rivets. 

EBONITE AND BAKELITE PANELS, 
TUFNOL ROD, PAXOLIN TYPE 

COIL FORMERS AND TUBES, 
ALL DIAMETERS. 

Latest Radio Publicatons. 
SEND STAMP FOR LISTS. 

TRADE SUPPLIED. 

POST RADIO SUPPLIES 
33, Bourne Gardens, 

London, E.4. 

STAN WILLETTS 
43. SPON LANE. 

WEST BROMWICH. STAFFS 
R1155 COMMUNICATION RECEIVERS. 
complete with 10 valves, tested and 
guaranteed in good working order, £8,10' -, 
carriage 10 / -. 
TR9 SHORT -WAVE RECEIVERS, 31-80 
metres, complete with 6 battery -operated 
valves, 2 VR18, 3 VR21, VR22 or 118 in work- 
ing order (H.T. 120 v.). 12/8, post 26. 
AMPLIFIER, Type A1368, complete with 
two battery -operated valves, 0P21. 210 
L.F. H.T. 120 v. L.T. 2 v. Brand new in 
wood transit case, 15' -, post 1/6. 
VALVES. ATEM. 3'9. 12A6, 12SK7, 12SJ7, 
12SQ7, 4 6 each. 6AG7. 5 8. Post 6d. 
CONDENSERS (new), 16 -2 mfd. Max. 
wkg. 200 volts, 9d. each. 61- doz. Post 6d. 
NUT PLIERS and SLEEVING PLIERS, 
1/8 pair. post 6d. 
7029 CABLE, Twin V.I.R., 75/- 107 yds., 
post 3/9. 
Ex- GOVERNMENT JACK KNIVES. 3/6, 
post 4d. 

TRANSFORMERS 
M.T.1. -290-0-250 v. 80 re/a ; 0-4 v. 5 a': 
6.3 v.. 3.5 a. ; 0-4-5 v.. 2 a. 
M.T.2. -Same as M.T.1, but 350-0-350 v. 
M.T.3. -30 v. ; 2 a. ; tapped every 3 volts. 
All primaries tapped for -1t to 250 v. 

M.T.4. Auto O-' 
30- 120 - 200 - 230 - 
250v. 100 watts. 
Examine what 
you buy. 
From compo- 
nent dealers 
or write to us 
if unobtain- 
able. 
The correct 
price for these 
transformers 
is £ I each. 

THE DOUCLAS COIL CO., 
BRINKLOW, RUGBY. 
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Impressions 
Review of the Latest 

THE recording of " Giselle " by the Royal 
Opera House Orchestra, Covent Garden, 
conducted by Robert Irving, who shared in 

the Sadler's Wells Company's phenomenal American 
success, will give immense pleasure' to the large 
,audience of ballet -goers who follow the company. 
The music is played here as for the Sadler's Wells' 
staging of " Giselle," and comprises scenes from 
Act I. Its composer, Adolphe Adam, was considered 
a leading figure in the spheres of ballet and " opera - 
comique " during his mid -nineteenth -century reign 
of popularity. Now his work survives only in the 
one ballet, " Giselle." Automatic couplings only 
are supplied on H.M.V. G7834 -5. 

Of the many waltzes that Josef Strauss gave to 
the world, undoubtedly the " Music of the Spheres " 
is one of his masterpieces. This recording of it by 
the Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra, conducted by 
Karl Bohm, on H.M.V. C4070, cornes from the city 
that gave the waltz its greatest impetus. 

The overture to Nicolai's opera, " The Merry 
Nives of Windsor," has been heard many times, but 
the recording by the London Philharmonic Orchestra, 
conducted by Sir Adrian Soult, on H.M.V. DB21223, 
seems te_ gain for it additional attractions. 

Dvorak's " Symphony No. 4 in G," sometimes 
known as the " English Symphony " for the slim 
reason that it - was published in this country, has 

-.been.achnirably recorded by Bruno Walter conduct - 
ing the Philharmonic Symphony Orchestra of New 
York on Columbia LX1365 -8. In the fourth sym- 
phony Dvorak wrote music of a more arresting 
colour and effect than the majority of orchestral 
composers. - 

Columbia LXI360 presents a splendid version of 
the wedding celebrations, included in the intro- 
duction to Act III of Wagner's Lohengrin." It has 
been recorded by the Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra 
conducted by Herbert Von Karajan, and the Vienna 
State Opera Chorus. The " Bridal Chorus " never 
fails to impress one as an outstanding example of 
the composer's skill. 

Vacal 
It seems particularly fitting that Gigli should 

provide us with a version of Cottrau s famous 
" Santa Lucia " with all the advantage of modern 
recording. He sings it in Neapolitan on H.M. V. 
D:11963. On the reverse is a song in Italian, worthy 
companion to its more familiar neighbour, and 
ample material for Gigli's voice. 

Another Italian tenor is introduced on Columbia 
LX 13íï4. The excerpt he sings from Denim lti's 
opera, " La Favorita," is the aria; " Spirt.) Gentil," 
(Spirit, so Fair) from Act IV. It is regarded as a test 

on the Wax 
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Gramophone Records 
of a tenor's skill, and Poggi's interpretation does 
him great credit. On the reverse is the aria, 
" _ M'appari tutt' amor," which is one of the gems 
of Flotow's " Marta." 

The two songs chosen by Webster Booth for his 
latest recording come into the category of ballads. 
" May the Good Lord " is the signing -off song of 
one of America's biggest weekly radio programmes, 
" The Big Show." The coupling, " No More," is 
Jack Popplewell's adaptation of Sebastian Yradier's 
" La Paloma." The number of the record is 
H.M.V. B10033. The accompaniment is by Sidney 
Torch and his Orchestra. 

The H.M.V. series of recordings from the Glynde- 
bourne production of Mozart's delightful ensemble 
opera, " Cosi fan Tutte." On one side is a trio and 
On the other a soprano solo from Act I. H.M.V. 
DB21118 is the third in the series by the Glynde- 
bourne Opera Company. 

Variety 
Many listeners no doubt heard the French singer, 

Line Renaud, when she appeared in Henry Hall's 
Guest Night, and she now makes her debut on 
Columbia DB2830, singing " Cabin in Canada " and 
" Au Revoir Again," accompanied by Philip Green 
and his Orchestra. 

Two of the songs from the musical, " Kiss .MO 
Kate,-" which recently had its opening night in 
Landon, have been chosen by Dinah Shore for her 
recording on Columbia DB2S20. They are " Always 
True to You in my Fashion " and " So in Love." 
This popular singer was recently voted America's 
favourite woman vocalist in a nationwide Survey 
carried out by the A.I.P.O. 

Recently, Donald Peers recorded for the first 
time with -The Merry Macs, the celebrated American 
vocal team. Im his latest recording on H.M.V. 
B10039 he is again joined by them for unusual 
renderings of the " Tennessee Waltz " and ` My 
Heart Cries for You." 

Dance Music 
Geraldo's new titles couple a waltz revival, " If," 

with Eve Boswell singing the refrain, and a one -step, 
" Ferryboat Inn," in which the Geraldtones group 
is heard. This is on Purlophone F2453. Other popular 
recordings by dance -hands include " The Roving 
Kind " and " I do, do, do Like You," by Sid 
Phillips and his Band, on H.M.V. BD1269 ; " My 
Heart Cries for You " and " Tennessee Waltz," by 
Joe Loss and his Orchestra, on H.M.V. BD60S7 ; 

and ' ` So in Love " and " Can't Seem to Laugh 
Any More," by Victor Silvester and his Ballroom 
Orchestra, on Columbia FR:3598. 

Editorial and Advertisement Mies : 

"Practical Wireless," George Pawnee, Ltd., Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.E. 'Phone : Temple Bar 488$. 
Telegrams : Hewing. Rand, London. 

Registered at the G.P.O, for transmission by Canadian Nicotine Poet. 

The Editor will be pleased to consider articles of a practical nature - suitable for publication in ' Practical Wireless." Such articles should be 
written on one side of the paper only, and should contain the name and address of the sender. Whilst the Editor does not hold himself responsible 
for manuscripts. every effort will be made to return them if ei stamped and addressed envelope is enclosed. All correspondence intended for 
the Editor should be addressed : The Editor, ' Practical Wireless." George Newnes,' Ltd.. Tower House. Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2. 
Owing to the rapid progress in the design of tubeless apparatus and to our efforts to keep our readers in touch with the latest developments. 
we give no warranty that apparatus described in our columns is not the. sablent of letters patent. 
Copyright in all drawings, photographs and articles published in Practical Wireless " is specifically reserved throughout the countries' 
signatory to the Berne Convention and the D.S.A. Reproductions or imitations of any of these are therefore expressly forbidden. " Practical 
Wireless " incorporates " Amateur Wireless." 
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BOOKS 

TWO BOOKS, which are still the 
first of their kind to be published, 
are still the best value you can get -at least, so our readers say time 
after time. They are " Personal 
Portables," at 2/8 post paid, and 

A Portable Televisor," at 3/2 post 
paid. Both by E. N. Bradley; both 
from BRADBOOKS, Sennen, Pen- 
zance, Cornwall. 

R.S.G.B. " Amateur Radio " publica- 
tions: Transmitting Licence, 32pp., 
1/ -; Service Valve Equivalents, 32pp., 
1/3; Transmitter Interference, 32pp., 
1/6: Simple Transmitting Equipment, 
52pp., 2/3; Microwave Technique, 68 
pp., 2/3; Receivers, 96pp.. 3/9; Valve 
Technique. 104pp., 3/9; V.H.F. Tech- 
nique, 96pp.. 3/9; R.S.G.B. Bulletin, 
current issue, 1/6, Five recent issues, 
2/6. Prices include postage. RADIO 
SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN, 28, 
Little Russell St., London, W.C.1. 

RECEIVERS & COMPONENTS 

R3132 U.H.F. RECEIVERS, 7 EF50, 
2 EF52, 1 VR137, 1 5Z4, consists of 
a two -stage RF amplifier, mixer and 
oscillator, three -stage IF amplifier, 
VF amplifier, suitable for modifica- 
tion to television, £3115/- each 10 /- 
post. Slow motion drives, bin. dia. 
scale, brand new, surplus, 8/6 each, 
inc. postage. Bakelite cabinets, 94in. 
long, 5in. wide, lin. tall, with drilled 
chassis, back cover, and dial, 22/8. 
3¢in. Speaker, 22/6 extra; carriage 
5/-. ARTHUR THOMAS & CO., 532, 
Garratt Lane, London, S.W.17. 

PHOTO- ELECTRIC METER COM- 
PONENTS. Selenium Light Cell, 6 /6. 
Micro -amp. Meter Movement, 16/6. 
Perspex Case, 10/6. Assembly In- 
structions, 2/6. G.R. PRODUCTS, 
22, Runnymead Ave., Bristol, 4. 

MIDDLESBROUGH . phone 3096 
or call PALMERS, 114, - Waterloo 
Road. Large stocks Radio and TV 
components. 

BUILD with our concise instructions: 
AC /DC complete in cabinet, T,R.F., 
£5/101 -; M.S.S. Superhet. £8; L.M.S. 
Superhet, £6/5/- ; Amplifier, suitable 
for gram or mike, £4/101 -. We still 
publish the "Cheapest List in Eng- 
land." SUSSEX ELECTRONICS, 
LTD. (W), Princes St., Brighton. 

SPK. TRANS. 1/ -, M/R 2/6, 204)/250v 
Mains Sec. 4v and 8v. 2/8. Small 
Choke, 300 ohms, 50ma, 1/6. Resis- 
tors, 25 ass. 2/6. Midget Components. 
List 2¢d. CARTER'S, 67, Bell Lane, 
Marston Green, B'ham. 

AUDIO OSCILLATOR, Rotary Con- 
verter, Test Equipment, Components 
for sale. Amateur giving up. List 
available. TOVEY, 63, 4Hythe Rd., 
Swindon. 

ALIGNMENT PEAKS. Second edi- 
tion, 5,000 superheterodyne align- 
ment peaking frequencies, 4/9 post 
free. The Practical Radio Engineer, 
quarterly publication of the Institute, 
sample copy 2/- post free. Member- 
ship and examination data 1/- post 
free. Secretary, I.P.R.E., 20, Fair- 
field Road, London, N.8. 

AMATEURS, Dealers, Servicemen. - 
Why pay fancy prices ? " Be in the 
know." Send S.A.E. to -day for list 
that will save you Pounds. Goods 
C.W.O. No C.O.D. - Money back 
guarantee. ANNAKIN, 25, Ashfield 
Place, Otley, Yorks. 

RATES : 4I- per line or part thereof, average five words to line, 
minimum 2 lines. Box No. 6d. extra. 
Advertisements must be prepaid 
and addressed to Advertisement 
Manager, "Practical Wireless," 
Tower Rouse, Southampton St., 
Strand, London, W.C.2. 

.01 1,000v., 2/6 doz., .1, 350v, 2/6 
doz., .0001, mica. 2/- doz., etc. List 
from T. G. HOWELL & CO., 29, 
McWilliam Rd., Brighton, 7. 

VALVES. -New, boxed ; 954 at 2/6 ; 

VU120A at 4/6 ; 606 6K7G, 6SG7, 
CV321 (KT66), at 6/b ; 1S4, 807 at 
7/6 ; CRT /50P1 at 22/6. Mazak 
Sockets for SCR.522- 10H/402- 404 -419 
at 1/6 ; 10H/414 (6 way), 10H /416 
(12 ways at 2/ -; 10H /417 and 418 (18 

way( at 2/6. New, boxed. Power 
Units for W /S.19 Mk.II, new con- 
dition, 27/8 each. SCR522, most 
sought after VHF, set good condition, 
T/R with valves, in case, nothing 
missing, £12 each; only few left. 
Postage 6d. under 15/ -. GILFILLAN 
& CO., 52, South St., Worthing, 
Sussex. (Tel.: Worthing 3127.) 

ELECTROSTATIC VOLTMETERS, 
0- 3,500, plug -in, 2¢in., 25/- ; Meters, 
2in., flush mounting, F.S.D. 250 
microamps, shunted and scaled, 
0 -ima, 10/- ; Voltmeters, double 
reading, M /C, 0- 15/250, with spike 
and test prod, 12/6 ; Twin I.F. 
Filter Units 465 Kc /s, 10 /- ; I.F. 
t/s 20 meg. c/s cond. T. 5 / -, 465 
Kc /s, slug T. 8/- ; H.D., F t /s, input 
200 -230v 50 c /s, output 2 -0 -2v, 7a, 
6-0-6v 8a, and 5v, 35/- ; Tubular W.W. 
Resistances, 4.8w 1/ -, 10w 1/3 20w 
1/6, 60w 2/- ; Condensers, Tubular, 
30,000v .01 mfd 15/ -, 600v .01 mfd 
Sprague 6d., Electrolytics, 12v 50 mfd 
6d., 12v 4 mfd 4d., oilfilled 8 mfd 
600v 7/6, 5 mfd 1,000v 8 / -, 4 mfd 600v 
5 / -. Orders over £2 post free. F. R. 
BARRETT, 7, Upper Kent St., 
Leicester. 

BRAND NEW Guaranteed Goods. - 
Mains Transformers, fully inter- 
leaved and impregnated, primaries 
200 -230 -250v screened. Drop through 
types, with Top Shroud: 260- 0 -260v 
'lima, 6.3v 3a. 5v 2a, 13/3; 250- 0 -250v 
'lima, 6.3v 2a. 5v 2a Midget, 2¢ -3- 
2¢in., 14/11; 350- 0 -350v 'lima, 6.3v 3a, 
5v 2a, 16/9; 350- 0 -350v Soma 6.3v -4v 
3a 5v -4v 2a, 17/9; 350- 0-350v 90ma, 
6.3v 3a, 5v 2a, 19/9; 350- 0 -350v 100ma, 
6.3v 3a, 5v 3a, 21/6; 350- 0 -350v 120ma, 
6.3v 4a, 5v 3a, 26/9; 350- 0 -350v 150ma, 
6.3v 4a, 5v 3a, 28/9. Fully Shrouded 
Upright Mounting Types : 250- 0 -250v 
60ma, 6.3v 3a 5v 2a Midget, 2¢ -3 -3ín., 
16/9; 250- 0 -250v 100ma, 6.3v 6a, 5v 
3a, 26/9; 350- 0 -350v 70ma, 6.3v 2a, 5v 
2a, 18/6; 350- 0 -350v 100ma, 6.3v -4v 
4a C.T., 0 -4 -5v 3a, 23/11; 350- 0 -350v 
150ma, 6.3v 2a. 6.3v 2a, 5v 3a, 31/9; 
425- 0-425v 200ma, 6.3v -4v 4a C.T., 6.3v 
4v 4a C.T. 0 -4 -5v 3a, 47/9. Smoothing 
Chokes: 40ma 10h. 360 ohms, 3/3; 
80ma 12h. 350 ohms, 5/3 ea.; 100ma 
10h. 100 ohms, 200ma 5h. 100 ohms, 
7/6 ea. Output Trans.: push -pull 
10 w. 6V6. PX4, 6L6 to 3- 5 -8 -15 ohms, 
15/9; Williamson type, exact to 
author's spec.. 72/-, Misc. Items: 
Ex -Gov. Smoothing Chokes, Trop., 
100ma 10h. 100 ohms, 4/3 ea. T.V. 
Masks, 12ín., cream, 12/9. New boxed 
Ex -Gov. Smoothing Chokes. Trop., 
956, 2/9; 6J5GT 3/9; 6K7GT, 5/3; 
154, 606, 6C6. EF50, 6C5GT, 637 Met., 
1LA4, 6B8 Met., 6AC7, VR150, 6/6; 
KT66, 7/11; KT2, VU171, 413. Follow- 
ing Ex. New Equipment: HL210 2/3; 
SG215, SP61, 3/9; EBC33, EF39, 
12SK7, 12537. 5/9: 6C4, EF36. EF50, 
4/9; EL32. 6/11; Dl, lid. C.W.O. or 
C.O.D. over £1. P. and P. 1/2 all 
orders under £3. Full list 3d. Special 
list for trade 3d. RADIO SUPPLY 
CO.. 34. Hanover St., Park Lane, 
Leeds. 

VALVES 
NEW BOXED VALVES. -6K7G 4/9, 
9D2 3/9, 6F6G 7/8 ECH35 9/6, 6V6 
7/6, 5Z4 6/6. Thytron CV -1798, 7/6. 
SP41 4/6. SP61 4/6. 25Z6 10/ -, Large 
range other surplus types in stock. 
With B.V.A. stock we suggest you order C.O.D. New Speakers : 3in. 
10/ -, 5in. 12/6, bin. 13/8, Bin. 15/6, 
loin. 18/6, 12ín. 45/-, Co -ax Cable. 
80 ohms. 10/- doz. yyds. Valve Hldrs. 
Int /oct (Amph), 7/ doz. EF5O, 5/ 
doz. Pre -amp Chassis with v /hldrs.,, ;;, 
resistors, condensers, etc., brand new 

, 

,, 
condtn., 4/6. Micamold .1350v'.' 
Conds., 7/- doz., 8mf 450v, 2/9. Resis 
tors, 3 and / watt, 4d. 1 watt, 7d... 
New lists -- available. ld. stamp.. 
" RAEMOS," 52, Pendlestone Rd.,;', 
Walthamstow, London, E.17. 

VALVES (new bxd.) 6AC7, 6C5, 637,' - ' 
6K6, 6K7. 6N7. 6X5. KTW61, 5Z4M,' 
6J5. 12A6, EF36/VR56, 9003, 401,'r'í' 
SP61, SP41, VÚ111, 6B8, all at 6/6 
each. 1R5, 1S4, 155, 1T4, 3S4, EK32, 
6V6, EF39 /VR53, all at 7/9 each. 
" Universal " Mntg. Mains - Trans- 
former. 350/0/350 Boma, 6v 5v, both 
tapped at 4v inpt. 200/240,.16/6 post 
pd. 
to Room 

Going Strong 
(see March 

"P.W."), 5/11. Thousands of lines 
stocked, stamp with enquiry to : 

LORNE RADIO SUPPLIES, Mail 
Order, 7, Lorne Rd., Walthamstow, 
London, E.17. Your best supplier. 

VALVES. -EL50, 6F8G, 6K7G, 6N7GT, 
6AG7, 6SG7, 7Q7, 7V7, EF54, 12A6. 
RL16, EF36, EF39, 8130, RK34, 
EBC3 3, 6C6, 606, 42, 6817, 1N5GT, 
VU120A, KTZ63 (6.770), MS /Pen. 
MS /PenB, at 6/6 ; 1T4, 155, 1R5. 
3A4, 6K6GT, 6SA7, 5Z4, 57J4G, U14. 
VR150 /30, EF91 , at 7/6; 6L60, KT66 
(CV321). Pen46 at 10/-; EF50. 9003. 
6AC7, 2X2, at 5/8 ; ML4, 6J5GT, at 
4/6 954, 955, 956, at 4/ -. Post 6d. 
under 20/ -. R. T. & I. SERVICE, 
254, Grove Green Rd., London, E.11. 

GUARANTEED Boxed Valves. - 
1R5, 7/6; 155, 7/8; 1T4, 7/6; 154, 7/6; 
354. 9/-; 2X2, 7/6; 401, 7/6; 5174, 
8/6; 5Z4, 7/6; 6AC7, 7/6; 6AM6, 10/6; 
6B8, 6/6; 6H6, 3/6; 6J5, 5/6; 636, 
10/6; 6K6, 7/6; 6K7, 7/8; 6K8, 10/6; 
6537, 7/6; 6V6, 7/8; 6X5, 7/6; 8D2, 
7/6; 9D2, 7/6; 12K8, 8/6; 25A6, 8/6; 
25L6, 8/6; 50L6, 8/8; 80, 8/6; 807, 8/6; 
ECC91, 10/6; EF91, 10/8 HVR2a, 7/6; 
KT66, 10/6; MS'PEN, 76; ,VR53, 7/6; 
VR54, 3/-; VR55 7/6; VR57, 7/6; 
VR65, 5/6; VR65a, 5/6; VR66, 5/6; 
VR78, 2/-; VR91, 6/-; VR92, 2/6; 
VR116. 5/6; VR136. 6/-; 100 K.C. 
Xtal R.C.A., 10/6, TRS, 71, Headvale, 
Rd., E. Croydon. Callers: 2, Pawsons 
Rd., W. Croydon. (THO. 1665.) 

RF UNITS TYPE 24, and 24 mod. 27 
at 12/6 ea., plus 1/3 carr.; R1124, 
with 6 universal valves, OK for TV 
sound, 21/. ea. We have large stocks 
of ex Gov. Radio, Electrical and 
Optical goods. S.A.E. will bring you 
complete lists. H. ENGLISH, Ray- 
leigh Rd., Hutton, Brentwood, Essex. 

REPAIRS AND REWINDS 
LOUDSPEAKERS repaired promptly. 
MODEL LOUDSPEAKER SERVICE, 
34a, Billingdon Road, Oxford. 

VACUUM CLEANERS and Gram. 
Motors. repairs our speciality. Arma- 
ture rewinds, new bearings and corn- 
mutators fitted, also transformers 
rewound, speakers repaired. Com- 
petitive prices. Trade enquiries 
invited. 2 to 5 days c.o.d. service. 
Send s.a.e. for price lists to: A.D.S. 
CO. (V E.M. Dept.). 261 -3, Lichfield 
Rd, Aston. Birmingham, 6. Est. 1935. 
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NEW PRODUCTS: Chancery Adaptor 
converts any turntable to 331 r.p.m. 
instantly. £3/12/6, post 2/6; Decca 
Lightweight Pickup to match, fitted 
Acoc GP19L.P. cartridge with per- 
manent sapphire, £2/131 -, post 1/6; 
Decca dual -speed Motor and turn- 
table for 78 and 331, £6, post 2/6; 
Decca Lightweight Pickup with plug - 
in GP19 and GP19L.P. heads for 78 
and 331 respectively. £5; spare cart- 
ridges, std. or L.P., 37/6; N.R.S. 
dual -speed Record Player comprising 
Decca . motor with pickup fitted, GP19 
and GPI9L.F, plug in heads in port- 
able case. £13 carr. 5/ -; Decca long - 
playing Records by post, send 5d. for p list of titles; N.R.S. " Symphony " 
Amplifiers, bass lift, middle lift and treble lift, scratch cut, negative feed- 
back, 5 watt domestic model, 9 gns., care. 5.' -, 10 watt model for clubs, 
halls, etc.. £13/19/6, carr. 5/ -, won- derful fidelity, hitherto unknown at these prices ! Quality Tuners: L. & M wave, T.R.F. kit. 95/- or built, 
115/ -, post 2.6: 3 -wave Superhet kit, 
£8, built, £9, or with " Magic Eye." 
£10/51 -, or with tone control stage 
(bass lift and treble lift), £10 /10 / -, both built, carr, on tuners 5 / -. Bass Reflex Cabinet Kits, give superb bass and -tram.ient response, fully cut patent timber, felt, instructions, etc., 8in. speaker model 130 x 15 x 12ín.,. £4; IOin. speaker model, £4/101 -; 12ín. speaker model, £5; ready built. 7/6 extra, corr. 7/6; recommended speakers: 8in. £1, loin, 30/ -, 12in, 
145 / -, Send 2.td. now for full details of above and other bargains. Terms: 
C.W.O. or C.O.D. NORTHERN RADIO SERVICES. 16. Kings College Rd., London. N.W.3. (Primrose 8314.) 

. WHILE STOCKS LAST.-Cans. 16 -16 mfd, 350v, 3/- ea.; single. 16 mfd; 350v, 2/ -; 25 mfd, 50v. 1/ -; 2pf. 4pf. 20pí, .0001, .001, .002. 3; - any doz.; 
.005, .01, .1. .25, 3/6 any doz. Over 
10 /- post free. ELECTRONIX, 220h, Canterbury St., Gillingham, Kent. 

DOUBLE CIRCUIT Jack Plugs and Sockets, 2/- pr.. 18/- doz.; 100 ass. waxed tub, Conds., .01 -5mfd, 350 - 1Kv, wkg., 10/6; LA Accs., new unfilled Exide, 24v, 3a11.. 37/6 ea.; 6C5GT's, maker's cartons, 6/6 ca. J. T. ANGLIN, 106, Cleethorpe Rd., Grimsby. 

TRANSFORMERS. - All types of Radio and Television rewound. New ,Components wound to your specifica- tion. Quotations by return. NORTH WEST ELECTRICAL CO., 8, Duke's 
Ave., London, N.10, (Tudor 8093.1 

MAGNETIC SOUND Recording Wire, stainless steel, temporary wooden spools, approx. 11 hours' running 
time at. 2ft. per sec.; 14/- per spool. 
A. SMART, 40, Grange Rd., Hales - owen, Worcs. 

RADIO MART, 22, Tubwell Row, Dar- lington, offers good supplies of Radio and Television components at reason- 
. able prices. New lists out shortly. Give a trial for satisfaction. 
"RI-TONE " Portable Electric Gramo- phones, twin speakers ! Tone and vol. 

111191 controls, quality reproduction, single speed, 19 gns.; twin speed, 24 gns., carr, paid. S.A.E. details. Trade enq. invited. 39. Duke St., St. Helens, Lancs. 

SYNCHRONOUS MOTORS, 200- 250v., 
A.C., 50 cycles, clock type, 12/6 each, 1/- postage; suitable for model engineers. UNIVERSAL ELECTRICAL, 
217a, 'City Rd., London, E.C.1. 

WANTED, B.C.221 for cash; also good Communication Receiver. G3GQW, 328, Upper Fant Rd., Maidstone, Kent. 

HANNEY OF BATH OFFERS : A 
complete service for the TV con 
structor: -P.W. & P.T. Televisor set 
of coils with VF choke, 16/6 L'don, 
18 +- B'ham (inc. extra rejector 
coil) ; Alladin Formers with core, 10d. 
ea.; also all other components by 
Erie, Morganite. Colvern TCC, Dubi- 
lier, Haynes. Elac, etc.' Send now 
for a complete list, E.E. Televisor : 

Vision Chassis, 22/6; Sound Chassis, 
18/9; Time -base Chassis, 17/6; Power 
Unit Chassis, 25/. (all the above 
Chassis are complete with valve holders. screens, coil formers and 
sockets. etc.). Complete stocks of 
TCC Condensers, Erie and Mor- ganite Resistors, Colvern Pots, etc., 
etc. Viewmaster Televisor: Send for 
a complete list now; everything in 
stock; anything supplied from one resistor or condenser to a' complete kit. Wireless World Televisor: Com- plete set of coils for this superhet receiver wound exactly to specifica- tion, 45/ -, L'don or B'ham. Poly- styrene formers, 1 in. x gin. tapped 
OBA for slug. 1/. ea.; E /in. x /., 
8d.; Paxolin formers, Ijin. x fin. tapped OBA, 9d,; 1in, or tin. x jinx, 
8d.; 1 in. x ,'in.. 9d.; Polystyrene Varnish, large bottle. 1/10d.; OBA Screwed Rod, brass 1/- ft., copper 2/. fi. We can give you a return of post service on all components for this receiver. Send 3d, stamp for lists of all the above Receivers, or let us have a list of your requirements for a quotation per return; retail only, L. F. HANNEY, 77, Lower Bristol Road, Bath, (Tel.: 3811.) 

EVERYTHING for Radio construc- tors, Condensers. Coils. Valves, Resis- tors. etc. Send stamp for list. SMITH, 98, West End Road, More- cambe. Quick service. 

RADIO EXPERIMENTERS. Build your own experimental Crystal Set; excellent results: performance at least equal to factory -made model; no batteries required. Complete set with instructions and highly sensitive headphones for only 15/6, post free, from ENTERPRISES, 3. Tennyson Road, London. S.W.19. (Letters only.) 

T/V AERIAL DIPOLES, 13/32in. O.D. 16g. dural tube. Per set of 4, London 12/6, Birmingham 11/6, Holme Moss 12/ - carriage pd. Any length cut to order; 7d. ft. SOUND T, V CO.. 42. Elms Rd., Aldershot. 
WIRE RECORDING Constructional Details 1;6. Stainless Steel Record- ing Wire, 3,60-Oft. reels, 4/9. 12, Rossendale Ave., Blackley, Man- chester. 9. 

"GLOBE -KING " 
Short Wave Kics and Components. 
Production fully booked up until 
new series commence Autumn, 1951. 

Watch this magazine for later 
announcements : 

JOHNSONS (Radio) 
MACCLESFIELD 

.Main, Transformers 
UPRIGHT - DROP THROUGH AS ILLUSTRATED. 
Two Types Only: Guaranteed. 
No. 1: 250-0- 250v.. 80 
mA,. 0- 4- 6.3v., 5 amp. 
0-,1-5v.; 2 amp. No. 2 : Same, but 350v. Both 
16 / -, post 1/ -for i to 3 

HILLFIELDS RADIO. 
8, Burnham Road, Whitley, Coventry. 

EDUCATIONAL 
TELEVISION, -The Gothic Television 
School is the only school in Great. Britain devoted solely to training in 
Television. The school specialises in 
providing guaranteed home study 
training for the R.T.E.B. Television 
Servicing Certificate and the Brit. - 
I.R.E. Television examination. Full 
details from the Registrar, GOTHIC 
TELEVISION SCHOOL, 13, North 
Ave., London, W.13.. 

WIRELESS.-Postal Course in theory 
for Amateur Transmitting Licence, 
complete with text -book at moderate 
fee; also instruction at school for 
P.M.G.'s Certificates to become Radio 
Officers in Merchant Navy at good 
salaries. Recognised by Ministry of 
Education. Apply, B.S,T., LTD., 179, 
Clapham Road. London, S.W.9. 
(EStd. 1906.) 

MERCHANT NAVY and Air Radio. 
Here is an opportunity to train as 
Radio Officer. The big liners are 
open to you, but you must qualify 
for the P.M.G. Certificate. Day. 
Evening and " Radiocerts " postal 
courses. S.A.E. prospectus from 
Director, THE WIRELESS SCHOOL, 
21, Manor Gardens, Holloway. 
London,. N.7. (Estd, 30 yes.) (Phone: 
ARC 3694.1 

SEE THE WORLD -600 Radio Officers 
required. Send 2d. stamp for pro- 
spectus to Britain's leading college. 
We train most in shortest period. at 
lowest cost. WIRELESS COLLEGE, 
Colwyn Bay. 

THE INSTITUTE of Practical Radio 
Engineers have available Home Study 
Courses covering elementary, theo- 
retical. mathematical, practical and 
laboratory tuition in radio and tele- 
vision engineering; the text is suit- 
able coaching matter for I.P.R.E.. 
Service, entry and progressive exams. 
Tuitiotiary- fees at pre -war rates are 
moderate. The Syllabus of Instruc- 
tional Text may be obtained, post 
free. from the SECRETARY, Fairfield - 
Road, Crouch End, N.8 

BRITISH SHORT WAVE LEAGUE, 
founded 1935, world -wide membership. 
Monthly publication, " B.S.W.L. 
Review " members only), covering 
all short wave radio interests. Many 
services and activity departments. 
Full information on application to: 
B.S.W.L., 53, Victoria Street, London, 
S.W.1. 

NORWOOD TECHNICAL COLLEGE, 
W. Norwood, London, S.E.27. Full - 
time, part -time day and . evening 
courses in Radio and Television 
rTechnology and Servicing) Radar 
and Line. Preparation for following 
examinations: C. & G. Full Techno- 
logical, R.T.E.B., Amateur Transmit- 
ting Licence, P.MG. Free Telecom. 
Prospectus (Al from the Secretary. 
(170.) 

NO B.N.R.S. Student has ever failed 
to pass his examinations after com- pleting our appropriate study course. 
Now in our eleventh year and this claim is still true. All our courses are conducted by correspondence and our syllabus includes Brit.I.R.E., City .and - Guilds - exams. Also maths, physics and radar. Nothing succeeds like success and what we have done a thousand times already for your colleagues.. we can do again, for you -and a U _ for ..£1 1 /.. -pea - month. Free- 

- booklet from 'BRITISH 
NATIONAL RADIO SCHOOL, 66, Addiscombe Road, Croydon, Surrey, (Telephone: ADDiscombe 3341.) 
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HI- 
FI 

AMPLIFIER Al 
For use on A.C. 200 -250v. only. Complete kit incl. valves for a 
first -class gramophone amplifier giving high quality reproduction. 
Simple instructions coupled with many illustrations enable even 
those without previous experience to construct this amplifier. 
Kit complete in every detail down to solder tags and solver. Pre- 
drilled chassis. Group board containing all resistors and con- 
densers, etc. 
Complete kit with instruction manual ... ... £4 2. 6. 
Instruction manual only ... ... ... ... ... 3. 6. 
Tone control kit ... ... ... ... ... ... 5. 0. 

AMPLIFIER TYPE A2 for use on AC /DC 
200 -250v. 
This amplifier employs the same fundamental circuit as the Al. 
It also gives first -class reproduction, and the kit itself is absolutely 
complete in every detail. 
Complete kit with instructions £2, 19. 6. 
Instruction manual only ... ... ... 3. 0. 
Tone control kit ... ... ... ... ... 5. 0. 

RADIOTUNING UNIT 
TYPE RF1. 
A complete Medium Wave Radio 
Tuning unit for use with the 
Al. or any other A.C. only ampli- 
fier. A "straight" T.R.F. circuit 
is employed using two high -gain 
pentodes, and the reproduction 
is excellent. The high sensitivity 
means it may be used in areas 
of moderate signal strength from 
the transmitter. 
Kit absolutely complete. 
Complete kit with instructions 
Instruction manual only ... 

E.M.I 
SPOT FREQUENCY MARKER 

The most accurate 
Frequency Checking Equipment 

yet designed 
Extended range from 1 MJcs to 200 M;Cs. 
Ex- Works, the accuracy is within .01°x, but 
provision is made for setting the crystal against 
a suitable frequency standard permitting 
accuracy to be permanently maintained within 
a few cycles. 
Variations in H.T. supply between 150/250 
volts will not affect the output frequency. 
The crystal harmonics on 144 -146 M1c Band is 
sufficiently powerful to facilitate receiver 
alignment. 
Enables accurate calibration of Signal Genera- 
tors, V.F.O.'s and S.W. receivers. 

Price £7.15.0 Nett. 
Write for fall details of this and the complete 
range of special E.M.I. equipment for the Amateur. 

E.M.I. SALES & SERVICE LTD. 
AMATEUR DIVISION, 

HEAD OFFICE : HAYES, MIDDLESEX, 
ENGLAND. E.211 

£2 5. 0 
2. 0. 

The BURGOYNE SOLDER GUN 
SAVE TIME ON SOLDERING ! 

Just press the button, count seven, and solder 
and the bit will remain at soldering heat until 
you release the pressure, when It cools off 
instantly. No waiting to warm up or cool 
down -No element to burn out-No mica to 
crack or splinter -No risk of shock. £10,000 
was spent on the design of this famous tool 
originally ! 

Few tools possess so many advantages as the 
Seven- Second " Solder Gun ; and certainly no engineer can 

consider himself up to date without one. For A.C. mains, 200 -250v. 

7916 
post,, 

Two Years 
Guarantee 

" IVALEK " CRYSTAL SET 
A radio set In the palm of your hand ! A beautifully made receiver. 
that looks good and IS GOOD. The receiver is constructed on an 
aluminium chassis and the circuit used, although Himple, is highly 
efficient. All that is required is an aerial and earth, and a pair of 
high -resistance headphones for good trouble -free 176 reception. 
Post and packing 9d. Standard Model, without tuning dial 126, postage 
and racking 9d. 

SEND for DETAILS of our HIRE- PURCHASE 
plan for 

"VIEWMASTER " COMPONENTS 
Start Building this £5 DOWN magnificent Receivér for 

.t`1 MAIL ORDER SUPPLY CO., THE RADIO CENTRE 

M O f133TottenhamCourtRoad ,London,W.1. \Tu,rnmra6î 

STUDY 
AT 

HOME THE 
BENNETT COLLEGE 

will set you on the right course for success 
You make sure of planned progress in the career of your choice 
when you let the most progressive, most successful Correspondence 
College in the world coach you through the post. By friendly, 
individual training we equip you with the specialised knowledge 
you must have for a well -paid key position. Make the first move 
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Practical Wireless 

BLUEPRINT SERVICE 
PRACTICAL WIRELESS 

No. of 
Blueprint 

CRYSTAL SETS 
111, Blueprints, is. each. 

1937 Crystal Receiver .. PW 71 * 

The " Junior " Crystal 
PW94* 

STRAIGHT SETS 
Battery Operated 

One -Valve : Blueprints, 2s. each. 

The " Pyramid " One - 
valver (HF Pen) .. PW93* 

Two -valve : Blueprints, 2s. 

The Signet Two (D & 
L F) .. .. .. PW76* 

Three -valve : Blueprints, 2s. each. 
Summit Three (HF Pen, 

D, Pen) .. PW37* 

The " Rapide " Straight 
3 (D, 2 LF (RC & 
Trans)) .. .. PW82* 

F. J. Camm's " Sprite" 
Three (HF, Pen, D, 
Tet) .. .. .. PW87* 

Four -valve : Blueprints, 2s. each. 

Fury Four Super (SG, 
SG, D, Pcn) .. .. PW34C* 

Mains Operated 
Two -valve : Blueprints, 2s. each. 

Selectone A.C. Radio- 
. grant Two (D, Pow) PWI9* 

Three -valve : Blueprints, 2s. each. 

Double - Diode - Triode 
Three (HF Pen, DDT, 
Pen) .. .. .. PW23* 

Four -valve : Blueprints, 2s. each. 

A.C. Fury Four (SG, SG, 
D, Pen) . . 

A.C. Hall -Mark (HF 
Pen, D, Push -Pull) .. PW45* 

PW2O* 

SUPERHETS 
flattery Sets : Blueprints, 2s. each. 

F. J. Camm's 2 -valve 
Superhet .. . , PW52* 

No. of 
Blueprint 

SHORT -WAVE SETS 
Battery Operated 

One -valve : Blueprint, 2s. 

Simple S.W. One -valver PW88* 

Two -valve : Blueprints, 2s. each. 
Midget Short -wave Two 

(D, Pen) 

Three -valve : Blueprints, 
Experimenter's Short- 

wave Three (SG, D, 
Pow) .. 

The Prefect 3 (D, 2 LF 
(RC and Trans)) .. 

The Band- spread S.W. 
Three (HF Pen, D 
(Pen), Pen) .. 

PW38A* 

2s. each. 

PW30A* 

PW63* 

PW68* 

PORTABLES 
Four -valve : Blueprint, 2s. 
" Imp " Portable 4 (D, 

LF, LF, Pen) .. PW86* 

MISCELLANEOUS 
Blueprint, 2s. 
S.W. Converter- Adapter 

(1 valve) .. .. PW48A* 

AMATEUR WIRELESS AND 

WIRELESS MAGAZINE 

STRAIGHT SETS 
Battery Operated 

One -valve : Blueprint, 2s. 

B.B.C. Special One - 
valver .. .. .. AW387* 

Two-valve : Blueprints, 2s. each. 
A modern Two -valver .. WM409* 

Mains Operated 
Two -valve : Blueprints, 2s. each. 

Consoelectric Two (D, 
Pen), A.C. .. .. AW403 

SPECIAL NOTICE 
THESE blueprints are drawn full 

size. The issues containing 
descriptions of these sets are now out 
of print, but an asterisk beside the 
blueprint number denotes that con 
structional details are available, free 
with the blueprint. 

The index letters which precede the 
Blueprint Number Indicate the per- 
iodical to which the description appears: 
Thus P.W. refers to PRACTICAL 
WIRELESS, A.W. to Amateur Wireless. 
W.M. to Wireless Magazine. 

Send (preferably) a postal order to 
cover the cost of the Blueprint 
PRACTICAL 

over 
WIRELESS Blueprint 

Dept.. George Newnes. Ltd., Tower 
House, Southampton Street, Strand. 
w.C.2. 

No. of 
Blueprint 

SHORT -WAVE SETS 
Battery Operated 

One -valve : Blueprints, 2s. each. 
S.W. One -valver for 

America .. .. AW429* 

Two-valve : Blueprints, 2s. each. 
Ultra -short Battery Two 

(SG, det Pen).. .. WM402* 

Four -valve : Blueprints, 3s. each. 
A.W. Short -Wave World - 

beater (HF Pen, D, RC, 
Trans) .. .. AW436* 

Standard Four -valver 
Short -waver (SG, D, 
LF, P).. .. .. WM383* 

Mains Operated 
Four -valve : Blueprints, 3s. 
Standard Four -valve A.C. 

Short -waver (SG, D, 
RC, Trans) .. .. WM391* 

MISCELLANEOUS 
Enthusiast's Power Am- 

plifier (10 Watts) (30 WM387* 
Listener's 5 -watt A.C. 

Amplifier (3/ -) .. WM392* 
Harris Electrogram 

battery amplifier (2/ -) WM399+ 
De Luxe Concert A.C. 

Electrogram (2/ -) .. W M403 * 

HINTS COUPON 
This coupon is available until May 

7th, 1951, and must accompany all 

I 

I 
Practical Hints 
PRACTICAL WIRELESS, MAY 1951. 

Published on the 7th of each month by GEORGE NEWNES. LIMITED. Tower House. Southampton Street, Strand, London. W.C,2, and 
printed it England by W. SPEAIGHT & SONS. LTD., Exmoor Street, London W.10. Sole Agents for Australia and New Zealand: 
GORDON & GOTCH (A /sia). LTD. South Africa: CENTRAL NEWS AGENCY, LTD. Subscription rate Including postage. for 
one 1 ear : Inland and Abroad 10s. 6d. (Canada 10s.). Registered at the General Post Office for the Canadian Magazine Post. 
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iv PRACTICAL WIRELESS 

TRANSFORMERS (An tested 2000 roll. to earth amt betunen aindings.) ILEI /Mn, 80 mA. (chassis drop through), 010 030/250 input. 350- 0 -3au. 4.votts at 4 amps. 5 volts at 2 amps. 6.3 volts at 4 amps. Soreened Primary. RE2 /80 80 mA. (Shrouded drop through) 010,230/250 input. 350 -0.380. 6.3 voile nt 5.amps. 5 volts at 2 amps. - - 
BEl:lgu 120 mA. (Fully shrouded.) 200,230/2250 volts input. 280. 0.250. 6.3 volts at 7 amps. 5 volts at 7 snips. 
11E2Á20. 120 mA. (Folly shrouded.) 200;270/250 volt Input. 350 -0.350. 6.3 volts at 0 amps. C T 5 volts nt 5 amps. 
REVERT. PrImm_c 200:21 0 150;030,2402511 volts. 2.5 kV. at 4 mA. 4 volts 

i. at 1.0 amps. 4 volts at'-' amps. C.T. (Tc ,teal at 10,(100 volts to earth and between windings.) 
REl /S0, 219 ; R52; 80, 22 6 : P.PI I^,', 29 6 ; 1;C' 5'120, 33 8 ; REVERT, 37/6. 

NEW VALVES BOXED ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS PEN 46 8/6 6I,7GT 7 0 mf,l, soli. each mid. volt. each 6E7nT)G 7/6 EF50 unbowed 5 6 S - 300. 3 ;0 2, - 50. 13 61170 618 t$G7GT 66 n -(50. 2,6 8'16 -4.Á. 4..6 6P6r,T /O 808 Áf 111(1 8 6 bl - San. 3 6 s - 4..50, 4'0 07,4(:T 7/6 12.460T 6 6 10, . 350, 2 6 l6l ii - :,so, 31 RF00 716 6.00S (6ÁE51 90 .. -rdn 80- 16 i6- .i:,n: 410 
Valves, Coils, Condensers, Speakers, Transformers, Meters, Batteries, Chokes. Wavechaneing Switches, etc., etc., etc "Cheapest in London." Prompt and Personal Service. Write, Call or 'Phone Please send S.A.E. for lists. 

rt R.E.Co.," TELE -RADIO HOUSE, 
42, GOODGE STREET, LONDON, W.I. LAN 253' 

Experimenters ! Build the 
MATCHBOX RADIO SET 

With the aid of our full instructions you can build a complete 
radio set in a matchbox, using parts purchased from your 
radio dealer. 

Tuning arrangements include a medium -wave inductor 
with station selector switch, and a long -wave coil for the 
B.B.C. Light Programme on 1,500 metres. 

Demodulation is achieved by the use of a non -linear imped- 
ance unit of a new type, giving loud, clear reception. 

This receiver works off a short indoor aerial in many dis- 
tricts, and being powered entirely by the incoming signal 
requires no batteries. 

Full step -by -step instructions, working drawings, and 
theoretical wiring diagram. 

PRICE 3' -. POST FREE. 
JOHN O'BEIRNE (W), 

137, COTHAM BROW, BRISTOL, 6. 
MAIL ORDER ONLY. 

May, 1951 

RADIO UNLIMITED ROAD, 
LONDON, E.I7 

77 Fî } .. 660 iT, ; .. _. 

7 6 66 IF 3 ,.b ltis ... 76 G.TT 6 6 LriC;3 .. 6 1R5 .. . 

6136 .. 
.. 7 6 

6SC7 ... 6 t 6K3_ .. 6 6 6L7 .. 7 6 6 ti 6Kf 6 6 .EF;ta ECF135 7 6 
2526 

6116 .. 9D Qí'21 .. .. 66 
1000- 6SN7 _ 9 0 ' 

9681-121:: 
9 0 6,75 ...... 4 3 6X5 ... ... 6 9682 _. ... 3, 2 

SPECIAL. THIS MONTES, 6K7Ci. 3 for 1316. In addition to the Surplus types listed we have large range. of 13.V.A. types in stock -. (p.uitalion by return, or order_ by ;C.O.it. AL(tMINII'M CIIASS Is creenedl. -Ideal for pre-amp. Complete with two int, Oct. Ií.3/. `, resistors, and Condensers. Brand new condition. 411, P0,1 I 

YOUR. GREAT CHANCE ! 
New, boxed components by I..t,:::.z tnan ul :cou rrr. - 

3-WAVEBAND SUPBRIIET (dsILS (AE and M 1'.. B 6 hair 5IID(:I:T 465Ko s I.F. TRANS. (lin. s 2'.ín.), 9g h;r 

The 
Electronic Musical 1l 
Instrument 3iaiiiia1 

14- Alan 1)01i741a1 
A useful guide to the theory and design of these instruments. With its numerous circuit diagrams and other illustrations it will greatly assist all concerned with this branch of electronics. 
105 illustrations, 181- net. 

PIT11.171, Parker Street, Kingsway, London, W.C.2. 

A 4 Station A.C. Mains " Pre Set " Receiver. We now have available complete Assembly Instructions for the construction of a midget Pre - Set " Superhet Receiver, showing also Wiring Diagram, Component Layout, and point -to -point connec- tions. This Set will select 4 Station. 
3 on Medium Waveband and 1 on Long Wave by the turn of a 1(0(51 5' Switch, no tuning being necessary. It is of 

a midget size, and' is simple to assemble, the completed chassis bring Blin, x 
4p1in, x lin. high, and can be com- pletely 

15,19;8. 
.ttPrice including 

Circuit andainstruetioñs Cl ß (Plus 3d. pe 
A Midget T.R.F. Battery Portable "Personal" Kit. A complete Kit of Parts to build a midget 4 -valve All -dry Battery 

ueg aRerila iieo circuempoyig Flat Tuned 
Consists of 

Dn Iron Dust Cored Coil, thereby ensuring maximum gain for 
Valve 

Single Stage 
(R.F. Am pt.) diT4 (Detector), 155 (1st A.F.) and 3S4 (output), Includes latest Rola Sin, Moving 

consumption oand nlly 7 mAsensurrees long battery life. The Kit is designed for a cabinet, minimum size 641n, x 41ín. x tiin. Detailed Building Instructions, with Practical Layout and Circuit included with Kit make assembly easy. Price for Complete Kit, £311819 (plus 1617 P.T.). Suitable unpolished Cabinet, filin. x 41in,. x 3in., 12/9. Ever Ready B114 Battery, 10'3. Building Instructions, Circuit, etc., Of/plied separately, 1: -. For t rader £6 t t A Complete Kit of Parts, including drilled ..,I valves to build a 6 -8 watt P /Pall amplifier for iu r. Is suitable for use with magnetic, crystal or 
l c aweigh t pick -up and incorporates Tone controls. Theoret- i'nl and practical diagrams supplied. Price of complete l:ì r £5'15'9. or completely assembled, ready for use, £7110 0. ' all n"I.onent lists, 9d. 

1 t t rs Personal Kit. A Kit of parts to build "s U 1-Valve Superhet "Personal" Set, covering 
ti 11111 and Long Wave -bands and designed for Mains or 

a al'4t SORE tu et it at 

TE 
s ESTABLISH 

R 
ED 25 YEARS 

Battery operation Is now available. This 2- waveband superhet receiver Is 
`00 -270 vo or by an 
designed t operate on A.C. mains 

All -Dry" battery, ei r means being selected 
by the turn of 0 rotary switch. It is s:' designed -that the mains section, she. 
4Áín. s 3'l:í. X Olin Is supplied as n ^elsarate Sir (which may be added at 
r:nv time). T Kit can therefore be 
supplied eithEr as an "All-Dry' Battery Pero al Set, or by incor- 
aerating the mains section as a Midget receiver for combined Battery: Ám!35 operation. The circuit incorporates delayed A.V.C. and pre -selective audio feedback, A Rota 4in. P.M. Speaker with a generous sized output transformer ensures excellent quality reproduction. Two ready wound frame aerials and a drilled midget chassis are included, The overall size of ehacsio when completely wired is Blin. x 4in. x 21in. Valve line -up IR5 (freq. ch.), IT4 (LE. amp.). 1S5 (diode det. and audio amp,), and 804 (output tet.). The set is easily built from the very detailed building instructions supplied. which includes n practical Component Layout, with point -to- point wiring diagram, and a circuit diagram. Price of ('om- Mete Kit (less Mains Unit), including P.'l'., £618/9. Price of Mains Unit Kit, $117,6. A Walnut- linimlred Portable Cabinet to house this receiver Is also available. Price 19'8. The complete assembly instructions above can also be supplied separately for 1,9. 

A complete Kit of Parts to build a Miniature "Ail -Pry " Battery Eliminator. giving 62 volts ILT. (approx.) and 1.4 volts L.T. This Eliminator is suitable for use with any Superhet Personal battery set requiring ILT, and L.T. as above, It Is housed in a light aluminium case, size 91ín. X 31ín. s Vin., and can therefore he accommodated In most makes of personal receivers. Price of Complete Kit, in- clu(:in.^, detailed assembly instructions and layout, £1117/6. The \I idget A.C. Mains 3 -Valve R eeeiver circuit, as pdbiishod in the " Wireless World." We can supply all the components to build this set. which covers Medium and Long Waves, for £410'0 (including complete assembly instructions). A reprint of complete assembly instructions can be supplied 
-separately for 9d. (including postage). 

* Send 6d, P.O. for our NEW STOCK LIST, showing many KITS OF PARTS for Sets and Battery Chargers s " hundreds " of Wireless Components. When ordering please cover postage and pack ag. 

STERN RADIO LTD., 109 & I1S, FLEET STREET, E,C,4, (F -Tel ó814R:2059 
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